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INTRODUCTION 

GILLIAN ANIA  
AND ANN HALLAMORE CAESAR 

 
 
 
Over the last twenty or so years, contemporary Italian narrative has seen 
the emergence of a variety of new genres. The early 1980s, point of 
departure for this collection of essays, is associated with the publication of 
two novels: Italo Calvino’s Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore (If on a 
Winter’s Night a Traveller) in 1979 and Umberto Eco’s Il nome della rosa 
(The Name of the Rose) in 1980. Best-sellers in Italy and, particularly in 
Eco’s case, abroad, both are characterized by a postmodern attentiveness 
to genre. Where Eco adopts the classic English detective story as frame for 
his postmodern metafiction, Calvino turns the frame into the story, with 
each new chapter a deviation into a different narrative genre. In his intro-
duction to the excellent, author-based collection of essays on the novel of 
the ’80s—The New Italian Novel (1993)—Lino Pertile explained that the 
intention was to celebrate the revival of modern Italian fiction which, 
helped by Eco and Calvino, was attracting critical attention and popularity 
in other parts of Europe, most notably France and Germany, but less so in 
the UK. Attitudes have changed since then here, as can be seen from the 
public and critical interest shown in Primo Levi’s writings, and by the 
paperback translations into English of canonical writers such as Leonardo 
Sciascia or Antonio Tabucchi, and newer writers including Andrea Camil-
leri, Carlo Lucarelli and Niccolò Ammaniti. 

But it was not only readerships outside Italy that contributed to the 
growing market for the Italian novel. By the ’80s the ‘language question’, 
which had continued to haunt Italian writers for many decades after the 
country had achieved political unification in 1861, was at last put to rest. 
School and university reforms that came in the wake of the 1968 protests 
helped create a substantial middle-class readership, while the rise of mass 
media and the increase in a newspaper-reading public all contributed to a 
more equal relationship between reader and writer. Now the question was 
no longer dialect versus language but one of register versus language: do 
modern writers corrupt language by adopting current registers? Can they, 
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as one writer put it, attain ‘leggibilità’ [readability] without relinquishing 
the ‘assolutezza’, the ‘essenzialità’ of the classics, their absolute or intrin-
sic qualities? 

David Forgacs has suggested, in Italian Cultural Studies (285), that 
1980 constituted a “second watershed in the history of cultural con-
sumption” which he attributed to television’s rapid multiplication of 
channels and programmes to produce, borrowing Eco’s term, “neo-tele-
vision”, lazy and self-referential broadcasting (which helped sweep Silvio 
Berlusconi to power in 1994) and video, along with an unprecedented 
growth in newspaper readership. At the same time the ’80s were character-
ized by a crisis in the book market, precipitated on the one hand by 
inflation and a steep rise in the cost of living, and on the other by turmoil 
in the publishing industry, which led to a re-structuring and re-organ-
ization of some of the large publishing houses. In 1990 the prestigious and 
powerful Mondadori was bought by Silvio Berlusconi Holdings which 
thereby brought together books, magazines and three television channels 
under one ‘roof’. By the mid-’90s the publishing sector was back on its 
feet with an increase in the number of small publishing houses while the 
larger companies amalgamated or looked to new areas of activity. Much 
was lost in the process, first and foremost the distinctive identity 
previously enjoyed by publishing houses, but there was a marked increase 
in sales of the paperback helped first by the arrival of the Millelire (short, 
small books that cost, precisely, 1 000 lire) and then by the Miti, one of 
Oscar Mondadori’s lists, a mixture of best-sellers and good writing for the 
most part by non-Italians. In the years that followed, dozens of publishing 
houses were launched, often dedicated to specialist areas such as feminist 
writing and prison writing. The number of book prizes, always an 
important feature in the Italian literary calendar, multiplied while 1988 
saw the first Italian book fair, the Salone del libro in Turin. Now known as 
the Fiera del libro it is an important annual occasion open to the public 
and the industry. 

The ‘new Italian narrative’ that began to be spoken about in the ’80s 
was not associated with a single writer or movement but with an eclectic 
and varied production where the growth of readerships has been accom-
panied by the numbers of new writers who have brought with them 
unfamiliar cultures, backgrounds and experiences. Of the new genres 
emerging, such as migrant writing, regional writing, lesbian and gay 
fiction and crime fiction, the most enduring phenomenon, over the past 
fifteen years, has been, arguably, the popularity and newly acquired status 
of crime fiction. While the detective genre (the name giallo deriving from 
the Mondadori yellowbacks) has had a long history in Italy, following 
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British or American models, what has changed is that there is now a strong 
indigenous and regional tradition, with the newer novels, as Luca Somigli 
demonstrates, often dealing with topical issues or recent Italian history. 
From its classical beginnings, he argues, the Italian giallo has taken on 
more cogently the role of social criticism, and his investigation of works 
by Lucarelli, Augias, Gori and Angelino reveals societies on the brink of 
collapse, with consequent conflicting notions of responsibility, or duty—
and the significance of this for present-day Italy. Nicoletta Di Ciolla also 
examines the status of the giallo in Italy, and its ‘offshoot’, the noir, and at 
the choice of historical or contemporary settings. In this context she looks 
closely at a recent prizewinner, a novel by Claudia Salvatori with an 
uncharacteristic chronological framework, which by bringing together 
detective fiction, the Gothic and pastiche embeds itself firmly within the 
Italian narrative tradition.  

The generational nature of Italian literary culture has always been 
marked and continues to be so. Two well-established writers whose work, 
while located within a regional framework, raises issues which have far 
wider resonance and significance, are Gianni Celati and Vincenzo Con-
solo. Marina Spunta’s essay explores the representation of space, place 
and landscape in contemporary Italian fiction and photography through the 
work of a group of artists centred around Celati and the photographer 
Luigi Ghirri, who see the associations and characteristics of the Po valley 
as providing a suitable context for their investigation of the human 
condition today. At the core of Consolo’s work, a writer who notably 
abandoned fiction in the late ’90s, Daragh O’Connell identifies the 
struggle to find a means of representing an ethical stance within fiction, a 
position he argues the author can only reach through a ‘re-sacralization’ of 
language. The essay examines three novels by the Sicilian author, and 
their particular use of history, myth or the giallo form to comment, in 
addition, on questions of justice and culture in the “second” Italian 
Republic. 

For many young, new writers the anthology has been an important 
form of self-marketing. A new imprint by Mondadori for lesbian and gay 
writing offers, according to Charlotte Ross and Derek Duncan, 
marketability but also a springboard without which these new directions 
would not have opened up; their essay looks at identity politics and the 
problematics of categorization, as well as the subversive and non-sub-
versive writing that falls within this category. Market strategy and literary 
transgression also informed the objective of a group of writers, known as 
the ‘Young Cannibals’, to revitalize literature and challenge orthodoxies. 
In this context Monica Jansen and Inge Lanslots focus on “the most 
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read, reviewed, loved and hated anthology of the nineties”—Gioventù 
cannibale—to revisit their often unsettling non-literary language and 
orientation towards cinema, pop music and slang. Large-scale immigration 
in Italy is a relatively recent phenomenon with the earliest writings about 
the experiences of migrants appearing in 1990. Jennifer Burns reviews 
the literature of the past fifteen years and the issues of inter-cultural 
awareness, Italian-ness, memory, mobility and language that it raises. As 
befits a collection of essays crossing the millennium, the last contribution, 
by Gillian Ania, is a study of apocalypse and dystopia in contemporary 
fiction. Looking at the works of both established and new authors which 
have been published in the last decade (Vassalli and Capriolo, Avoledo 
and Pispisa), the essay reveals some quite disturbing fin-de-millennium 
visions as well as possible ‘new’ roles for myth and mysticism in today’s 
fragile world. 

This book developed out of a symposium held at the University of 
Salford in July 2005 on the occasion of the biennial conference of the 
Society for Italian Studies where colleagues with an interest in modern 
and contemporary prose fiction in Italy met to discuss recent trends. 
Alongside essays by some of the participants in that discussion are others 
that were commissioned subsequently to give a wider view and try to 
capture something of the vibrant and eclectic nature of narrative in Italy 
today. Among many Italian writers there is certainly a sense of the 
traditional culture in crisis. Consolo’s recent abandonment of literary 
narrative writing in favour of a more direct response, through essays, to 
the cultural poverty he perceives about him (associated, in particular, with 
‘Berlusconismo’), is symptomatic. On the other hand, many young 
writers, such as the ‘Young Cannibals’, seek collaboration with—and/or 
are actively nurtured by—commercial publishers and the media so as to 
use the glare of publicity this brings to express their often contentious 
views. The divisions are real enough, and the trends are distinct. Yet 
underlying them, consistently, are ethical, aesthetic and social issues, 
fears—and hopes—for integration, for integrity, for the very future of 
literature and writers. 

Through simple or complex—or singular—narratives, the writers 
considered here present their individual responses to the above issues, and 
on perennial questions such as memory, identity and language. We are 
convinced that the essays offer useful insights into the kinds of writing 
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being published in Italy at the turn of the millennium as we enter deeper 
into the brave ‘new’ future of the 21st century.1 
 

                                                 
1 In each essay primary sources are cited in both Italian and English; secondary 
sources appear only in English. Full references to all works cited appear at the end 
of each essay. 



CHAPTER ONE 

FIGHTING CRIME IN TIMES OF WAR: 
VISIONS AND REVISIONS OF FASCISM IN 
CONTEMPORARY DETECTIVE FICTION 

LUCA SOMIGLI 
 
 
 

1. Italian detective fiction: A “new social novel”? 
 
One of the most peculiar and enduring phenomena of Italian literature in 
the 1990s was the sudden rise in status of detective fiction, or the giallo, as 
the genre has been best known in Italy since Mondadori launched the Libri 
Gialli series, devoted to mysteries, in 1929. In bookstores, the ever-
expanding sections on detective fiction display home-grown examples of 
all the recognized sub-genres, from the traditional puzzle-narrative in the 
Agatha Christie tradition and the angst-ridden noir to the hyper-technical 
‘procedural’ and the exotic historical mystery. It is, indeed, a good time to 
be a giallista in Italy, after all those years during which Alberto Savinio’s 
self-fulfilling prophecy that “Italian detective fiction is absurd in prin-
ciple” (quoted in Crovi: 10) was dutifully trotted out, either to salvage 
‘real’ writers such as Leonardo Sciascia and Carlo Emilio Gadda from the 
netherworld of popular fiction, or to relegate to the margins of the literary 
system those stubborn novelists (Franco Enna, Loriano Macchiavelli, 
Renato Olivieri, Laura Grimaldi, to name but a few) who, from the ’60s 
on, insisted on testing out Savinio’s theory for themselves. Even the only 
apparent exception to this rule, Giorgio Scerbanenco, did not acquire a 
degree of legitimacy until he was awarded a French prize, the Grand Prix 
de la Littérature Policière, in 1968, a year before his death, confirming the 
Latin proverb “nemo propheta in patria”.1  
                                                 
1 The classic history of Italian detective fiction, Rambelli’s Storia del “giallo” 
italiano of 1979, can now be usefully integrated with Pistelli’s 2006 study, and, for 
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While the reasons for such a sudden and dramatic change in critical 
fortune are numerous, many commentators seem to agree that one of the 
most significant is the role of social criticism that the genre has gradually 
come to play over the last three decades, becoming a sort of “nuovo ro-
manzo sociale,” as the title of a recent collection of essays aptly put it.2 
Already in 1992, at the dawn of the current renaissance of the genre, the 
perceptive critic Carloni had observed that one of the peculiarities of con-
temporary Italian detective fiction was the fact that it had come to fill a 
perceived void, covering “with craftsmanlike modesty, an area of fiction 
in the realist tradition that had grown progressively narrower in the ’60s 
and ’70s” (1992: 162).3 In a period characterized by the critical triumph of 
experimental fiction, first with the “neoavanguardia” in the ’60s and then 
with postmodernism, the element that sanctioned the marginality of genre 
fiction within the literary field became, paradoxically, its strength.4 The 
giallo’s apparently naïve belief in the mimetic power of language, in the 
capacity of narrative to bridge the gap between the linguistic code and 
reality in order to provide an accurate representation of a certain socio-
cultural environment, made it possible for the genre to take on the function 
of immediate social description and critique that high literature seemed to 
have abdicated. This, in any case, is precisely the argument used by a 
number of writers of detective fiction to vindicate their work. Refuting the 
traditional perception of the genre as a form of pure and unadulterated 
escapism, several giallisti of both the ‘old guard’ active since the ’70s and 
the new wave of the ’90s have emphasized the critical thrust of their 
literary enterprise. For Loriano Macchiavelli, as he observes in a RaiLibro 
interview, “detective fiction has always been a possible source of dis-
turbance, a virus within the healthy body of literature, authorized to speak 
ill of the society in which it developed”. Carlo Lucarelli has made a 
similar point: “detective fiction has always been political, and in Italy the 
genre has only recently discovered and become aware of its political 
dimension” (2002: 29). Likewise, writer Gianni Biondillo has remarked in 
an interview that “today, it is the ‘investigation’ of reality (because in the 
end it is precisely this, the ‘investigation’, that holds together a noir, 

                                                                                                      
the period between 1966 and 1994, with that of Carloni (1994). For a broad, if 
unsystematic, overview of contemporary production, see Crovi. 
2 I am referring to Il giallo italiano come nuovo romanzo sociale edited by San-
giorgi and Telò. 
3 All translations are my own. 
4 On the relationship between genre fiction and postmodern narrative, see in par-
ticular Benedetti. 
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giallo, crime novel or thriller) that best describes our desire for reality, for 
understanding the reality in which we live” (Milesi and Infante: 17-18). 

At first glance, it might seem that the argument regarding the potential 
for social and even political criticism on the part of the giallo does not 
apply to historical detective fiction. Leaving behind, as it does, the dys-
functions of contemporary society, historical detective fiction safely 
transports the reader to another world—a past potentially as foreign in its 
remoteness as the far-off future of science fiction—which, at best, can 
only be related to the social institutions of our own times by way of 
allegory. Indeed, this is usually the case with the mysteries—of which 
there are many, of varying degrees of accomplishment—set in places such 
as Imperial Rome or Dante’s Florence, Renaissance Venice or a 14th-cen-
tury abbey somewhere in Northern Italy. But what happens when the 
period in question is one with which contemporary Italian society is not 
fully reconciled? What happens when, instead of a distant and historicized 
past, the novelist chooses a period on which the historical and political 
debate remains, for whatever reason, open? This is clearly the case with 
those detective novels set against the background of the Fascist regime 
and World War II, many of which have enjoyed considerable success over 
the past twenty years.5 Leaving aside the lone example of Gadda’s Quer 
pasticciaccio brutto de via Merulana (1957; That Awful Mess on Via 
Merulana, 1966)—a giallo sui generis if ever there was one, and in any 
case a novel that can hardly be considered an example of historical fiction 
given its closeness to the past it represents (its earliest version appeared in 
the journal Letteratura in 1946-47)—the beginning of this new narrative 
trend is marked by the appearance of Carlo Lucarelli’s Carta bianca in 
1990.6 This book, the first volume in what would eventually become a 
trilogy about a policeman caught between the fall of the regime, the 
Resistance, and the rise of the Republic, demonstrated the remarkable 
adaptability of the detective novel: the author uses the conventions of the 
genre to investigate broader questions of personal and political responsi-
bility in the administration of justice, to great effect. Lucarelli was rapidly 

                                                 
5 In spite of its popularity, not only in Italy, but also in the Anglo-American 
tradition, historical detective fiction has received surprisingly little critical atten-
tion. Some insightful theoretical suggestions can be found in chapter 6 of Scaggs, 
while Browne and Kreisner provide a useful survey of the major authors working 
in the genre (mostly English and American). For an Italian perspective on the 
often-remarked parallels between the work of the historian and that of the writer of 
detective novels, see Lucarelli 2004. 
6 Recently translated into English, by Michael Reynolds, as Carte Blanche (2007. 
New York: Europa Editions). 
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joined by a fairly large group of writers, who, in different ways, explored 
the tensions between the straightforward formula of the mystery and the 
social and moral ambiguities of the regime. A partial list might include: 
Lucio Trevisan, whose Commissario Epifanio Pennetta investigates actual 
crimes such as the attempted murder of Mussolini by Violet Gibson in 
1926, producing a not entirely convincing mixture of fact and fiction; 
Leonardo Gori, a capable giallista, who has chosen a dashing young 
captain of the Carabinieri, Bruno Arcieri, for his more conventional mys-
teries; historian Luciano Marrocu, who has chronicled the adventures of 
Eupremio Carruezzo and Luciano Serra, two functionaries of the dreaded 
Fascist secret police (OVRA) who bear more than a passing resemblance to 
Nero Wolfe and Archie Goodwin; Corrado Augias, author of Quella mat-
tina di luglio (1995) [That July morning], to my knowledge the only case 
of his Commissario Flaminio Prati, set against the Allied bombing of 
Rome and the fall of Mussolini;  and Edoardo Angelino, who, like Luca-
relli, recreates the social and political divisions in the period of transition 
from Fascism to democracy.7 

The enduring fortune of what is now a veritable sub-genre suggests 
that more is at stake here than the superficial exoticism of a different his-
torical epoch. Indeed, the almost simultaneous development of this par-
ticular narrative trend and the recent so-called ‘revisionist’ debate on the 
interpretations of Fascism and the Resistance seems to be more than a 
coincidence. In this essay, my intention is to examine the ways in which 
detective fiction has intervened, both explicitly and implicitly, in the very 
public discussion on the meaning and on the moral and political impli-
cations of a series of pivotal moments and events at the twilight of the 
Fascist regime and its artificial continuation with the Italian Social Re-
public (“Repubblica Sociale Italiana”); this period encompasses the dis-
missal and subsequent arrest of Mussolini on 25 July 1943, the Armistice 
of 8 September of the same year, the formation of the ‘Salò’ regime 
(“Repubblica di Salò”), and the Resistance and civil war of the following 
two years. What I propose to show, then, through a reading of the afore-
mentioned Carta bianca and Quella mattina di luglio as well as of Gori’s 
Il passaggio [The passage] (2002) and Angelino’s L’inverno dei Mongoli 
[The winter of the barbarians] (1995), is that it is specifically through the 
figure of the detective that the gialli set during this crucial phase of Italian 

                                                 
7 Another indication of the popularity of the genre is the anthology of short stories 
Fez, struzzi & manganelli [Fezes, ostriches, and cudgels], edited by Gianfranco 
Orsi and published in 2005 to coincide with the sixtieth anniversary of the end of 
World War II. 
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history articulate those very same ethical issues that the revisionist debate 
has attempted to call into question. 

2. “Io sono un poliziotto”: truth and justice  
among the ruins 

Before turning to the discussion of specific novels, however, it is neces-
sary to make some preliminary observations on the term ‘revisionism’, 
which in the previous paragraph I have used without adequate 
qualification. As many of the authors who have intervened on both sides 
of the debate have remarked (De Felice 1992: 112-13; Losurdo: 34; 
Poggio 1999: 22), the term is characterized by a constitutive ambiguity 
since a certain kind of ‘revisionism’ is an intrinsic part of the work of the 
historian. Significantly, on this score, Nicola Tranfaglia (2006: 90), a 
scholar who can be assigned to the anti-revisionist camp, quotes 
approvingly from a text of which he is otherwise extremely critical, De 
Felice’s controversial book-interview Rosso e Nero (1995: 17): “by their 
very nature, historians can only be revisionists, insofar as their work 
begins with what was established by their predecessors and tends to ex-
tend, correct and clarify the latter’s reconstructions of events.” That said, 
however, over the last twenty years the term has come increasingly to 
signify a far more precise and much less neutral perspective on the past, 
one in which what becomes central is not so much the ‘accuracy’ of the 
historical reconstruction, but rather the current political implications of 
competing interpretations. The subjects of such new (and often polemical) 
readings of history are many, ranging from the French revolution to Euro-
pean colonialism, from the Spanish civil war to the experiences of Nazism 
and Fascism, but the underlying motif, as Poggio has remarked, is dis-
crediting “any historical experiment that is based on justice and equality” 
(1999: 32).8 More specifically, in Italy revisionism has come to indicate 
“in popular terms, a re-evaluation of the Fascist experience”, to quote 
another historian, Luigi Ganapini (128). This “re-evaluation” takes two 
forms: on the one hand, an emphasis on the Fascist ventennio as a phase of 
modernization of the nation and a re-interpretation of the regime as a 
“soft” dictatorship;9 and on the other, a parallel and symmetrical critique 

                                                 
8 For a broad overview of the different subjects of revisionist historiography, see 
Losurdo and, more specifically on its polemical implications, Detti and Flores. On 
the history of the term and its uses, see also Santomassimo 1999: 141-43. 
9 On this, see also Romanelli (339), who rightly speaks of a “mondanizzazione”, or 
normalization, of Fascism. 
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of anti-Fascism and of the Resistance, often described as dominated by its 
communist components, and for which a crucial text is Ernesto Galli della 
Loggia’s La morte della patria [Death of the Fatherland] which we dis-
cuss in more detail below. The immediate political objective of such inter-
pretations is Italian communism and the current parties that trace their 
roots back to it. Indeed, the revisionist debate has been remarkably attuned 
to the transformations of the political landscape that have characterized 
recent Italian history. For this reason, it is important to distinguish be-
tween a sound, scholarly form of revisionism, based on the protocols of 
the discipline and exemplified by the controversial but impeccably docu-
mented historical works of De Felice or Nolte, and the debate carried on in 
the public arena by the media and driven by competing needs for political 
legitimation.10 In fact, the Italian transition from the so-called “first” to 
“second” Republic, in the ’90s, further complicated the matter, as it inex-
tricably interwove the interpretations of Fascism and the Resistance with 
the political discourse used by the new parties thrust into the spotlight in 
the wake of the “Tangentopoli” scandals to legitimize themselves and 
simultaneously delegitimize their opponents before a confused and scepti-
cal electorate. In Italy, we can thus distinguish at least two phases: in the 
first, the debate remained confined mostly to professional historians even 
in cases where it took a more popularized form, such as De Felice’s well-
known Intervista sul fascismo (1975); in the second, post-1992 phase, on 
the contrary, the historiographic context receded into the background, 
while the short-circuit between the interpretation of the past and the 
political necessities of the present became more evident. 

Published between the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the collapse 
in 1992 (with the beginning of the “Mani Pulite”, or “Clean Hands” 
investigation) of the system that had dominated Italian political life since 
1948, Lucarelli’s Carta bianca lies at the juncture of these two phases and 
thus both reflects and anticipates the shifts in the critical debate on 
Fascism. In fact, the origins of the novel are closely linked to the historio-
graphic research on the regime in the late ’80s, as Lucarelli, then a uni-
versity student, conceived the text while collecting material for a thesis on 
the police of the Italian Social Republic. As he has stated in an interview, 
his initial intention was not so much that of writing a mystery, but rather 
of presenting, through the fictional police inspector De Luca, the story of a 
real policeman whom he had interviewed in the course of his research, and 

                                                 
10 The bibliography on the role of Nolte and De Felice in re-orienting the 
historiographic debate is extensive. On Nolte, see, for instance, Poggio (2000); on 
De Felice, see Santomassimo (1999; 2000) and Tranfaglia 2006: 69-101. 
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whose career had spanned Fascism, Salò, the partisan police, and the first 
four decades of the Republic (he had retired in the ’80s). 
 

Arrivati alla fine [dell’intervista] io gli ho detto: Ma senta maresciallo, 
scusi, ma lei per chi vota, posso chiederlo? Come fa a uscire indenne? E lui 
m’ha guardato e m’ha detto: Che c’entra questa domanda, io sono un 
poliziotto. E questo è De Luca. Ora, io volevo scrivere quella storia lì, e 
non un giallo. È la storia di un uomo che ti dice “cosa c’entra?” 
(Bacchereti: 185) 
 
[At the end [of the interview], I asked him: “Maresciallo, excuse me, who 
do you vote for, may I ask? How can you remain unaffected?” He looked 
at me and said: “What’s that got to do with anything? I’m a policeman.” 
And this is De Luca. I wanted to write this story, and not a mystery. It’s the 
story of man who says “What’s that got to do with anything?”] 

 
The choice of the form of the detective novel allows the two questions—
“cosa c’entra?” and “come fa a uscirne indenne?”—to emerge in all their 
complexity, as through this fiction the author articulates the terms and the 
limitations of what would soon become a topos in the revisionist vulgate: 
the dissociation of individual men and women from the responsibilities of 
the regime that they served in the name of perhaps misguided, but 
ultimately justifiable motivations such as professionalism or loyalty.  

The gialli featuring De Luca, unlike much of Lucarelli’s later 
production, follow the conventions of the traditional detective novel, with 
numerous and contradictory clues requiring the detective to exercise all his 
powers of deduction. In this sense, he seems to perform the role that 
Kracauer had theorized as early as 1925 in Der Detektiv-Roman (pub-
lished posthumously in 1971), where the detective is the personification of 
reason and a sort of false God in a world dominated by the principles of 
rationalism. However Lucarelli, by shifting the focus from the bare re-
construction of the case to the emotional and psychological life of the 
detective, hints at the profound disconnection between reason and justice: 
the detective may be able to ferret out the truth, to give shape and meaning 
to the mass of disparate clues that are placed before him, but that does not 
in itself translate into an act of justice, since this would presume an insight 
into the moral implications of his own actions that De Luca simply refuses 
to have. In Carta bianca, where De Luca is called to investigate the 
murder of Vittorio Rehinard, an ambiguous figure with powerful con-
nections, this blindness to his own involvement in the Salò regime, here 
portrayed in its dying days, is paradoxically what makes De Luca effective 
as a policeman: he is genuinely interested in truth, and thus not easily 
swayed by the political ramifications of his enquiry. The problem, 
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however, is whether this is enough to absolve him from his implicit res-
ponsibility as a functionary of a regime in which the administration of 
justice is dictated by political expediency rather than abstract principles. 

De Luca defends himself from all accusations of collusion with 
Fascism with the mantra that all his actions, whatever their outcome, are 
motivated solely by his professional responsibilities. And so, repeated 
almost as a private exorcism, the phrase “io sono un poliziotto” punctuates 
the key stages of the investigation.11 In a conversation with a suspect, 
Sonia Tedesco, he explains his involvement with the infamous “Brigata 
Muti”: 
 

Quando mi hanno chiamato nella sezione speciale della Muti ci sono 
andato subito, di corsa. Perché là si lavorava bene, capisci? [...] Là era tutto 
efficientissimo, c’erano gli investigatori migliori, gli schedari migliori, 
c’erano fondi... Da sempre è così il mestiere del poliziotto ed è quello che 
ho sempre fatto io. Non si chiedono scelte politiche ad un poliziotto, gli si 
chiede solo di fare bene il suo mestiere. (Carta: 88) 
 
[When they assigned me to the special division of the Muti brigade, I went 
immediately, at the double. Because one could work well there, do you 
understand? […] It was all very efficient over there, with the best in-
vestigators, the best police files, and financial resources… The job of a 
policeman has always been like this, and this is what I have always done. 
You don’t ask a policeman to make political choices, you just ask him to 
do his job well.] 
 

And throughout the cycle, De Luca will insist that he had no involvement 
in, or even knowledge of the torturing of anti-Fascists for which the 
“Mutini” were grimly known. The implications of his selective will to 
truth—all-consuming during an enquiry but apparently absent when it 
comes to the world surrounding him—is brought home by another suspect, 
Valeria, with whom he has a brief relationship: “In mezzo a tutta questa 
confusione pochi sanno veramente chi sono e cosa fanno ed è per questo 
che ti tieni così attaccato al tuo ruolo, tu che ce l’hai, da dirlo ogni volta 
che puoi, sono poliziotto, sono poliziotto” [In this mayhem, very few 
people really know who they are and what they do. That is why you hold 
on to your role, since you have one, and repeat at every opportunity: I am 
a policeman, I am a policeman] (Carta: 57). In the chaos of the war—both 

                                                 
11 Significantly, De Luca first pronounces the phrase to distinguish himself from a 
colleague, Commissario Lenzi, executed by the Germans for what a collaborator 
calls “errors” committed after the armistice of 8 September 1943 (Carta: 28). The 
implication is that Lenzi, unlike De Luca, took sides politically. 
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the World War at large and the civil war in the part of Italy under Salò—
individuals are called to re-think their role, whether out of opportunism or 
sincere political belief, and to make choices of an ultimately moral nature 
regarding the side to be on and the reasons for their choice. De Luca, on 
the contrary, seeks to remove himself from the conflict altogether, de-
fining himself as above the political struggle, and is thus genuinely taken 
aback when he finds out that he is on a list of targets drawn up by the 
partisans. 

In a review of the De Luca series De Federicis (23) has criticized 
Lucarelli for “a certain propensity for abandoning old myths in favour of 
new ones such as that of the innocent Fascist”. However, it is precisely the 
hollowness of such new mythologies that Lucarelli exposes, without ne-
cessarily accepting the old ones uncritically: the ‘innocence’ of this new 
archetype, so dear to the culture of the right, is in fact a conscious and 
deliberate blindness which, far from absolving the character from his 
responsibilities, implicates him all the more in the injustices of the regime. 
By the time De Luca uncovers the solution to the initial mystery—at the 
very end and after pursuing a number of red herrings as the genre re-
quires—he has to admit that throughout the investigation he and his 
assistant, Maresciallo Pugliese, have been manipulated by various factions 
of the collapsing Salò regime and are responsible, albeit indirectly, for 
several deaths, including the murder of one of his own men and the suicide 
of Sonia and her fiancé. Moreover, De Luca will never be able to make his 
truth known, and through it triumph over the deceits and the machinations 
of the Chief of Police and the local secretary of the Fascist party leader, 
who have been pulling the political strings of the investigation all along: 
the reality that he had stubbornly refused to consider finally overwhelms 
him, and his moment of victory is turned into defeat as he is forced to flee 
in order to escape being summarily executed by the partisans who are 
about to take the city. 

Corrado Augias’s novel Quella mattina di luglio, like Lucarelli’s, is set 
in a society on the brink of collapse and portrays the conflict between 
social and individual responsibility. Augias, best known for his work as a 
journalist for periodicals such as L’Espresso and La Repubblica and as 
creator and host of several television programmes, returns here to the 
genre of the historical mystery that he had already practised with success 
in the ’80s when (well in advance of the genre’s recent flourishing) he 
published a trilogy of novels; through the adventures of former police 
commissioner Giovanni Sperelli (brother of the better known Andrea, the 
protagonist of d’Annunzio’s Il piacere), the trilogy charts the decline of 
the Liberal state in the decade between the Libyan war (1911) and the rise 
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of Fascism. The title of his new giallo refers to 19 July 1943, the date on 
which the book opens, but also, and most importantly, the date of a 
devastating Allied bombing of Rome in which about three thousand 
people lost their lives. Also destroyed during the attack is the building 
where that very morning Commissario Flaminio Prati had begun in-
vestigating the murder of a young woman, Franca, but which the blaring 
of the air-raid sirens had forced him to flee. With the corpus delicti, the 
crime scene and almost all the clues now obliterated, Prati seems to have 
no choice but to drop the case, yet finds himself reluctant to do so. Like 
De Luca, he is driven by a sense of professional duty as well as by the 
awareness that his “mestiere” can serve as a defence against encroaching 
chaos, and is “il solo elemento di certezza di cui poteva disporre” [the only 
certainty left to him] (Quella mattina: 89). However—and here is where 
the comparison with his better known colleague becomes interesting—
simply doing his job does not allow Prati to insulate himself from the 
wider context in which he operates, and he eventually finds himself forced 
to question the motivation and moral validity of his obsession with the in-
vestigation: “C’erano in giro cumuli di cadaveri insepolti o nuovamente 
dissepolti dalle loro tombe che ammorbavano l’aria, occuparsi di quel-
l’unica morta poteva anche essere considerato un’ingiustizia, un affronto 
alla tragedia che la città sta vivendo” [Everywhere, piles of corpses, un-
buried or newly dug up from their tombs, fouled the air. Concerning one-
self with that single dead woman might even appear as an injustice, an 
insult to the tragedy that the city was living through] (27). But it is pre-
cisely when set against the thousands and thousands of nameless victims 
of the war that Franca’s death becomes especially significant. The ‘other’ 
deaths of that day of destruction, the men, women and children whose 
existence was obliterated by the bombs, “sarebbero finite nei conti 
giganteschi della storia, ridotte a un segno statistico di cui nessuno 
avrebbe mai accertato la veridicità” [would end up in the colossal balance 
sheets of history, reduced to a mere statistical sign the veracity of which 
would never be determined] (21). Investigating Franca’s death, then, be-
comes a way of resisting the terrifying objectification of human lives that 
occurs in times of war, when victims are turned from individuals into mere 
statistics. The act of giving back dignity and value to the dead thus serves 
as a reminder of the immorality of violent death in a context where it is 
dangerously close to becoming a kind of perverse ‘normality’. Thinking 
about the poor and disparate things that make up his own personal history, 
Prati muses: “la vita di un uomo, per chi la vive, assume il suo significato 
solo nel momento in cui è ricordata e ricostruita” [the life of a person, for 
the one living it, becomes meaningful only when it is remembered and re-
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constructed] (45). The investigation, the reconstruction of a life through 
the assemblage of what the victim has left behind, is thus not a formalist, 
obstinate search for truth for its own sake, as it was for De Luca, but rather 
an ethical task that attempts to preserve the memory of a severed existence 
and endow it with meaning. 

In the epilogue, set in the ’80s, the narrative voice shifts abruptly from 
the third to the first person. The new narrator explains that the novel is in 
fact a true story, the names having been suitably disguised to protect the 
innocent, and relates a conversation with a now long-retired but still vigor-
ous Prati during which, in an almost meta-narrative moment, the old 
policeman comments on the investigation and its aftermath. Indeed, one of 
the questions asked by the narrator regarding the eventual fate of Franca’s 
murderer, the gerarca, or Fascist party leader, Attilio Zanna, killed in his 
turn by her ‘on-and-off’ boyfriend Gino Tiberi, goes right to the heart of 
the conventions of traditional detective fiction, according to which the de-
tective should bring the wrongdoer to justice but remain personally 
detached from the investigation. “Arriviamo al punto fondamentale”, says 
the narrator. “Lei sapeva chi aveva ucciso Attilio Zanna. Perché non de-
nunciò Tiberi? Perché non lo fece cercare?” [Let’s get to the crux of the 
matter. You knew who had killed Attilio Zanna. Why didn’t you denounce 
Tiberi? Why didn’t you get your men to look for him?] (233). Of all the 
mysteries in the novel, the crucial one, the one that requires an answer—
“il punto fundamentale”, indeed—regards the investigator himself, and his 
apparent failure to perform his duty. But, as Prati explains, duty and res-
ponsibility are not abstract notions; rather, they are contextual to the situ-
ation in which the investigation is carried out. He describes his reasons for 
not apprehending Tiberi thus: 
 

Era molto difficile e non mi parve giusto. Una ragione tecnica e una per 
così dire morale. Nello sfacelo generale, fare valere il normale codice pe-
nale nei confronti di quell’uomo, ammesso che fossimo riusciti a rin-
tracciarlo, era come se... mi sembrò che... insomma non me la sentii. So 
che un funzionario di polizia o un giudice devono avere come solo riferi-
mento la legge. Sapevo allora di infrangere con il mio comportamento il 
precetto fondamentale. È stato più forte di me. Pensai che, al di là della 
legge, Tiberi... non voglio dire altro a questo proposito, preferisco fer-
marmi qui... (233) 
 
[It was very difficult and I didn’t think it was right. One technical reason 
and one moral, as it were. In the general havoc, bringing the normal penal 
code to bear upon a man, even if we could find him, was as if… I felt 
that… well, I couldn’t do it. I know that a police officer or a judge must 
have the law as their only guide. I knew at the time that I was breaking a 
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fundamental principle by behaving in this way, but I couldn’t help it. I 
thought that, over and above the law, Tiberi… I don’t want to say any 
more about this. I’d rather stop here…] 
 

Prati’s indecision is significant: it sets this moment apart from the rest of 
the conversation, throughout which he is otherwise quite eloquent, and 
emphasizes the uncertainty resulting from the institutional breakdown 
following the fall of the regime, and the necessity for each individual to 
re-negotiate his or her social role. Divided between the “normale codice 
penale”, difficult to apply in times that were decidedly abnormal, and the 
dictates of his own conscience, the “al di là della legge”, Prati chooses the 
latter, and thereby makes not only a moral but also a political decision. 

3. After the fall: two detectives and the “Death  
of the Fatherland” 

As already mentioned, after 1992 and the advent of the “second” Republic 
the question of the interpretations of Fascism and anti-Fascism spilled 
over from the realm of scholarly dispute into that of the media (newspaper 
articles, television programmes, both fiction and non-fiction, popular 
books on history, and well-publicized personal memoirs), acquiring in the 
meantime a clear and immediate political valence.12 Among the many 
texts that could illustrate the new repercussions of the debate, one of the 
most significant and, in the long term, influential, is Galli della Loggia’s 
volume La morte della patria (1996), the expanded version of a paper of 
the same title first given at the conference “Nazione e nazionalità in Italia” 
in 1992 and then published in the proceedings (1994). Taking a cue from a 
now famous passage of Salvatore Satta’s De profundis (16), “La morte 
della patria è certamente l’avvenimento più grandioso che possa occorrere 
nella vita dell’individuo” [The death of the fatherland is certainly the 
grandest event that can occur in the life of an individual], Galli della 
Loggia interpreted the period between 8 September 1943 and the end of 
the war as a crisis that irredeemably marked the country for the rest of its 
history, inflicting a wound upon its political body that never fully healed. 
If the events of the final two years of the war affected “the whole organ-
ism of the Italian state, almost causing—in reality and, most importantly, 
in the imagination—its virtual disappearance” (Galli della Loggia: 4-5), 
the postwar foundation of the Republic, according to this reconstruction, 
did not suture the rifts and divisions, because the new state simply 

                                                 
12 On the role of the media, see both De Luna and Crainz. 
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legitimized itself in terms of its opposition to the defeated Fascist enemy 
rather than on the basis of a shared idea of nation. Indeed, for Galli della 
Loggia (72) the Resistance was almost by its very nature unable to be 
“connected directly or immediately to the idea of fatherland” because its 
disparate factions in the end served the interests of their more powerful 
sponsors—the Anglo-American Allies or, in the case of the communists 
(which the author in his more polemical moments tends to identify with 
the Resistance tout court), the USSR.13 These divisions continued 
throughout the life of the Republic, at the very least until the fall of the 
Soviet Union in 1991, as the major Italian parties subordinated national 
interests to those of the supra-national blocks that faced each another 
across the Iron Curtain. In this context, and with the support of what Galli 
della Loggia calls, with undisguised contempt, the “vulgata resistenziale” 
[Resistance vulgate] of postwar historiography, anti-Fascism became a 
sort of foundational myth which was used very effectively to repress the 
contradictions of the Resistance and the civil war dimension of the 1943-
45 period, but which, at the same time, could not recreate the sense of a 
shared nationhood of all Italians. 

The thesis of the “morte della patria” quickly became a slogan and, 
while often detached from the more complex articulations of Galli della 
Loggia’s argument, demonstrated great versatility as a rhetorical and ideo-
logical weapon. Its short-term implications for the changing political 
landscape of the early ’90s have been pointed out by Isnenghi (72), who 
notes that the success of this interpretation in the media is closely related 
to a “kind of journalism that aims to sever the roots of the ‘first Republic’, 
a Republic, that is, ‘born out of the Resistance,’ out of a refusal, in fact, to 
see the crisis of Fascist Italy as a death of the fatherland”. Naturally, this 
delegitimizing operation was instrumental to the mid-’90s restructuring of 
the political system, one of its most salient characteristics being the full 
legitimation of the party that traced its origins directly back to Fascism, 
namely, the Movimento Sociale Italiano, which in 1996 changed its name 
to Alleanza Nazionale.14 More in general, however, the “morte della 
patria” theory called into question the notion that anti-Fascism was the 
founding value on which the new, postwar Italy had been built. 

                                                 
13 “The disintegration of the Italian state after 8 September created a scenario 
which recalls not only the pre-unification period, but even, I am tempted to say, 
the 17th century, in which each national political agent was forced [...] to represent 
a foreigner” (Galli della Loggia: 67).  
14 On the relationship between the debate on anti-Fascism and the transition from 
Movimento Sociale Italiano to Alleanza Nazionale, see for instance Romanelli: 
340-43. 
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Paradoxically, the nation had not “died” (to stay with Satta’s metaphor) 
when, for instance, some its members had single-handedly disenfranchised 
others, as had happened with the anti-Semitic racial laws promulgated by 
the Fascist regime in 1938.15 Rather, for Galli della Loggia and his 
followers this “death” supposedly occurred when the Fascist vision of the 
nation—according to which only those who identified with the regime 
could be full citizens—was challenged and defeated from within, with the 
Resistance.  

The contradictions of the “morte della patria” leitmotiv are explicitly 
addressed in Leonardo Gori’s Il passaggio, the second novel in the series 
featuring Bruno Arcieri, the Carabinieri captain introduced in Nero di 
maggio [May black] (2000). Already in his first adventure, set in 1938, 
Arcieri had privately expressed reservations about the Fascist regime, and 
here we find him, in August 1944, on the side of the anti-Fascist forces, 
attached to the Psychological Warfare Branch of the British Army where, 
as an agent of the Badoglio government, he functions both as a liaison 
with the Allies and as an information officer for the so-called “Kingdom 
of the South”. A skilled and shrewd storyteller, Gori constructs a fast-
paced thriller that takes his protagonist and several other characters back 
and forth across the lines of a Florence still divided between the 
encroaching Allied armies and the retreating Nazis who occupy much of 
the city, in search of a fabled work of art, the path to which is, in the best 
tradition of the genre, littered with corpses. As in Roberto Rossellini’s 
Paisà (1946)—clearly a source for Gori’s reconstruction—Florence, 
literally split in two by the now impassable Arno, is a metaphor for a war-
torn Italy in which foreign armies battle against each other with ill-dis-
guised contempt or downright disregard for the Italian citizens caught be-
tween them, while the partisans on one side and the Salò Fascists on the 
other are subordinate to their respective allies. 

Arcieri is himself both a product and a victim of the ambiguous 
positioning of the Italian nation, or rather of its divisions. Considered with 
suspicion by his new British associates, he is also not trusted by the 
partisans—for whom he represents the interests of the Allies now biding 
their time just south of the river while the rest of the city, still occupied by 

                                                 
15 The notion of “patria” articulated by Fascism is clearly summarized by Gentile 
(80-81): “the liberal nationalist ideal of the nation-state as a homeland for all 
Italians without ideological, religious or ethnic discrimination was rejected and 
replaced by the ideal of a totalitarian State, a state, in other words, where only 
those who were fascists were considered ‘true’ Italians and could have been 
granted a ‘complete citizenship.’ Those who did not swear allegiance to the fascist 
State ceased being part of the Italian nation.” 
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the Germans, slides further and further into chaos. “La situazione di 
Arcieri era la più scomoda: il suo compito di saggiare la lealtà e l’affida-
bilità dei suoi stessi connazionali, vestendo una divisa britannica, lo ren-
deva odioso sia ai partigiani che agli altri ufficiali alleati” [Arcieri’s 
situation was the most uncomfortable of all: his task of testing the loyalty 
and reliability of his fellow Italians while wearing a British uniform made 
him disliked both by the partisans and by the other Allied officers] (Il 
passaggio: 53). The contradictions that characterize Arcieri, however, are 
not simply a result of the division of the country after the armistice and of 
his choice to side with the king, but are an immediate consequence of his 
own role as a member of the armed forces.16 While De Luca sees his 
identity as a policeman as giving him political neutrality, Arcieri knows 
from direct experience that this ambiguous position is ultimately un-
tenable. In addition to his official mission as a representative of the King-
dom of Italy, Arcieri is also driven by another, personal, mission in his 
wanderings through the ravaged city: the quest for Elena Contini, a young 
Jewish woman with whom he had fallen in love in the previous novel, and 
whom, as we now find out, he had left upon being transferred to Rome. 
Confronted by a friend of the girl who suggests that he abandoned her, 
Arcieri replies, in his defence: “Non l’ho abbandonata. Sono stato cos-
tretto ad andarmene, è un’altra cosa. Non potevamo più sposarci, dopo le 
leggi razziali. Sarebbe stato uno scandalo troppo grosso per l’Arma, pro-
babilmente mi avrebbero costretto al congedo” [I didn’t abandon her. I 
was forced to leave, which is a different matter. We could no longer marry 
after the racial laws. The scandal would have been too great for the Corps, 
and I would probably have been forced to resign] (70). In order to 
maintain his social role as a carabiniere—in effect, to be able to say “sono 
un poliziotto”—Arcieri is thus forced to identify explicitly with, and 
assume responsibility for the policies of the regime by banishing Elena 
from his own life; in this he is privately performing a gesture akin to the 
enactment of the racial laws and the banishment of Jews, suddenly 
officially sanctioned as ‘other’, to be kept apart from the social life of the 
nation. 

Not surprisingly, Arcieri cannot see his own choice after 8 September 
as an act of treason but, more simply, as an attempt to make up for his 
previous wrongs. “A un certo punto ho sentito l’obbligo di fare una scelta, 
non fosse altro perché non esisteva più alcuna mediazione possibile” [At a 
certain point I felt obliged to make a choice, if nothing else because there 
                                                 
16 It may be useful to recall that even though they performed police tasks, the 
Carabinieri, unlike the Guardie di Pubblica Sicurezza (the current Polizia di Sta-
to), were, and remain today, an army corps. 
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was no longer the possibility of mediation], he tells an American journalist 
who reminds him that Italians are considered traitors by the Germans. And 
he adds: “Come carabiniere avevo giurato fedeltà al re, e lo Stato legit-
timo, dopo l’8 settembre dell’anno scorso, si trova a sud. Ammetto che 
non si trattava di una prospettiva entusiasmante” [As a carabiniere I had 
sworn loyalty to the king, and after 8 September of last year the legitimate 
State is in the South. I’ll admit that it was not a thrilling prospect] (38). 
While clearly conscious of the shortcomings of the king and his handling 
of the armistice, Arcieri also sees 8 September as signalling the rebirth of 
the nation rather than its end, because it marked the final stage in the 
process of the separation of the institutions of the State from the Fascist 
regime and its policies. Significantly, he rejects the notion of “guerra ci-
vile” [civil war] as applying to the situation of these years, seeing himself 
involved, rather, in a war “per cacciare l’invasore dal suolo del Paese” [to 
throw the invader out of the country] (102). If anything, he characterizes 
the years between 1921 and 1925 as a period of civil war, that is, from the 
early instances of Fascist violence and the March on Rome, to the Matte-
otti murder and the establishment of the regime with the first repressive 
“leggi fascistissime”, or ultra-Fascist laws. Clearly, Arcieri is not blind to 
the disastrous results for the nation of the armistice and subsequent di-
vision of the country: 
 

Aveva già provato, insieme ai suoi commilitoni, il sapore amaro del-
l’abbandono da parte dei suoi superiori, il disfacimento della catena gerar-
chica, il disordine e lo sbando, materiale e morale. Aveva combattuto sen-
za ordini, osservando la dissoluzione dello Stato e dello stesso Esercito in 
cui aveva creduto per tutta la vita. (153)  
 
[Along with his fellow officers, he had already felt the bitter taste of being 
abandoned by his superiors, the dissolution of the chain of command, the 
material and moral disorder and chaos. He had fought without orders, 
watching the disbanding of the State and even of the Army in which he had 
believed throughout his life.] 
 

However, what drives him is his firm resolve not to accept passively this 
condition of defeat; he will not intone a de profundis and retreat into the 
realm of private mourning. The symbols of the nation, including the 
king—as an institution rather than as an individual—thus come to con-
stitute the perhaps shaky foundations on which to rebuild a new idea of 
nation. History has not ended, as Galli della Loggia seems to imply in his 
work; the task is to re-found the nation by giving meaning and purpose 
back to the institutions corrupted and perverted by Fascism. The most evi-
dent symbol of this process of re-appropriation is Arcieri’s attire. At the 
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beginning of the novel his British uniform is a visible sign of his sub-
mission to the authority of the Allies, of his subordinate status which, in 
the rigid hierarchy of the officers’ mess, places him on the level of the 
colonial troops. This uniform is traded for a pair of workman’s overalls as 
he enters the occupied city and becomes involved directly in the struggle 
for its liberation, and it is only at the height of the insurrection against the 
retreating Nazi-Fascist army that he is able to put on his carabiniere 
uniform once more. In other words, Arcieri can re-claim his social role 
only after he has endowed it with new meaning through personal engage-
ment and sacrifice. Instead of existing in the abstract, the institutions that 
form the nation—in this case, the Italian army—are embodied in, and 
vindicated by the actions of their members. 

Ultimately, then, Gori’s novel, like that of Augias, foregrounds the 
moral consequences of the actions and choices of an individual caught up 
in the fall of the regime—precisely the aspect of the debate on Fascism 
and the Resistance that has become increasingly blurred in the crepuscular 
light of the “morte della patria” thesis of Galli della Loggia. If the Re-
sistance failed to create a new sense of shared national identity, and even 
worse, entrenched the divisions of the civil war within the life of the 
Republic, then—so the argument goes—the only way to get out of the im-
passe and come to terms with the Fascist past is through a process of 
understanding and assimilation of the reasons of those who sided with the 
losing faction and whose voice has since been silenced. While the legiti-
mating rhetoric of the “first” Republic had been that of the rejection and 
exclusion of Fascism from public life, that of its successor should be the 
rhetoric of reconciliation, of the “discursive tendency to dissolve all dis-
tinctions, often through an appeal to individual experience and to the emo-
tions”, as Romanelli (343) has rightly defined it. This tendency can al-
ready be perceived in La morte della patria where, in a rare reference to 
the Italian Social Republic, Galli della Loggia (12) describes the choice of 
both those who fought for Salò and those who joined the anti-Fascist 
Resistance as resulting from “a burning sense of humiliation and a desire 
for truth and involvement”. It is not particularly significant, apparently, 
that this common sentiment led some to be complicit in the Holocaust, and 
others to bring about its end. The line between the two sides was further 
blurred by the simultaneous publication on the one hand of memoirs or 
accounts of the personal stories of various “ragazzi di Salò”, and, on the 
other, of often highly publicized studies and newspaper articles casting 
doubt on the good faith and integrity of central figures of anti-Fascism, 
from Norberto Bobbio to Ignazio Silone, and documenting episodes of 
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partisan violence.17 The result, then, is not the recognition of the res-
ponsibilities, both individual and collective, of the two sides in the con-
flict, but rather a kind of generic rejection of responsibility on the basis 
that since no one is totally innocent, then everybody is equally guilty. In a 
recent well-documented but also impassionate small book, La crisi del-
l’antifascismo, historian Luzzatto has clearly articulated what is finally at 
stake in this debate. With regard to Roberto Vivarelli’s much discussed 
memoir La fine di una stagione (2000), in which the well-known historian 
recounts his experiences as a young soldier of the Italian Social Republic, 
Luzzatto (23) writes: 
 

The Vivarelli case is a perfect example of the confusion that exists today 
between shared memory and shared history, or more generally, between 
the need for memory and the need for history. […] Without turning it into 
a play on words, it should be explained that the collective memory on 
which the brilliant mind of a scholar like Marc Bloch laboured is not ne-
cessarily the same thing as the shared memory praised by the exponents of 
the “Nuovo Conciliatore” […].18 One implies a common past, which no 
one can escape and which coincides, precisely, with our history, while the 
other seems to presume a more or less forced operation to cancel out iden-
tities and conceal difference. A shared memory risks being a “negotiated 
oblivion”, a communion in forgetfulness (original emphasis). 
 
The danger of this “negotiated oblivion” is the utter decontextual-

ization of the stories of the combatants on the two sides of the divide, as if 
their self-asserted purity and integrity, the very act of having chosen a side 
for supposedly idealistic reasons, could absolve them from the atrocities 
committed by the regime or the army for which they fought. Good people 

                                                 
17 The political objectives of these historiographic ‘scoops’ are discussed by De 
Luna (447-50), who also describes the role of the newspapers—and of the Corrie-
re della sera in particular—in their construction. As he observes, examining the 
debate on the massacre of Malga Porzûs on the occasion of the release of Renzo 
Martinelli’s 1997 film Porzus, one of the most troublesome aspects of this “public 
use of history” is the fact that, in order to substantiate the thesis of a “conspiracy of 
silence” on the part of a Communist-dominated intellectual establishment, it dis-
regards, in cavalier fashion, the existence of a consolidated historiographic tra-
dition on this and other atrocities committed by Communist partisans. See also 
Franzinelli’s analysis of a case of journalistic revisionism (97-105).  
18 For Luzzatto, as he explains (21), the ironic expression “Nuovo Conciliatore” 
indicates those historians, journalists and politicians who, in their call for a re-
conciliation between “the children of the Partisans and the children of the Salò 
soldiers”, aim to “water down the ideological, psychological and ethical motiva-
tions of both sides in the ocean of a general embrassons-nous”. 
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can make bad decisions, and the resulting evil cannot simply be redeemed 
by professing one’s good faith, as is exemplified by the last figure that I 
want to examine briefly, Pietro Contini, the Salò officer and accidental de-
tective in Angelino’s L’inverno dei Mongoli. 

In this novel, the murder of a retired gerarca in a small village in the 
Ligurian Apennines threatens to unleash the reprisal of a German unit 
quartered there during an operation against the partisans. The situation for 
Contini, who is attached to the German contingent, is stark: either he finds 
the assassin within thirty-six hours or the village will be razed to the 
ground. The novel unfolds like a traditional mystery; with the help of a 
group of local dignitaries, a sort of collective Watson representing the 
different political positions of the inhabitants of the valley, Contini 
patiently pieces together the various clues, until they all fit. The murderer 
is Fantoni, a Jewish music teacher who had fled to the village to escape 
deportation and whom the gerarca had threatened to denounce to the 
authorities. All’s well that ends well: the killer is apprehended, the village 
is saved and, in the best tradition of Agatha Christie or Rex Stout, every-
one lives happily ever after—except that in Fascist Italy things are a bit 
more complicated. At the end of the inevitable dénouement in which all 
mysteries are solved, Bellini, one of Contini’s assistants, comments to 
Fantoni: 
 

Lei ha i nervi ben saldi. […] Passi il delitto […] ma accidenti, con la 
minaccia della rappresaglia anche il demonio in persona sarebbe andato a 
costituirsi. Ne andavano di mezzo molti innocenti, un intero paese stava 
per essere distrutto... Era suo preciso dovere... 
 
[You have remarkably strong nerves. […] I don’t mean the murder […], 
but, heavens! With the threat of reprisal, even the Devil would have turned 
himself in. Many innocents might have been involved, a whole village was 
about to be destroyed… It was your specific duty…] 
 

To which the music teacher retorts: 
 

Dovere? Non siate ridicolo! Nessuno ha aperto bocca quando Mussolini ha 
promulgato le leggi razziali, nessuno ha mosso un dito quando i tedeschi 
hanno portato via la mia famiglia, eppure erano anche loro innocenti. Per 
chi avrei dovuto sacrificarmi, io? 
 
[Duty? Don’t be ridiculous! Nobody said a word when Mussolini passed 
the racial laws; nobody moved a finger when the Germans took my family 
away, and they too were innocent. Who should I have sacrificed myself 
for?] 
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And the narrator concludes: “Nessuno dei tre interlocutori rispose” [None 
of his three interlocutors answered] (L’inverno: 164-65). 

Indeed, as a result of this exchange Contini finds himself much less 
cheerful than he was before the confrontation with Fantoni, when all that 
mattered was that he had succeeded in his task. In order, at least, to keep at 
bay a growing sense of unease as he prepares to hand the teacher over to 
the Germans, he seeks to apply De Luca’s formalist logic to his situation. 
“Passata l’euforia del caso, l’idea di consegnare ai tedeschi il musicista 
ebreo gli dava sempre più fastidio, anche se andava ripetendosi che era un 
assassino e che si trattava di salvare il villaggio dalla rappresaglia” [now 
that the excitement of the investigation was over, the idea of turning the 
Jewish musician in to the Germans increasingly bothered him, even 
though he kept telling himself that he was a murderer, and he had to save 
the village from reprisal] (166). Unfortunately for him, he is not afforded 
the luxury of such an easy way out of his moral crisis. When Contini final-
ly does turn the killer in, the German commander does not congratulate 
him for solving the crime, but rather for capturing a Jew. When the Italian 
protests: “Io non ho arrestato un ebreo. […] Ho arrestato un assassino che 
deve essere giudicato da un tribunale della Repubblica sociale italiana” [I 
did not arrest a Jew. […] I arrested a murderer who must be tried by the 
Italian Social Republic], the commander responds coolly: “Suvvia, capi-
tano, [...] sapete bene che gli ebrei devono essere immediatamente conse-
gnati alle autorità germaniche” [Come on, Captain, […] you are well 
aware of the fact that Jews must be handed over immediately to the Ger-
man authorities] (168). Whatever his justifications, Contini has become di-
rectly implicated in the extermination of the Jews. The soldier represents 
the ambiguities and the miseries of the self-absolving image of the 
“Italiani brava gente” that for so long has served to keep Italians from 
coming to terms with and working through their historical responsibilities. 
Contini is not evil and he is not even a particularly good Fascist—it turns 
out in the end, in fact, that he is the mysterious figure who had warned the 
partisans to leave the village before the German incursion—but is that 
enough to clear him from liability in the crimes of the regime that he has 
served and strengthened with his active support? At the end of the novel 
he says of himself:  

 
Devo avere addosso una specie di maledizione. È da quando sono partito 
volontario nel ’35 che non ne azzecco una. Cerco di fare del mio meglio, di 
agire secondo coscienza e mi trovo sempre dalla parte sbagliata al mo-
mento sbagliato. Non riesco mai a combinare qualcosa di buono. (170) 
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[I must be under some sort of curse. Ever since I volunteered in ’35 I’ve 
got everything wrong. I try to do my best and to act according to my con-
science, but I’m always on the wrong side at the wrong time. I never 
manage to do anything right.] 
 

The question that Contini, volunteer soldier in all of Mussolini’s wars 
from Ethiopia to Spain to World War II, fails to ask is what it would mean 
to be on the ‘right’ side. As Sangiorgi (145) has stated, his invoking a 
curse to justify his failure to act in accordance with his sense of justice—
“agire secondo coscienza”, as he says—expresses “the failure of a whole 
generation that can only pity itself, but is unable to assume responsibility 
for its wrongs”. 

Sangiorgi’s comment could also aptly describe much of the revisionist 
journalism and popular writing, centred upon a sinister cult of the dead 
whereby Fascists and anti-Fascists, “ragazzi di Salò” and partisans, anti-
Semites and Jews should be equal in death, and deserving equal respect. 
But Luzzatto (41) perhaps puts it best when he writes: “What matters is 
not equality in death, but inequality in life.” By bringing back to life indi-
vidual figures dealing with their own individual options and individual 
choices, detective fiction allows us at least to complicate the new re-
visionist vulgate and to ask provocative questions about the intricate moral 
tangles at the core of the administration of justice.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

PERFECTING FEMALES / PURSUING TRUTHS: 
TEXTS, SUBTEXTS AND POSTMODERN GENRE-

CROSSING IN SALVATORI’S NOIR, SUBLIME 
ANIMA DI DONNA 

NICOLETTA DI CIOLLA  
 
 
 
The establishment in Italy of annual literary contests for crime fiction has 
contributed in the last couple of decades to the repositioning in the cultural 
marketplace of a previously neglected and vituperated genre, as well as re-
awakening interest in Italian-authored fiction. As a descendant of the 19th-
century French feuilleton and the Anglo-American detective story, me-
diated through the “romanzo d’appendice”, or serialized novel, the Italian 
detective novel, or giallo, as it is commonly known, has long suffered 
from a lack of credibility. This was due on the one hand to the ready avail-
ability of well-known foreign precedents, with whom Italian authors found 
it difficult to compete, and on the other to its association with ‘low brow’ 
literature, which relegated the genre to the lowest echelons of the literary 
scale. This unfavourable positioning of the crime genre has recently been 
re-negotiated, and initiatives such as the Premio Scerbanenco and the 
Premio Tedeschi, the two most prestigious accolades, each awarded at the 
end of a literary festival devoted to crime fiction, have succeeded not only 
in catapulting hitherto little-known talented Italian authors to fame, but 
also in attracting critical attention and readers’ interest in all forms of 
giallo.1 

                                                 
1 The Scerbanenco Prize is awarded at the Noir in Festival, which takes place in 
Courmayeur every December, for the best giallo published the previous year. The 
Tedeschi Prize, named after Giallo Mondadori series editor Alberto Tedeschi, was 
established in 1980, a year after Tedeschi’s death, and is awarded to the best 
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The Italian noir, in particular, is living through a period of surprising 
creative ferment, supported by a sustained editorial effort which is boost-
ing its sales.2 Developed in Italy as an offshoot of the giallo from the mid-
’90s on, the noir differs from the standard detective novel in that it is not 
sustained by the same impeccable logic, or faith in the investigation as a 
clearly defined process which moves towards the re-establishment of 
order, but aims instead at revealing the underlying chaos of human exis-
tence. Given that one of the distinctive features of the genre as a whole is 
its dispassionate and often ruthless assessment of the dominant social and 
cultural mores of contemporary Italy, embedded and encoded either in a 
reassuringly familiar framework and well-crafted plots or in narratives that 
raise more questions than they purport to answer, the giallo, in all its sub-
genre ramifications, has, at least in principle, the statutory mission of 
‘speaking the truth’ to a vast number of recipients. Most stories are set 
either in an identifiable contemporary context, with features, flaws and 
idiosyncrasies which activate an automatic process of recognition in the 
reader, or in a historical past, in which references to the present are veiled 
and require a more complex process of decodification. As the previous 
chapter has already shown, authors are not clearly divided between ‘con-
temporary’ and ‘historical’ novelists, but often deal with both present and 
past settings—Carlo Lucarelli, one of the most prominent exponents of the 
genre, often sets his novels in the Fascist era (Indagine non autorizzata 
[Unauthorized enquiry], 1993; Il giorno del lupo [The day of the wolf], 
1994; Via delle Oche [Geese street], 1996; L’isola dell’angelo caduto 
[The island of the fallen angel], 1999), although he is also capable of pro-
ducing disquieting frescoes of contemporary life, as in Almost blue (1997). 
Similarly Corrado Augias, who set his inaugural trilogy Quel treno da Vi-
enna [That train from Vienna] (1981), Il fazzoletto azzurro [The blue 
handkerchief] (1983) and L’ultima primavera [The last spring] (1985) in 
the ten years between the Libya campaign and the rise of Fascism (1911-
21), moved on to a contemporary setting with Una ragazza per la notte [A 
girl for the night] in 1992, to return to one of the most complex periods of 

                                                                                                      
unpublished giallo, which is subsequently inserted in the Giallo Mondadori series. 
Writers Macchiavelli, Leoni and Carloni have been amongst the recipients of the 
Premio Tedeschi; Garlaschelli and Carlotto have been awarded the Premio Scerba-
nenco, whilst Salvatori and Lucarelli have been winners of both. All translations 
from the Italian in this essay are my own. 
2 A number of publishing houses have developed series entirely dedicated to the 
giallo. Besides giants such as Einaudi and Mondadori, smaller publishers are gi-
ving space to this prolific genre, such as Frassinelli, Marsilio and Sellerio, but also 
E/O, Dario Flaccovio, Todaro and Terzo Millennio. 
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recent Italian history, 1943 and the end of the Fascist regime, with Quella 
mattina di luglio [That July morning], in 1995. If these two instances show 
how the historical setting/context varies frequently even within each 
author’s corpus, the plots that unfold in the individual novels tend to de-
scribe events that occur in one single historical period. Juxtapositions of 
different eras are an uncommon narrative strategy, and when they occur 
they tend to do so for the purpose of foregrounding the principle of history 
repeating itself. In order to highlight links and similarities even in changed 
historical circumstances, and to allow the reader to follow the parallelisms 
in the significance of the events, the gap between the periods is kept 
manageably narrow. This is the case of Giuseppe Genna’s Nel nome di 
Ishmael (2001; In the Name of Ishmael, 2003), a novel in which two paral-
lel diegeses develop, one set in 1962, the other in 2001, linked by a mys-
teriously similar destabilizing plot against the establishment. As the two 
separate narratives unfold along parallel and never-intersecting planes, 
clearly labelled for the reader by textual markers, the reader’s task is to 
work out the nature of their connection—that is, to discover the rationale 
for their coexistence in the same textual space and diegetic universe. In 
pursuing their separate investigations into different sets of criminal events 
forty years apart, the two detective protagonists are ultimately led towards 
the same individual: the seemingly omnipotent yet invisible “Ishmael”, ar-
chitect of international actions and sub-plots and symbol of the timeless-
ness of unrestrained power. Having established the connection between 
the two different narratives, the reader is led through a reflection on the 
dynamics of international power and on its hidden uses. 

A novel which engages with a much wider chronological framework 
and whose originality and innovativeness were acknowledged with the 
award of the Premio Scerbanenco in 2001, is Claudia Salvatori’s noir Sub-
lime anima di donna [Sublime female soul] (2000). This essay looks at 
Sublime anima di donna as a paradigm of postmodern genre-crossing. It 
examines how, by intersecting historical novel and noir fiction with ele-
ments of ‘chick-lit’ and picaresque novel, the text presents the reader with 
an array of unresolved issues past and present, from gender role polar-
ization and the claims of experimental science, through to the value of 
literature as a mirror of reality. 
 
One of the singular features of the novel is its structure: it is a ‘triple 
giallo, comprising three discrete diegeses which are stratified and dis-
tributed along two distinct chronological fields roughly one hundred and 
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fifty years apart.3 The main narrative—which I will refer to as diegesis 
a.—is set in present-day Milan, and features as co-protagonists two single-
minded, independent females. One, Mariarita Fortis, is a ghost writer for a 
politician, with a passion for the 19th-century Milan-based literary 
movement the Scapigliatura—which manifested dissent towards what was 
perceived as the de-humanizing capitalist ethos of post-unification Italy—
and a burning ambition to write her own novel; the other, Stella Del Fante, 
is the owner of a detective agency with a morbid interest in serial killers. 
The first of the two secondary narratives—hypodiegesis b.—set in the 
mid-19th century, chronicles five years in the life of (fictional) aspiring 
scapigliato, Gherardo Orsi. Orsi, born in Pavia, moves from this 
provincial town to Milan to experience the thrill of the bohemian 
scapigliato lifestyle, following in the footsteps of Camillo and Arrigo 
Boito, Emilio Praga and Iginio Ugo Tarchetti. After spending some 
dissolute years in the company of his scapigliati friends, however, trying 
unsuccessfully to become as inspired a writer as he considered them to be, 
Orsi leaves Milan to return to his birthplace where, in most ‘un-
scapigliato’ fashion, he spends the rest of his life practising the profession 
of notary. This story, which Mariarita reconstructs starting from a set of 
apocryphal letters ostensibly written by Orsi between 1865 and the early 
1870s to Giovanni Verga, the chief representative of the Verista 
movement in Italy, charts the heyday of the Scapigliatura and its 
exponents, describing their dissent with the cultural establishment, their 
excesses, their search for inspiration, their bursts of creativity. Finally, the 
novel includes a third narrative—hypodiegesis c.—which is the text of the 
first and only fictional work ever produced by Orsi, a short story 
eponymously entitled “Sublime anima di donna”.4 

The interrelation between the three diegeses, their springing out of 
each other, can be represented as in Fig. 2-1. In the text this mutual re-
lationship is subverted, and any sign of linearity is effaced. 
 This third narrative, hypodiegesis c, to which the other two repeatedly 
refer and which would logically be positioned at the core of this multiple-
frame structure, is instead located at the start of the text and formally 
separated from the rest of the novel by way of a different formatting style; 

                                                 
3 John Fowles’ The French Lieutenant’s Woman (1969) also uses two chrono-
logcal lines, as does A. S. Byatt’s Possession (1990), the latter a novel similar in 
ethos to Salvatori’s. 
4 The Spanish writer Carlos Ruiz Zafon has adopted a similar strategy in the 
extremely successful novel Shadow of the Wind (published in English in 2004), in 
which an eponymous novel by an unknown and mysterious writer, found in a lib-
rary in Barcelona, sets a multi-layered narrative in motion. 
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it thus seems to constitute a kind of long epigraph, a mise-en-abyme, 
structurally, of the events occurring in the other two frames.5 In a move 
which appears to bring the text to thematic and structural closure, by creat-
ing a physical as well as a logical link between prologue and epilogue and 
thus constructing a self-contained diegetic circle, the novel ends with the 
original text of a letter from Orsi to Verga, presumably the last one, in 
which, besides voicing his reflections on literature, in particular its value 
as a representation of reality, “il vero”, Orsi provides answers to some of 
the questions raised and left open in diegesis b., seemingly tying up all 
loose ends. The plot therefore begins with c., followed by intercalating 
portions of a. and b. 
 
Fig. 2-1 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 The technique of the mise-en-abyme, in which a story alludes to and explains the 
events of the larger story or stories within which it is placed, was first analysed by 
André Gide in a page of his journal dated August 1898 as one of the distinctive 
strategies that can be observed in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. It has been extensively 
used in literature, for example in the French nouveau roman in the second half of 
the 20th century. Of particular interest in the context of Italian literature is the 
mise-en-abyme that features in Italo Calvino’s Se una notte d’inverno un viaggia-
tore (1979), which includes the image of the reader in a bookshop reading a book 
called Se una notte d’inverno un viaggiatore. 

Diegesis a.  
Present day Milan 
Female protagonists discover 19th-century 
manuscript and set of letters. 

Hypodiegesis c.  
19th-century Milan 
Short story, “Sublime  
anima di donna”, by Orsi 

Hypodiegesis b. 
19th-century Milan 
Letters from Orsi to Verga, 
provide the background to 
Orsi’s short story. 
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The link between the three diegeses is a text, intended in the physical 
sense of a written document conveying information, which also provides 
the context and the pre-text to carry the action forward. Most of the events 
in the main (present-day) narrative (a.) are either generated or moved for-
ward by data discovered in the recovered manuscript version of Orsi’s 
story (c.); and the events narrated in Orsi’s story are explained and con-
textualized by the recovered 19th-century epistolary exchange as fictional-
ized by Mariarita (b.). Ultimately, it is thanks to the two protagonists’ in-
vestigation into the lives and passions of the scapigliati, a revisitation of 
their experiences reconstructed through Orsi’s writings, that the mystery 
ostensibly at the core of the novel is solved.  

The Scapigliatura movement and its aims, indeed, are of direct rele-
vance to the development of the Italian crime novel in the 20th century. As 
a movement born in Milan in the 1860s, the Scapigliatura artists drew in-
spiration from the French poets maudits and from the visionary compo-
sitions of Hoffman and Poe to stage their opposition to the dominant bour-
geois aesthetic canons of mid-19th-century Italy through their own vision 
of dissonance, horror and decay. Their spiritual link with international cul-
tures and artists was intended to de-provincialize Italian culture and their 
unconventional lifestyle to shock the establishment. The scapigliati de-
bunked stylistic conventions through the use of eccentric experimental 
styles which ignored the rhetorical prescriptions legitimized by tradition; 
and they revolutionized the notion of ‘propriety’, both in terms of themes 
and in terms of personal conduct. Intending to reflect the multifarious and 
often contradictory nature of the new Italian society, the scapigliati paro-
died established poetic and narrative forms by mixing registers and genres, 
thereby electing pastiche to the role of most suitable artistic correlative of 
the contemporary social and cultural reality. In so doing, they also in-
tended to shake the elitist foundations of Italian literature, which spoke 
only to a privileged minority, and make literature relevant and accessible 
to a wider audience. It is through the popularization of literature advocated 
and operated by the scapigliati that genres like crime, hitherto character-
ized by conspicuously foreign (Anglo-American and French) features, 
began to develop a set of distinctive Italian characteristics. As Raffaele 
Crovi, among others, argues (10-11), the real prodromes of the Italian 
giallo, which only properly developed some decades later, must be traced 
back to novels such as La mano nera [The black hand] (1883) by Cletto 
Arrighi, one of the major Scapigliatura exponents.6 By setting a large por-
                                                 
6 See also Luca Crovi: 32. The first examples of Italian crime fiction proper belong 
to the ’30s, the first official Italian giallo being usually considered Alessandro 
Varaldo’s Il sette bello [The seven of diamonds], published in 1931. A sustained 
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tion of her noir in the times and milieu of the Scapigliatura, Salvatori 
appears to be acknowledging this connection. 

Against the explicitly-defined national, historical and cultural context 
that emerges from the text, which also bestows on the narrative the legiti-
mization of substantiated factuality, for instance through the trope of the 
recovered correspondence and manuscript, the novel Sublime anima di 
donna also makes use of Gothic elements—echoing its atmospheres and 
topoi, as well as citing its most representative authors and works;7 this is a 
further acknowledgement of the importance of genre recuperation to con-
temporary crime fiction. The use of Gothic tropes and themes allows Sal-
vatori to introduce into the novel destabilizing elements which, countering 
the firm historical anchoring which appears to constitute the fundamental 
spirit of the narrative, disorient the reader and call for a different appraisal 
of the reality portrayed and of the reliability of the portrayal itself. One 
issue to address in the context of the earlier suggestion of crime fiction 
‘speaking the truth’ would be what kind of truth, if any, Sublime anima di 
donna is directing the reader towards. 

The notion that is central to all three diegeses in Sublime anima di 
donna is the (male) notion of feminine perfectibility; an urge to overcome 
feminine imperfection, both aesthetic and ethical, makes the male assume 
a quasi-divine poietic role and create his own female, the reification of his 
desire. As an instinct generated by the lack of the object, desire, in De-
leuze and Guattari’s definition (1983: 27), is a transformative and genera-
tive force that can turn the fantasy of the missing object into reality. But 
the creative process in the novel, which is effected by destroying the 
original reality that it claims to replace, produces a “false claimant to 
being” (Camille: 32). The created female does not belong to the real, but 
inhabits a borderless territory which escapes categorization, a deterritorial-
ized location where the distinction between what exists and what is 
imagined has been erased; it is a hyperreality. Such a locus can only be 
approached and negotiated by repositioning the observer outside the 
normal compass range, in a new territory ruled by what Lacan calls mé-
connaissance, misrecognition where the points of reference are no longer 
the statutory binaries of real/fake, known/unknown, order/chaos, truth/lie. 
If hyperreality is the dimension that the text generates, it becomes 
legitimate to assume that its markers—historical, cultural, structural—are 
                                                                                                      
output of gialli, however, can only be found after the Fascist embargo on the genre 
was ended by the defeat of the regime at the end of World War II. See also Di 
Ciolla McGowan: 77. 
7 Poe and Hoffman are mentioned frequently in the text, and reference to Mary 
Wollstonecraft is made through Salvatori’s naming the main villain Frankenstein. 
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themselves “false claimants to being”, and that the whole text is predicated 
on simulation. 
 The recovered 19th-century manuscript of “Sublime anima di donna”, 
attributed to Gherardo Orsi, the fictitious minor scapigliato, contains the 
story of an anatomist with artistic proclivities who attempts to achieve 
ultimate feminine perfection and create the “sublime female soul” by 
assembling together aesthetically impeccable body parts which have been 
removed from overall imperfect women whom he ambushes and murders. 
Parts of the manuscript, which had disappeared immediately after it was 
written and of which all traces had been lost for over a century, are in the 
public domain, having been posted on the Web by Mariarita Fortis, keen 
to disseminate to as wide an audience as possible her passion for 19th-cen-
tury literature and culture. When a series of events closely echoing those 
narrated in the manuscript begins to occur in Milan, the police suspect that 
somebody, having become familiar with Orsi’s story, has adopted the 
same modus operandi, in a striking superimposition of reality and fiction 
where the traditional causal connection between object and representation 
is inverted.8 Upon finding herself suspected of some involvement in the 
serial murders, Mariarita decides to cooperate with the authorities and help 
them identify the murderer by investigating the link between past/fictional 
and present/real events. Launching a parallel, literary investigation into the 
context in which Orsi’s story was produced—with the help of private eye 
Stella Del Fante, close friend and collaborator of the (male) police in-
spector—Mariarita discovers the existence of another set of 19th-century 
papers. The latter provide a further mirror image of the events occurring in 
the previous two, revealing how in the 19th-century Milan of the scapi-
gliati a similar yearning to create the perfect female creature was 
engendered in the group formed by Camillo and Arrigo Boito, Tarchetti, 
Orsi and others who included a surgeon-cum-artist involved in anatomy 
experiments.9 As Mariarita had prefigured, the key to discovering the 

                                                 
8 This trope has been used in other works of fiction published in recent years. See 
for instance Matthew Pearl’s The Dante Club (2003), which fictionalizes the publi-
cation of Longfellow’s translation of Dante’s Inferno in 1865. In the novel, as 
Longfellow and a group of other scholars from Cambridge, Massacchusetts, pro-
gress with the translation of the cantos, a series of murders erupts through Boston 
and Cambridge. The scholars realize that the style and form of the killings are 
taken from the various punishments in the Inferno, and that only they can stop the 
killings by pre-empting the killer’s moves. 
9 In diegesis b. the scapigliati and their surgeon friend Stefan Blank experience in-
tense emotion and awe in the presence of a beautiful amputated female leg, stolen 
from a corpse in the hospital morgue and delivered to Blank so that he could 
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identity and motives of the 20th-century killer is doubly encoded in the two 
19th-century narratives. The author of the ‘contemporary’ murders is also a 
scientist/aesthete, similarly in pursuit of the feminine perfection of which 
he, as his literary and historical predecessors, believes himself to be the 
sole artificer.  

At the core of the novel, interlocked in the three different diegeses, 
Salvatori appears to place male desire for omnipotence—which manifests 
itself in an irrepressible urge to re-form nature in order both to perfect and 
possess it. The significant gender subtext is that the locus of imperfection 
is identified in the female subject, who becomes the outcome of the 
creative process, and is therefore turned into the female object. Further 
embedded in this topos is the wider-reaching issue of performativity: the 
aura of authority surrounding the male creator (sanctioned by the socio-
cultural cachet attached to his role of ‘faber’, maker of discourse or of hu-
man beings) makes his utterances performative, that is, capable of effect-
ing a transformation upon reality, of producing that which they name (But-
ler 1993: 13). In the cases portrayed in this novel, however, the model 
does not simply transform, but completely displaces the original to the 
point where it obliterates it, claiming to acquire ‘reality’ in its place. When 
the original ceases to exist, the model becomes a simulacrum, an “image 
without resemblance” (Deleuze 1990: 257). Thus reality loses its anchor-
ing and collapses into hyperreality. 
 
Salvatori’s novel ostensibly follows many of the tropes of crime fiction—
and particularly of contemporary female-authored crime fiction. Diegesis 
a. features two female detectives, one a private investigator by profession, 
the other an amateur, unattached and wholly emancipated, providing 
support to a baffled and ineffective but very attractive male professional 
investigator, to the point where they solve the mystery on his behalf, 
incurring a significant amount of personal risk in the process. The text also 
foregrounds issues of female friendship and solidarity—audaciously, if 

                                                                                                      
conduct his anatomy experiments. The men begin to indulge in fantasies about the 
leg’s original owner, imagined as the embodiment of perfection, and to recreate 
her in their visions. The poet’s emotion in front of a female corpse dissected for 
scientific purposes is interestingly the theme of Arrigo Boito’s poem “Lezione 
d’anatomia”, composed in 1865 and published in the Milanese periodical Rivista 
minima in 1874. In this poem the poet is first indignant at the profanation of the 
female body analysed in the name of science, but becomes disillusioned when he 
realizes that the dead girl was not a “fanciulla pia, / dolce, purissima, / fiore lan-
guente / di poesia”, a pure and untainted creature, but an expectant mother. See 
Boito: 29-31. 
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covertly, hinting at the possibility of homoeroticism—and problematizes 
gender dynamics, particularly through the adoption of a female per-
spective and voice in antinomy to the statutory phallologocentric voice of 
mainstream crime fiction. With the exception of the text of Orsi’s story, 
reported verbatim in the voice of its original first-person male narrator, 
and of the brief epilogue containing the text of Orsi’s letter to Verga, the 
other two substantial diegeses, a. and b., are focalized through the female 
protagonist, whose presence is tangible and explicit even through the 
mediation of an overtly perceptible heterodiegetic narrator.10 

Quite apart from the above, however, Sublime anima di donna merits 
investigation from a number of different angles. From the structural point 
of view, the very different nature of the three separate and intersecting 
diegeses raises the issue of the legitimate degree of separation between 
fantasy and reality, or art and life, as well as that of the universality of hu-
man experience, its historical stability and continuity. In the novel, art and 
life—with art intended as the application of skill in order to produce “the 
beautiful in visible forms” (OED), as an output of human workmanship 
and thereby opposed to nature—are often posited as superimposable: the 
male characters believe they can become agents of nature and perform acts 
of creation that overcome ‘her’ inadequacies. Like Mary Shelley’s Victor 
Frankenstein, the male characters in Sublime anima di donna believe 
themselves to be the repositories of god-like power and knowledge, and 
they position themselves as superior entities in their belief that they can 
manufacture a ‘new species’. However, if Frankenstein recognized the 
failure of his creation, and was able to see it as a haphazard collection of 
parts of debatable aesthetic value, Salvatori’s characters are unable to 
judge their own creation impartially and objectively—that is according to 
an established and shared canon of beauty—and to accept how limited it is 
as an achievement. They are enthralled by the female creature they create, 
                                                 
10 Introducing diegesis b., based on Orsi’s letters to Verga, the narrator says that 
Mariarita has to imagine for herself what Gherardo looks like, since he does not 
describe himself, and thus: “Questo personaggio di Gherardo scapigliato è un po’ 
Gherardo e un po’ Mariarita, come se i due fossero un’unica creatura dotata di 
doppio sesso in grado di autofecondarsi oltre il tempo, i cicli vitali e la morte: ed 
ecco dunque il loro figlio, fantastico e vero” [The character of Gherardo scapi-
gliato is part-Gherardo and part-Mariarita, as if the two were one creature, 
endowed with the features of both sexes, capable of self-insemination beyond the 
boundaries of time, beyond the life-cycle and beyond death: and this character is 
their child, imaginary and real] (Sublime: 135, emphasis mine). On the issue of 
narratorial perceptibility—that is, the degree to which the presence of the narrator 
in the narrative can be felt by the reader—I am following the definition provided 
by Seymour Chatman (197-252), also discussed in Rimmon-Kenan (96-100). 
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despite the unnatural necrophilic penchant that this reveals, and, in one 
case, distraught when it is destroyed. But, mostly, they believe it to be 
real, imploding the distinction between reality and representation. In the 
exalted mission undertaken by the two male characters, Salvatori conflates 
the ethos and beliefs of two hundred years of Western cultural history. 
Gherardo B** and Cristiano Belfiore (anatomist and plastic surgeon) are 
the embodiment of the visionary Romantic artist, for whom the work of art 
is a projection of his own mind and heart and not a mimesis of models al-
ready in existence in nature, and for whom contemplation of the work 
created is emotionally just as powerful as the creative act itself.11 But the 
vision of authorship proposed by Salvatori also shares the principle of the 
convergence of art and science sustained by the Enlightenment project of 
modernity, and in both these characters the author appears to reify the 
modernist belief in a world where natural forces can be reined in and 
nature’s course altered in the pursuit of perfection: for Gherardo B**, “lo 
slancio visionario del poeta” [the visionary élan of the poet] is more 
prominent than “l’arida teoria dello scienziato” [the arid theorizing of the 
scientist] (Sublime: 13), and for Cristiano Belfiore, scientific knowledge is 
on a taxonomical par with art and ethics.12 As such, these narratives would 
appear to follow the models of the modern narratives of mastery, referred 
to by Lyotard (37) as grands récits, appealing to the universal grand plan 
of submitting nature to the superior volition and agency of man, and all for 
the good of mankind. Yet, it is precisely in its apparent ratification of 
modernist aesthetics that the text contains its very subversion. 

Presenting an interconnection of chronological planes and narrative 
voices, as well as of appropriated earlier genres, the novel is the perfect 
home for the ‘foreign body’, that spectral entity, that ‘other’ which, being 
inherently delocalized, can inhabit both past and present, visit both time 
planes through uncontrolled and unpatrolled incursions, and be at once 
familiar and alien. In undertaking to communicate through a multitude of 
voices, the heterodiegetic narrator foregoes any claim to control and 
authority, and becomes a construct through which other ‘bodies’ speak: 

                                                 
11 This is the theory expressed by Wordsworth in his Preface to the “Lyrical 
Ballads”; see Bennet: 53-54.  
12 Speaking of his creature, the lifeless shape composed of body parts taken from 
dead females and sewn up together, Cristiano says “Siete tutte invidiose di lei […] 
Siete streghe, la odiate perché lei è la più bella, più buona, più amata. Siete… siete 
veramente cattive, fra voi. Sì… voi donne vi fate male l’una con l’altra” [You are 
all envious of her […] You are witches, and you hate her because she is the most 
beautiful, the sweetest and the most loved. You are… you are really nasty with 
each other. Yes… you women hurt each other] (Sublime: 415). 
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firstly Mariarita, through a third-person narrator, and then Gherardo Orsi, 
through both his letter and his fiction—the voice of the “figlio, fantastico e 
vero” (Sublime: 135), the child, that is at once imaginary and real, product 
of the textual union of Mariarita and Gherardo. And characters are also 
inhabited and destabilized by the ‘foreign body’, thereby losing their 
‘oneness’ and becoming permeable to this entity which interferes with the 
articulations of the self. Stella Del Fante, for example, is described as 
having a voice which is “dura, profonda, sensuale, per nulla femminile. 
Piena di risonanze strane, di echi, come se ospitasse altre voci” [harsh, 
deep, sensual, not at all feminine. Full of strange resonances, of echoes, as 
if it hosted other voices] (425, emphasis mine). Significantly, she also 
shares her life with a disquieting figure, a black jack, which is both a play-
ing card and a disembodied male presence, the latter exercising a powerful 
attraction over her: 
 

Lo avvertiva con una tale potenza, una tale ineluttabilità che lo avrebbe in-
vocato solo per farla finita. (68)  
 
[She could feel him so strongly and so ineluctably that she would have in-
voked him just to put a stop to this.]  
 
L’uomo nero era l’erotismo e il pericolo […] Era l’attrazione dell’ignoto e 
del diverso, il dolore che sconfina nel piacere, il languore e la passione, il 
serpente che chiude il cerchio riunendo tutto e il suo contrario. (69)  
 
[The black jack was eroticism and danger. [...] He was the attraction of the 
unknown and of the other, the pain which becomes pleasure, the languor 
and the passion, the snake that closes the circle reuniting everything and 
the opposite of everything.] 

 
The interference between chronological planes is most evident in die-

geses a. and b., where the narrator repeatedly cross-references events be-
longing to the time of the narrative to anterior and posterior events, 
disrupting the linearity of time, corrupting the narrative act with spurious 
elements and forcing the reader to readjust his or her bearings: 
 

Lo studio del maggiore artista figurativo della Scapigliatura, quello i cui 
quadri si riproducono oggi sulle copertine di Camillo e degli altri autori 
scapigliati, consiste in poche stanze fredde e povere che Tranquillo ha sa-
puto rendere calde e ricche. (296, emphasis mine)  
 
[The studio of the major figurative artist of the Scapigliatura, whose 
paintings appear today on the front cover of Camillo’s novels as well as 
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those of the other scapigliati authors, consists of a few cold and squalid 
rooms, which Tranquillo has managed to render warm and sumptuous.] 
 
Carlotta è in piedi, una gamba leggermente davanti all’altra, come fanno le 
miss degli attuali concorsi di bellezza. (296, emphasis mine) 
 
[Carlotta is standing up, one leg placed slightly in front of the other, like 
those girls who take part in today’s beauty pageants.] 
 
Le due donne lessero una trentina circa di schermate del testo. Per 
Mariarita un onirico e scatenato flusso di pensieri e visioni, un film 
mentale in cui Gherardo è l’attore protagonista. E in cui gli scapigliati sono 
vivi.  
Still alive. (134, original emphasis)  
 
[The two women read about thirty pages on screen. For Mariarita this is 
the unleashing of an oneiric flow of thoughts and visions, a mental film in 
which Gherardo plays the leading role. And in which the scapigliati are 
alive.  
Still alive.] 

 
The reader is faced with a notion of past and present which does not 
follow the rules of chronology, but which is part of yet another ‘spectral’ 
entity, fluid and pluridirectional, where the prefixes ‘pre-’ and ‘post-’ no 
longer serve to ‘fix’ events, or firmly locate them. Spectral time, in the 
definition given by Punter (523), is an entity in which the past “cannot be 
laid to rest, but is continually inhabiting the present, unfolding its own 
aftermath, like, indeed, a foreign body—or a ghost”. In Sublime anima di 
donna the ghostliness of time is not only enacted through the incursions of 
the past into the present, but also through infiltrations in the opposite di-
rection: as the past casts a shadow on the present, the present similarly 
unfolds into the past. Significantly, Gherardo Orsi’s correspondence is en-
trusted by the author to a “Fondo Caronte” [Charon Foundation], ostensi-
bly named after its founder, “uomo di lettere, poeta lirico di gusto squisito, 
storico e archeologo” [a man of letters, a lyrical poet of impeccable taste, a 
historian and an archaeologist] (Sublime: 131), but clearly echoing the 
mythological figure who ferried the souls of the dead across the Acheron 
(Virgil, Aeneid VI) and his role as a vehicle for the transmission of the 
past through to the present. The overturning of the temporal perspective 
and the challenge to readers’ expectations are further enhanced by a more 
specific rhetorical strategy which belies our shared lived experience of 
time: whilst the sections devoted to the 19th-century narratives use the 
present tense, the present-day events are narrated using the past. 
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Despite the interconnectedness of the three diegetic worlds represented, 
and despite the apparent suggestion of an imaginary but ineluctable con-
tinuum linking human compulsions and desires through time, the structure 
of Sublime anima di donna remains openly fragmented, and fragmen-
tation, as opposed to organic completeness and wholeness, is the principle 
that informs the ethos of the narrative. The three diegeses maintain their 
distinctness, and beyond their mutual echoing and the recurrent cross-
referencing they signal separate and discrete realities, which are rep-
resentative of local tensions whose pretence of universality is openly dis-
abused. Like the female bodies recreated by the two artists, the text is a 
mystification, an artificial and arbitrary reconstruction from spurious 
sources, the epitome of pastiche in the postmodern sense of incorporation 
of diverse and often incongruous original parts cannibalized from multiple 
sources in a game, in Jameson’s words, of “random allusion” (65-66). The 
“sublime female soul” is not created ex novo, but cobbled together from 
body pieces purloined from others; she is the result of the cannibalization 
of other females and is thus spectral, horrific and grotesque:  
 

una specie di pupazzo, coperto da un manto bianco che scende oltre i piedi, 
se ci sono piedi […]. L’atteggiamento disarticolato del corpo, l’oscillare 
impercettibile, la rendono simile a un fantasma. Uno spettro, una mario-
netta senza fili. (Sublime: 408-09, emphasis mine) 
 
[a kind of puppet in a white cloak which goes down to its feet, assuming 
it’s got feet. The disjointed, lanky demeanour of the body, the impercep-
tible oscillation, make it resemble a ghost. A phantasm, a puppet with no 
strings.] 
 
Mariarita vide il corpo femminile levigato, perfetto, irreale come una 
visione. Vero, falso? Impossibile dirlo: la pelle non era uniforme, dal petto 
fino alle cosce aveva una tinta più chiara, naturale, mentre sulle braccia e 
sulle gambe era di un rosa artificiale, come il colore di certe pellicole sca-
denti […]. I capelli sono veri, il volto…il volto è quello dell’attrice assas-
sinata, e il busto e i fianchi sembrano inguainati in vera carne…la carne 
delle ragazze morte. (411-12, emphasis mine) 
 
[Mariarita saw the smooth female body, perfect, as unreal as a vision. Was 
it real, fake? Impossible to say: the skin was uneven, a lighter, natural 
shade from the chest to the thighs, whereas the arms and the legs were of 
an artificial pink, the colour of cheap film. […] The hair is real hair, the 
face…the face is the face of the murdered actress, and the trunk and hips 
seem sheathed in real flesh…the flesh of the dead girls.] 
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As an ensemble of separate pieces, held together by a patchwork of 
assembled skins, the creature is fragmented and permeable, depersonalized 
and “abhuman”.13 Such a body, in representing the condition of the indi-
vidual divested of the traditional constructs of human identity—first and 
foremost its unitary subjectivity and its independent agency—becomes the 
privileged locus of the ‘foreign body’ as well as a metaphor for the novel 
itself, which is also, declaredly, largely composed of fragments of narra-
tives belonging to others—other people, other times. But just as the un-
even skin holding the female creature together does not generate or hold 
together a satisfactory, ‘live’ individual, and is unable to conceal the 
caesuras between the incongruous fragments out of which it is construed 
or the overlapping of its parts, so the text is unable—or indeed un-
willing—to provide a consistent and coherent universe. Like the body, it 
too is a palimpsest, a parchment over which narratives are written over 
and over again,14 a discoloured film on which images have been super-
imposed. The narrative frames do not work synergetically to construct an 
organic diegetic world, but they assert their individuality, their separate-
ness from each other, pointing to hybridity as the only possible nature of 
the end product, and only partly sheltering the reader from the vision of 
the chaos of experience which lies beneath. 

The simulations enacted in the novel—of the female figure, of a 
historical, ‘truthful’ novel, of social and cultural orderliness and con-
tinuity—produce a global simulacrum, a non-reality. But they do it in 
stages, and surreptitiously, purporting instead to counterbalance the 
imaginary and openly fantastic with the experientially real. Just like 
Disneyland and Los Angeles in Baudrillard’s example—the former overtly 
presented as imaginary, as pure fantasy, so that the latter may, by contrast, 
appear ‘real’ when it is in fact itself “of the order of the hyperreal and of 
simulation” (25)—so in Sublime anima di donna the fantasy of the 
creation of the female narrated in the short story at the beginning of the 
novel and presented as fiction should by its contrastive power cast ‘reality 
status’ over the body created in the same room of the same house, one 
hundred and fifty years later, at the end of the novel. And the encasing in 
the novel of three different layers of authorship, with avowedly increasing 

                                                 
13 As the prefix ab- indicates, abhuman refers to a being that has lost his or her 
human features, having literally “moved away” from them. For Hurley (4) ab-
human is a condition associated with fin-de siècle Gothic. Hurley’s work also con-
structs a definition of the relationship between the text and the body. 
14 The image of the text as skin is taken from Anzieu’s essay “The Group Ego-
Skin” (319-29). Anzieu applies the metaphor of the skin patchwork to describe his 
diagnosis of depersonalization anxiety in one of his patients. 
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levels of ‘fictionality’, works in support of the claim to realism of the main 
narrative, and aims at endowing it with veridicity almost by default: 
 
Fig. 2-2 

 
  Implied author 

     
 Mariarita’s narrative                    
 (present day Milan)                                            
 
 
 

Mariarita and Gherardo Orsi 
           

 
 
  Narrative of the scapigliati                              Gherardo Orsi 

                                     (19th-century Milan)                     “Sublime anima di donna”                           
  

                                                                
   
         reality                                                  representation      
  
What the novel ultimately represents, camouflaged behind the historical 
decoys, is that state of crisis of representation described by Virilio in The 
Lost Dimension (1991). Reflecting on our contemporary society in the 
light of the transformations effected by the advent of modern media 
technology, Virilio observes (13) how the distinctions between near and 
far, object and image, have been effaced to the point where our original 
understanding of spatial and temporal co-ordinates has given way to 
televized instantaneity: “From here on, people can’t be separated by physi-
cal obstacles or by temporal distances. With the interfacing of computer 
terminals and video monitors, distinctions between here and there no 
longer mean anything.” In the environment portrayed in Salvatori’s novel, 
communication of information, the transmission of tradition—a pre-
condition of its usefulness—is done through technology: Orsi’s short story 
acquires life and significance once it is posted on the Web; his corres-
pondence with Verga is similarly disseminated in electronic format. The 
novel unfolds the moment these documents are translated into the code of 
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communication technologies, are put through technological accelerants 
which annul temporal—and cognitive—distances. In Sublime anima di 
donna Salvatori represents the vertigo of what Virilio (1991: 108) defines 
the dromosphere, the dimension dominated by speed and instantaneity 
and, as a result, by the accumulation of genres. The novel, the author has 
affirmed in interview, was intentionally conceived of as a modern feuille-
ton, a heterogeneous container, a crucible of all literary genres leading 
ultimately to an undifferentiated “non-genre” (Milanese; see also Viale): 
that is to say, a dynamic oeuvre which could be a signifier of the dyna-
mism of the contemporary Zeitgeist. The notion of the ‘constructed fe-
male’ is likewise consonant with this Zeitgeist. Borrowing again from 
Virilio and his reading of contemporary society, the “anima di donna” 
yearned for and put together in the novel, as well as being a symbol of the 
Romantic ideal of the feminine, can also be interpreted as a metaphor for 
the process of colonization of the body, which is increasingly taking place 
thanks to the possibilities offered by technology (1995: 103-14). The 
eugenic principle which inspires this drive, the novel shows, is not new in 
the history of humanity; the difference lies in the increasingly sophisti-
cated techno-scientific apparatus that can support it in the 21st century. 
When expressed by the 19th-century anatomist/poet, the desire for a new 
woman, in the sense of forming her anew, echoes the mission of the 
Nietzschean “superman”: to create a superior brand of woman who would 
be capable of generating the real Übermensch.15 This new woman would 
thus replace the “(e)sseri incompleti e difettosi, colmi di tutti quei vizi, di 
quei bassi istinti, che dalla più remota antichità hanno spezzato l’animo e 
la risoluzione degli uomini” [those incomplete and flawed beings, full of 
all the vices and base instincts which have, since time immemorial, broken 
the soul and resolution of man] (Sublime: 18). She would be: 

 
quello che neppure Dio, se esiste, ha mai creato: un’anima nuova, priva di 
difetti, un’anima di donna pura come il diamante, dotata di onestà, forza e 
fedeltà, di intelligenza pari a quella dell’uomo, la bellezza assoluta di un 
corpo che è anima e di un’anima che è corpo, la vera…sublime…anima di 
donna. (20) 
 
[something not even God, assuming he exists, has ever created: a new, 
flawless soul, a female soul as pure as diamond, endowed with honesty, 
strength and loyalty, and of an intelligence on a par with that of man; the 
absolute beauty of a body which is soul and of a soul which is body, the 
true…sublime…female soul.]  

                                                 
15 The advice to women in Thus Spoke Zarathustra (‘Old and Young Women’, I: 
18) is “Let your hope say: ‘May I bear the Superman!’” 
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When this vision is transported to the end of the 20th century, however, 
translated into Cristiano Belfiore’s design to create a surgically-trans-
figured and computer-morphed female paragon of ethic and aesthetic vir-
tue, then the safety net of the historicized 19th-century philosophical 
theory is removed and the scenario evoked is less reassuringly domesti-
cated, resembling that sinister state of affairs which Virilio describes as 
“techno-scientific fundamentalism” (1995: 118-20), and which he com-
pares in terms of its destructive potential to religious fanaticism. 
 
This highly original and complex novel concludes—in perfectly sym-
metrical fashion—with the words spoken by Gherardo Orsi to Giovanni 
Verga. Here the reader finds the solution to another couple of the micro-
mysteries presented in the course of the novel: the ownership of the 
beautiful female leg that had excited the poetic imagination of Orsi, Tar-
chetti, Praga and Camillo and Arrigo Boito in the laboratory of their 
scientist friend; and the reason behind the lack of evidence of the corres-
pondence between Orsi and Verga. The concluding chapter of the main 
narrative also seemingly strives to provide a resolution: Mariarita finds out 
from a clairvoyant that she will indeed write her book, finally becoming a 
writer and not just a ghost writer, and that—in 21st-century liberated 
‘chick-lit’ fashion—she will find true love without having to capitulate to 
the strictures of marriage. Against the flow of this seemingly positive end-
ing and its overt attempts to bring the novel to closure, however, the 
reader becomes aware of certain perverse contradictions. Even in the 
tongue-in-cheek tone of Mariarita’s summing up, the ‘foreign body’ 
remains pervasively present. The experience of the tarot reading where her 
future is predicted—another sign of the fluidity of chronological fields 
operating in the novel—is treated with humour (“Mariarita sedette di fron-
te a Tara. Ma sì, dagli oroscopi si può benissimo passare alle carte, come 
dalle canne alle droghe pesanti, no?” [Mariarita took a seat opposite Tara. 
You can step up from horoscopes to tarot cards, as you do from joints to 
hard drugs, right?] (Sublime: 442). But the reference, a few lines further 
on, to the “uomo nero”, the black jack, Stella Del Fante’s personal ghost, 
that “entità negativa che la disturba e l’affascina” [negative entity which 
both disturbs and fascinates her] (443), is less light-hearted, epitomizing 
the ghosts that traverse the narrative, endowing it with ‘otherness’ and pre-
venting it from coming to a final standstill. Equally, the deceptively 
clarifying and explanatory letter does not just eliminate all remaining 
question marks raised by the narrative, but makes a significant point 
which, retrospectively, reasserts the fundamental ethos of the novel: apo-
logizing to Verga for having offended him by deriding his beliefs in 
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literature as a representation of reality, Orsi notes that “Il vero non esist(e), 
neppure in quella che chiamano la vita vera” [Nothing is real, not even in 
what they call real life] (444). 

There is no such thing as ‘the truth’, then, the novel seems to claim; 
and, as Orsi suggests provocatively in his final letter to Verga, any text 
that purports to lead to the truth is mendacious; in this he is expressing one 
of the fundamental unresolved conflicts or tensions of Scapigliatura po-
etics, namely, between the desire to adhere to the ‘vero’ and the impulse 
towards its debunking through the visionary. But Sublime anima di donna 
goes even further, by casting doubt on the very notion of ‘real life’. The 
manufactured women in the novel are indeed patently unreal, but what if 
they were a simple decoy to induce the reader to consider everyone else 
real by contrast? What if they were to ‘real’ people what Disneyland is to 
Los Angeles, in Baudrillard’s simile? Besides resolving the ostensible 
crimes and revealing the identities and motives of the perpetrators, the 
novel clearly does not provide final answers or conclusive statements, 
ending instead with a resounding echo of the uncanny. Claudia Salvatori 
does not abide by the statutory rules of the giallo, she does not practise 
crime fiction with the aim of constructing a universe in which order finally 
prevails over chaos, as the detective does over the criminal. Instead of 
celebrating Athena, the goddess of reason and of detectives, she engages 
in a battle with her malevolent counterpart, the Medusa of our collective 
subconscious, to paraphrase La Porta’s words (62). Hence she privileges 
the noir, which allows her to effect a displacement from life to literature, 
to explore those fears and concerns which she finds disturbing, and to 
share them with readers; it also prevents her (and her readers) from set-
tling for a reassuring but deceptive sense of security, first and foremost the 
security that comes from one’s own sense of being. As the author stated in 
a 2001 interview: at times when the individual is subjected to myriad 
different inputs and the identity of the soul is lost, all that we are left with 
is an aggregate of heterogeneous pieces, with no pretence of stability and 
integrity, and no grounds for, or ambition to the status of ‘real’.16 In this, 
we can conclude, we are no different from or any less hyperreal than the 
manufactured bodies of her story. 

                                                 
16 Interview with Datti. A further interesting statement on Salvatori’s relationship 
with genre literature can be found in her 2005 interview with Dal Farra: she 
practises the crime genre “for its disturbing aspects, not for its re-establishment of 
order; for the criminals, not for the detectives. I don’t want to be on my own, being 
disturbed by reality and so I write. I want to push my characters and my situations 
to the limit, so that I am not lulled into a comfortable sense of security. This is 
what I have to give my readers.” 
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CHAPTER THREE 

‘INHABITING DISPLACEMENT’:  
NARRATING THE PO VALLEY IN 

CONTEMPORARY FICTION AND PHOTOGRAPHY  

MARINA SPUNTA 
 
 
 

In the end, perhaps, landscape is the place of infinite tension. And so you 
can never place it, you can never find a definite point that determines an 
environment. This is why landscape cannot be delimited but has a kind of 
circularity of vision that never ends.1 

 
This essay investigates the representation of space, place and landscape in 
contemporary Italian fiction and photography, two arts that since the ’80s 
have re-addressed the question of the exterior, of representing external 
reality, while strengthening their interdisciplinary dialogue.2 Here I refer 
to space (“spazio”) as the physical as well as the theoretical and most en-
compassing notion that defines the exterior, and includes, yet differs from 
place (“luogo”), as the inhabited and individualized space, which is 
distinguished by human connotations, and from landscape (“paesaggio”), 
as the physical and aesthetic category that identifies the human perception 
and construction of a territory. These distinct, yet often overlapping issues 
are central to the work of a group of artists who have chosen the Po valley 
as a suitably representative site through which to problematize the present 
socio-cultural condition: Gianni Celati and the (late) photographer Luigi 

                                                 
1 Luigi Ghirri’s words reported in the epilogue of Celati’s documentary Strada 
provinciale delle anime [The provincial road of souls] (1991). Unless otherwise 
specified, all translations are mine. 
2 Given the rich filmic tradition on the Po valley, a similar investigation could 
fruitfully be extended to cinema, only touched on here, and the subject of my on-
going research. 
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Ghirri,3 together with other writers who have collaborated with them since 
the ’80s, in particular Daniele Benati and Ermanno Cavazzoni, but also, to 
a lesser extent, Giorgio Messori and Beppe Sebaste. I will focus primarily 
on the work of Ghirri and Celati, given their leading role, while high-
lighting parallelisms with the other writers, as they share a similar “senti-
ment of space” (“sentimento dello spazio”, as Teatini calls it) and a com-
mitment to ‘inhabit displacement’ (‘abitare lo spaesamento’). Common to 
their work is an empathetic rediscovery of everyday places and a deep 
sense of displacement and exile. By examining their representation of 
space and displacement, I seek to demonstrate the extent to which their 
work rewrites the landscapes of the Po valley through a renewed fasci-
nation with “naturalness” and “whichever-ness” (“naturalezza” and “qual-
siasità”; Celati in Valtorta: 79), showing how this approach results in their 
re-assessing the aesthetic value of this area. This focus will enable me not 
only to illuminate the work of this leading group of artists and to discuss 
the present revival of the Po valley as an ambiguous metaphor of ‘post-
modern’ space, but also, more broadly, to explore the recent artistic and 
theoretical debates on space, place and landscape in contemporary Italy. 
 
In the past two to three decades, space has become one, if not the favourite 
‘arena’ in which to voice the uneasy relationship of the individual with 
him or herself and with the ‘other’. It has become a crucial means of 
questioning the subject’s ability to comprehend and represent the exterior, 
and of addressing the changing values of both culture and the natural 
world. Since the ’80s, critical interest in space has risen exponentially in a 
number of disciplines that have used the spatial dimension to explore post-
modernity. This “geographical renaissance” (Soja) has given rise, in Jar-
vis’s words, to a “mapping on the left”, that is, a “proliferation of Marxist 
and neo-Marxist mappings and of geographical metaphors in a range of 
academic disciplines” (Jarvis: 44), as emerges in the work of Jameson, 
Harvey, Soja and Davis, and, before them, Foucault and Lefebvre. Moving 
from Jameson’s 1984 seminal essay “Postmodernism, or the Cultural 
Logic of Late Capitalism”, the question of space has been closely investi-
gated in the postmodern debate, which has drawn on architecture and 
geography to argue for a new cultural condition, or awareness. These two 

                                                 
3 Many of Ghirri’s photographs can be viewed online, including Fig. 3-4, below, at 
http://panizzi.comune.re.it/ (n. 35 in the on-line archive). The key work by Ghirri, 
which also attests to his collaboration with Celati, is Il profilo delle nuvole [Profile 
of clouds] (1989), with texts by Celati. On this see my essay in Chantler and Dente 
(2007, forthcoming). Sincere thanks to the Ghirri Estates for allowing me to re-
produce here four photographs (Figs. 3-1 to 3-4) by Luigi Ghirri. 
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interlinked debates—on space and on the postmodern—have often em-
braced a materialist perspective, which emerges in the attempt to 
“overturn the subordination of space to history” (Jarvis: 44) and to argue 
for a “historical and geographical materialism” (Soja: cover description), 
in the conviction that space is, in Gregory’s words, “not merely an arena 
in which social life unfolds but a medium through which social life is 
produced and reproduced” (Gregory in Johnson: 451, original emphasis). 
In the effort to “reposition space [and geography] in the realm of social 
theory” and to “subsume it within Marxism” (Minca: 14), this (mostly 
Anglo-American) approach represents a leading strand in the current 
critical debate, and its influence is as far reaching and embedded within 
the wider critical debate as are many postmodern theories. 

Although the Italian theoretical debate has been less open to post-
modern theories than has been the case in Northern Europe and the United 
States, the debate on space in Italy has found much fruitful ground since 
the years of a second economic boom in the ’80s—particularly in relation 
to tourism and the media. In Italy, as abroad, this debate has crossed many 
boundaries between disciplines, arts, and theoretical and socio-political 
approaches, as philosophers have turned to the question of space, while 
geographers have looked to philosophy and fiction, and artists have found 
increasing inspiration in place and landscape. Reluctant to accept post-
modern theories, the Italian debate on space since the ’80s has embraced 
and renewed an aesthetic perspective. While the overturning of structural-
ism in the late ’70s gave rise to a revival of neo-Marxist theories that 
found in the spatial dimension a means to criticize post-industrial societ-
ies, at the same time the return of aesthetics as philosophy (D’Angelo: 
266) helped to fill the theoretical gap that opened up in Italy in the ’80s, 
while collapsing the boundaries between philosophy, criticism and 
literature. This approach has often concentrated on the aesthetics of land-
scape, giving rise to a critical line of thought that links the seminal work 
of Assunto to that of Bonesio, and of Venturi Ferriolo. In the past three 
decades, moreover, literary criticism has also increasingly turned to the 
aspect of space: from Dionisotti’s and Dossena’s work in the ’60s and ’70s 
(on this see Moretti in Innocenti: 185-94) to the recent Mondadori vol-
umes Luoghi della letteratura italiana (Anselmi and Ruozzi 2003) and 
Mappe della letteratura europea e mediterranea (Anselmi 2001), or, more 
specific to our subject, Anselmi and Bertoni’s Una geografia letteraria tra 
Emilia e Romagna (1997). Drawing on these complementary debates, the 
present study seeks to put forward an eclectic approach, one that accounts 
critically for different perspectives, in texts ranging from photography to 
fiction. In particular, for the group of artists identified, it has been bene-
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ficial to combine a materialist with an aesthetic perspective in order to 
shed light on their dialectic and often critical approaches to space and 
landscape, and their conflicting relationship with the contemporary arts.  

As di Monte suggests (2005: cover), the intrinsic liminality of land-
scape helps to explain its current critical popularity and makes it an ideal 
subject for interdisciplinary analyses and for evaluating new approaches 
and methodologies. This view is clearly reflected in the work of Ghirri, 
Celati and their fellow artists, whose interest in the question of space goes 
hand in hand with their interdisciplinary approach (fiction and photo-
graphy, but also cinema and the visual arts) and provides them with a 
locus in which to experiment with new creative forms and to reflect on the 
contemporary arts. As I will argue, the question of space—and of the Po 
valley in particular—becomes for them the vehicle both of their ironic cri-
tique of postmodernity, and of their ethical/aesthetic commitment to 
representing the exterior. Their aesthetic approach is consonant with re-
cent theories of an “aesthetics of ‘feeling’” (“estetica del sentire”), which, 
in the attempt to oppose the present diffuse aestheticism, recovers the 
etymological notion of “sentire” not as a passive state, but rather as a 
combination of perception and intellect (Perniola 1971 and 1983: 61; Grif-
fero: 32). As my analysis will demonstrate, the poetics of Ghirri, Celati 
and their colleagues seeks to discard the metaphysical, rationalist, logo-
centric tradition in favour of an approach that will take into account 
individuality, diversity and relationality, and therefore emotion and imagi-
nation, rather than purely the ‘cogito’. This approach builds on a renewed 
Stimmung, in the sense of an affective consonance with everyday places; it 
seeks, in addition, to put forward an aesthetics of disenchantment/re-
enchantment with space (see Griffero, and Celati in Valtorta). 

It is in this context that the Po valley serves as a platform on which to 
stage the paradoxes of postmodernity and of our authors’ poetics—split 
between a materialist critique of the present and a nostalgia for the past 
and for the value it attributed to the arts. As the Italian liminal space par 
excellence, a vast frontier between Northern and Central Italy, the Po 
valley still bears witness to the coexistence of ‘old’ and ‘new’, with 
pockets of rurality (in the form of crumbling farm houses and dying com-
munities) closely juxtaposed with the post-industrial sites of the “mega-
lopoli padana”, or ‘via Emilia’ megalopolis (Turri). Such uneven develop-
ment is due to the fact that this area underwent the most rapid 
industrialization in postwar Italy and witnessed the anthropological turn 
that led from the extreme indigence of the “Bassa”, in the immediate 
postwar years, to the opulence of many towns and cities on the via Emilia, 
which have now practically merged into a continuous post-metropolis. For 
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its rich historical and symbolic connotations, the Po valley has, since the 
advent of Neorealism, become almost emblematic of a sense of Italian 
identity—or lack of it—and of the attempt to forge a new one. From 
Rossellini’s Paisà to the films of Carlo Mazzacurati, and from Bacchelli to 
Celati, numerous artists have been challenged by the intrinsic difficulty of 
portraying this mostly flat and unexciting landscape, and yet, inspired by 
its mythical connotations as a blank space, have seen it as a powerful 
metaphor through which to reveal, or re-shape an identity. This tradition is 
followed, yet renewed by our artists and writers—in their preserving a 
sense of belonging and errancy, of nostalgia for the past and commitment 
to the future—emerging most strikingly in Ghirri’s photographs for Il 
profilo delle nuvole, arguably his finest achievement. In this work the 
artist captures that emptiness and suspension which defines these spaces 
through a low and central perspective, such as in “Verso Lagosanto”; here, 

 

 
Fig. 3-1: “Verso Lagosanto”, from Il profilo delle nuvole 

 
the road and canal, disappearing into the distance, echo a whole tradition 
of representing space—from Walker Evans’s photography (“Hitchhikers”, 
Mississippi, 1936) to Visconti’s cinema (Ossessione, 1943). 
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A similar view of a deserted country road is used by Celati in the final 
shot of his documentary, or ‘video-story’, Strada provinciale delle anime, 
a choice that testifies to the aesthetic consonance with Ghirri’s work—
most clearly with the photograph “Verso Lagosanto”—and with the Po 
valley artistic tradition in general. 

While placing themselves within this tradition (see Orengo in Sironi: 
149), our artists draw on different influences in their attempt to question 
accepted notions of space, place and landscape. The Po valley is for them 
both the place of their original belonging (all our artists are “emiliani” or 
“emiliani d’adozione” in Celati’s case) and, most importantly, the site that 
metaphorically conveys their view of contemporary space as both 
inhabitable and ‘displacing’. Asked by Quintavalle about his preference 
for the Po valley, Ghirri suggested that it went beyond the personal, and 
was, rather, rooted in the elusive character of this landscape, seemingly 
devoid of any peculiar feature other than that of everyday, inhabited space 
(Quintavalle 1991: 133). And yet, despite their apparent “qualsiasità”, the 
places pictured by Ghirri and described by our writers are in fact part of a 
distinctive artistic tradition which these artists set out to recover, and this 
paradox exposes the intrinsic rhetorical nature of their position. Like Ghir-
ri, Celati underlines the metaphorical value of this area for its vagueness 
and its “confusion between old and new” (interview with Celati, Il Venerdì 
di Repubblica, 13 January 1989), as well as for the ‘land’s end’ conno-
tations of the mouth of the river Po. Interestingly, both Ghirri and Celati 
employ the image of clouds to convey not only the vagueness of this land-
scape but also the affection required to reproduce it artistically—the 
“vivezza narrativa” with which Celati defines the changeability of tone he 
adopts to narrate this landscape.4 

The other writers I have elected to focus on share this deep sensitivity 
to space and displacement, particularly to the Emilian landscape which, 
either directly or indirectly, acts as a backdrop to much of their work. The 
stories of Daniele Benati, for instance, capture the vagueness of this land-
scape and the changeable moods of its inhabitants, torn between a sense of 
belonging to a deeply rural environment and the desire to escape towards 
modernity, in particular to Northern Europe or the United States. The split 
between rootedness and displacement is rendered through a continuous 
oscillation between Emilian and Anglo-American settings (Benati, born in 
the province of Reggio Emilia, taught Italian in Boston and Galway) and 
between an everyday and an other-worldly atmosphere, the ambiguity 

                                                 
4 On this and other aspects of Ghirri’s work see Mussini, and Spunta 2006a. On 
“vivezza narrativa” see Celati in Rustichelli: 15-33. 
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being conveyed by a similarly changeable, oral-sounding narrative tone. 
Another underworld is narrated by the “lunatic” Savini in Ermanno Cavaz-
zoni’s Poema dei lunatici (1987; The voice of the moon, 1990), which is 
set in the Po valley as is its cinematic transposition by Fellini (La voce 
della luna, 1990). The work of Giorgio Messori and Beppe Sebaste, who 
first emerged in 1983 with their “libro a quattro mani”, similarly oscillates 
between an Emilian and a foreign setting—Uzbekistan, where Messori 
taught Italian as a lettore, and Switzerland and France, where Sebaste 
studied philosophy and reflected on the questions of ‘inhabiting space’—
and between a disenchantment and a re-enchantment with the exterior.5 
Messori’s work is particularly interesting for his current collaboration with 
the photographer Vittore Fossati in Uzbekistan—which is the setting for 
his acclaimed Nella città del pane e dei postini [In the city of bread and 
postmen] of 2005—and for his previous work with Ghirri in Giorgio Mo-
randi’s studio (Ghirri and Messori 1992). This latter was an experience 
that made a deep impression on Messori’s poetics, which, like that of 
Ghirri, strives towards a “riattivazione sensoriale dello sguardo”, that is, a 
re-activation of our ability to see things as if for the first time (Ghirri 
Borgonzoni 2005: 64). 

What draws these writers and artists together, as we have noted, is a 
deep empathy with the spatial and narrative dimension, and particularly 
with a fast-changing, blurred exterior such as that symbolized by the Po 
valley. It emerges not only in their individual work, but also, and perhaps 
most strikingly, in their many collaborative projects, most of which led by 
Ghirri or Celati who have sought to foster the development of an artistic 
community around them. In the early ’80s Ghirri led the seminal project of 
Viaggio in Italia [Journey through Italy] (1984) which brought together 
twenty photographers and a writer (Celati, in his first collaboration with 
Ghirri) to describe the new Italian landscape. Ghirri subsequently 
promoted the exhibition Esplorazioni sulla via Emilia [Explorations on the 
via Emilia], which extended the collaboration to Cavazzoni, Messori and 
Sebaste, as well as other writers, geographers and economists,6 and this 
was followed by a series of key works, most importantly Il profilo delle 
nuvole. Ghirri’s lesson exerted a deep influence not only on contemporary 

                                                 
5 Sebaste has published various short stories, two novels and a collection of essays, 
Porte senza porta. Incontri con maestri contemporanei (1997), and edited the 
translation of Rousseau’s Le passeggiate del sognatore solitario (1996). 
6 This travelling exhibition was accompanied by two volumes, edited by Bizzarri 
(1986) and Bizzarri and Bronzoni (1986), and by a film, Criscenti’s Dal fiume al 
mare [From river to sea] (1985). 
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photographers (see Quintavalle 1993: 32 and Mussini), but also on Celati,7 
and through him, many contemporary writers; among the first were 
Benati, Cavazzoni, Messori and Sebaste, whose early work Celati 
promoted and published in Narratori delle riserve [Voices from the 
Reserves] (1992). Most of these writers also joined Celati in the short-
lived editorial experience of Il semplice and some of them participated in 
his documentaries on the Po valley.  

Breaking down this ‘empathy’, we can see writers and artists united by 
the following: a striving towards ‘inhabiting space’ despite the awareness 
of an ingrained displacement; an interest in their local area, but also in 
travelling and experiencing foreign cultures;8 an eye for the everyday and 
for seeing beyond appearances; a nostalgia for a lost rurality and sense of 
community; a deep critique of the present commercialization of the arts; 
and a surviving belief in the power of vision, imagination and narration to 
give sense to the exterior. Building on Benjamin’s lesson of the salvation 
of the past—the attempt to recover history and memory (Carchia 2000: 
139)—these complementary poetics are brought together in an anthro-
pology of “invisible populations”, which seeks to retrieve traces of places 
and pockets of narration through a common Stimmung, or consonance, 
with the exterior (Teatini: 25-27). It is from this perspective that we move 
on to discuss the written and visual narratives of the Po valley, focusing on 
certain key images employed to explore the present socio-cultural con-
dition: the image of space as void and vagueness in Ghirri and Celati, and 
the metaphor of the map which all these artists use. I will conclude by 
discussing briefly the role of imagination and vision, and the way in 
which, through a fruitful collaboration that overcomes traditional disci-
pline boundaries, this leads to a shared aesthetics of ‘re-enchantment’ 
(‘reincanto’). 

 
The most striking characteristic of the Po valley is its flatness, which, 
together with its apparent lack of interesting features and its almost imper-
ceptible horizon, makes it appear as a void and boundless space. A sense 
of emptiness and suspension strikes us in many of Ghirri’s photographs of 
deserted Emilian landscapes (of the ’80s), which convey both the 
desolation of postmodern spaces and the beauty of non-tourist places, and 

                                                 
7 After his collaboration with Ghirri, Celati succeeded in overcoming the impasse 
which his fiction had reached at the end of the ’70s, by discovering a new per-
spective on the exterior, namely the visual, ‘fieldwork’ perspective of the photo-
grapher. 
8 Benati, Messori and Sebaste studied modern languages at Bologna University, 
where Celati lectured in Anglo-American literature until the early ’80s. 
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this sense of vagueness increases towards the end of Ghirri’s career in 
pictures in the mid-late ’80s, such as can be seen in “Formigine”, or in 
“Soragna. Dalla statale per Fidenza”, both from Il profilo delle nuvole. 
 

 
Fig. 3-2: “Soragna. Dalla statale per Fidenza”, from Il profilo delle nuvole 

 
As Celati observes, the originality of Ghirri’s work lies in his success in 
representing the immobility of void space, the space we cannot under-
stand, and in looking at it with an eye that does not seek anything 
sensational, but discovers that everything is interesting simply because it 
is part of the existing world (Celati 1984: 13). By the same token, the 
novelty of Viaggio in Italia lay in its focusing on apparently void spaces, 
places at the margins of a recognized tradition; in Ghirri’s words:  
 

We focus on voids, absences, the apparently non-existing peripheries. We 
focus on the limits, margins and borders that form the countryside and the 
structures of our reality, which, at least in the photographic representation, 
are marginalized. This is certainly the newest work on the anthropology of 
landscape that has been produced in Italy. (Ghirri in Quintavalle 1984: 14) 
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By choosing to concentrate on these “non-places”  (Quintavalle 2004: 53), 
Ghirri and his colleagues sought, in Viaggio in Italia, to question the 
Italian landscape tradition, moving away from the “veduta da cartolina”, 
the picture-postcard view that Ghirri condemned as a rhetorical exercise, 
towards an anthropological, documentary, empathetic look at everyday 
places, in an attempt to oppose both the overpowering character of the 
Italian artistic tradition and the increasing aestheticism of contemporary 
society (see Valtorta: 11-49). 

Drawing on Ghirri’s lesson, Celati voices his own need to feel space 
again as void, the void in which one is lost, in order for it to regain its 
affective valences (Celati in Sironi: 99). Like Ghirri, Celati strove, in the 
early ’80s, to redirect his own work—and the Italian narrative tradition—
by moving away from its self-enclosed literariness towards experiencing 
the exterior through a more immediate visual and narrative approach. The 
collaboration on the Po valley with Ghirri and the other photographers of 
Viaggio in Italia offered Celati the chance to “tirare il fiato”, to draw 
breath; leaving behind the self-reflexive drive of his early fiction and the 
rational literariness of a model such as that of Calvino, he embraced new 
forms of experimentation with diary/travel writing (Celati in Cottafavi and 
Magni: 166). This approach has informed Celati’s work since the ’80s—
from his narrative trilogy to his later cinematic documentaries on the Po 
valley—and is perhaps most evident in his diaristic text Verso la foce 
[Towards the river mouth] (1989) through recurrent images of the void. 
These convey the difficulty and challenge of narrating an apparently emp-
ty exterior,9 and the potential of this “vuoto”, or vacuum, to appeal to the 
viewer and activate the imagination—as emerges in a key passage (54-55) 
where the visual experience of the plains is paralleled to an aural one, a 
vague call that the writer is responding to and which becomes the means 
to understand the exterior.10 For Ghirri and Celati, as for Leopardi who is 
cited in this passage, vagueness is an essential attribute of space and the 
arts, a quality that is preserved by an affective view of the exterior that 
prevents the artist from imposing onto it the subject’s own rationalization; 
according to Celati, in fact, every moment is ‘rescued’ by the possibility of 
reclaiming its vagueness, that is, of recovering the feeling we have about 

                                                 
9 It is described as a “sforzo fisico per proseguire, ogni momento in avanti è spazio 
vuoto, tempo vuoto da colmare” [physical effort to proceed, every step forward is 
void space, empty time to fill] (Verso la foce: 37). 
10 “We are attracted by what calls us, and can understand only this; the space that 
envelops things we can only grasp dimly: these are ideas I brought along with me 
having encountered them in one of Leopardi’s reflections (August 1821).” (Verso 
la foce: 54). 
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certain phenomena (Celati in Ghirri Borgonzoni and Taramelli 1992: 165). 
This attitude generates 

 
an elementary attention to colour or light phenomena that are so indefinite 
as to make the notion that there are actually things that can be documented 
seem rather shaky. Such phenomena are the artifices of vagueness, that 
ancient term of Italian art used to describe things such as the clouds, the 
sky and the horizon. (165) 

 
As already mentioned, the image of clouds is often used by Celati and 
Ghirri to convey their aesthetics of ‘reincanto’, and the related notion of 
“spazio di affezione”; in his recent essay “Collezione di spazi”, Celati uses 
this phrase to define a space that overcomes the dichotomy between land-
scape and inscape, subject and object, and expresses a personal, affective 
way of feeling distance (Celati 2003: 62-63). The novelty of contemporary 
space, according to Celati, is that the things that seemed obvious, the 
things we look at without really seeing, become a series of affective 
modes that can be conveyed only with uncertainty (Celati 2003: 81). A 
“space of affection” is thus characterized by vagueness, variability and 
empathy, that is by a Stimmung with the exterior and with a literary/artistic 
tradition that is informed by a similar vision of reality (such as the Neo-
realist/documentary tradition). As a “space of affection”, the Po valley al-
lows our artists to express a more affective, aesthetic experience of space, 
and of the arts, and to preserve the memory of a tradition that is felt to be 
disappearing (see Spunta 2006b). 

This endeavour to re-assess the aesthetics of landscape emerges, nota-
bly, in the key role that maps play in their work. Maps openly problem-
atize the question of representing space as they reveal the impossibility of 
visualizing it, given the intrinsic changeability and subjectivity of any 
landscape, as well as any representation of it. Ghirri, for example, as he 
stated in the preface to his first published album, Kodachrome, preferred 
to see his photographs as maps, using this correlation as a means of stimu-
lating thought and imagination: 
 

I have tried not to limit myself to certain genres or trends, which is why I 
have taken different directions simultaneously, in an attempt to stimulate 
thought; I haven’t tried to produce PHOTOGRAPHS but MAPS that were 
also photographs. (Ghirri 1997, upper case as in the original.) 

 
Trained as a surveyor, Ghirri was always fascinated by maps and used 
them in his pictures as a metanarrative device to inspire reflection on the 
act of visualization and photographic representation. This emerges in a 
number of pictures that show people intent on looking at maps (or paint-
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ings), such as “Salisburgo 1977” (from Diaframma 11, 1/125, luce natura-
le, 1972-79) where a family is photographed from behind, looking at a 
map of Mondsee and of its surrounding mountains.  

 

 
Fig. 3-3: “Salisburgo 1977”, from Diaframma 11, 1/125, luce naturale 

 
Following the classical tradition of landscape painting,11 Ghirri invites us 
to question both the exterior and its representations by exploring the men-
tal maps that we build for ourselves through imagination and memory. 
This was already the aim of his early work Atlante [Atlas], where he equa-
ted photography with space—or rather displacement (which he deemed 
the necessary state for ‘seeing’ reality)—by taking close-ups of the pages 
of an atlas; he thus ends up defeating the very purpose of cartographic 
representation. In the postscript to this work, Ghirri concluded that carto-
graphic signs, because of their conventionality, bring us back to all the 
infinitely possible readings even within the most codified world (Ghirri 
1999). His attempt to rewrite the highly codified Italian artistic tradition—
by putting forward an apparently ‘natural’ view of its landscape which is 
in fact highly constructed—had led Ghirri to produce Viaggio in Italia and 

                                                 
11 Consider, for example, the paintings of Caspar David Friedrich, reproduced in 
Ghirri’s essay “L’omino sul ciglio del burrone” in Ghirri 1989: 20. 
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to promote Esplorazioni sulla via Emilia, whose cover images (a bare 
physical map of Italy, and an upside-down map of Italy, respectively) 
clearly convey his intention to look at the Italian landscape from a new 
perspective. 

Celati’s position was similar to that of Ghirri, in that for the expatriate 
writer maps do not coincide with the exterior, but rather with the mental 
image or memory we construct of it for ourselves. In his view, 
 

The world’s geography is made up of dreams, fantasies and imaginary 
remains, even before it is made up of maps. We are obsessed with 
representations of the world, as if they were a duty. This is why we never 
look at anything; we only look for confirmation of the representations we 
already have. (Celati in Sironi: 223) 

 
In the effort to rediscover his own “spazio di affezione”, Celati turns to the 
Po valley, the place of his ancestors, which becomes for him a mythical 
space of origins and of an impossible belonging—a belonging to a place as 
much as to the artistic tradition that narrates this place (Sironi: 150). 
However, as emerges in the tale “Il ritorno del viaggiatore” in Narratori 
delle pianure (“The traveller’s return” in Voices from the plains), Celati’s 
search for his mother’s village is defeated by the contemporary erasure of 
the past (“Sapevo solo approssimativamente in che zona fosse quel paese e 
non lo avevo trovato su nessuna mappa stradale”, 105 [I had only a rough 
idea of where the village was, and hadn’t found it on any road maps, 
113]), which leaves him with the difficult task of imagining it: “Mi sono 
seduto su un pilastrino chilometrico a cercare d’immaginarmelo. [...] Al di 
là del bivio non vedevo niente, solo campagne vuote e quel campanile 
molto basso; non riuscivo a immaginare niente d’altri tempi e d’altre situa-
zioni” (111) [I sat on a milestone and tried to picture it to myself. [...] 
Beyond the fork in the road I couldn’t see anything—just empty country-
side and that squat bell-tower. I could imagine nothing of other times and 
other situations (119)]. From Narratori delle pianure, which redefined the 
course of his poetics, to his recent documentaries, Celati has equated the 
Po valley with a site of memory, representing it neither as a territory to 
conquer nor as the forgotten provinces, but, rather, as “a place existing in 
the mind, whose boundaries one tries to define, the boundaries being those 
of our ability to invent stories” (Orengo in Sironi: 150, original emphasis). 
This emerges from the initial, stylized map of the Po valley in Narratori 
delle pianure and from the opening story, “L’isola in mezzo all’Atlantico” 
(“The island out in the Atlantic”), which posits the creation of imaginary 
worlds and communities, while extending the already open boundaries of 
the stylized map into a metaphorical space. As with Ghirri, for Celati the 
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map is a means of reawakening the imagination, rather than flattening it 
through a scientific representation of reality. Along the same lines, the 
description of the Po Valley in Celati’s Quattro novelle sulle apparenze 
(1987; Appearances, 1991) is anything but fixed; it conveys, rather, a 
strong sense of vagueness and instability through the perpetual movement 
of its inhabitants and of its very air. In one of the four stories, “Condizioni 
di luce sulla via Emilia” [“Conditions of light on the via Emilia”], the still-
ness of the air and fog is disturbed by the constant road traffic on the via 
Emilia, which gives rise to a particular state of “tremore” [tremor] that 
affects all the elements, including the light. Being extremely sensitive to 
this trembling and vanishing, Menini, the “dipintore di insegne” [painter 
of shop signs], and his two friends, Luciano Capelli and the first-person 
narrator of the novella, seek to preserve it from the lucid clarity of modern 
living, the latter represented by the brightly-coloured “villette geometrili”, 
the neat country villas of the nouveaux riches who were often surveyors, 
or “geometri”. A similar sense of vagueness and vanishing emerges in 
“Esplorazioni sugli argini” [Explorations on the river banks] (in Verso la 
foce), where Celati states: “Avevo la nostalgia di questo modo di trattare 
la lontananza, di guardare lo spazio che si spalanca sul fondo dove tutto 
svanisce: non sguardo all’infinito, ma sguardo su ciò che svanisce” [I 
missed that way of treating distance, of looking at the space that opens up 
in the distance where everything vanishes: not a glance towards the infi-
nite but towards the vanishing] (78). As the author has observed: “What I 
was trying to focus on were things that were perceivable, visible; and then, 
principally, on the fact that we perceive the features of a place as if they 
were apparitions” (Celati in Sironi: 221). 

A similar interest in maps and space as void and vanishing can be seen 
in the fiction of Benati, who shares with Ghirri and Celati the ability to see 
the extraordinary in the ordinary by lowering the narrative/viewing per-
spective. In his stories Benati achieves this effect, as does Celati, by 
flattening the narrative tone to an oral-sounding, colloquial, regional pitch, 
and by focusing on the thoughts of the protagonist (often the narrator) who 
seeks to make sense of the strange surroundings in which he suddenly 
finds himself. This is the case, for example, of Soncini, the butcher of 
Castellazzo in “Combat zone” (in Silenzio in Emilia): going home one 
evening, instead of taking the via Emilia, he finds himself on a motorway 
to the otherworld. Following the lesson of Anglo-Irish modernist fiction 
(particularly James Joyce and Flann O’Brien), Benati constructs a vague 
atmosphere around the fluctuation between opposite states—an ambiguity 
that is not solved by the story’s ‘epiphany’, which, paradoxically (and 
typical of these stories), occurs in the opening lines: “Come quel muratore 
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di Marmirolo che un giorno è tornato al suo paese dopo tanti anni che era 
morto, ha costruito una casa, poi è tornato via” [Like that builder from 
Marmirolo who one day, many years after his death, came back to his 
village, built himself a house, and then left again] (“Silenzio in Emilia”: 
7). An ‘epiphany’ experience is also the key to Benati’s autobiographical 
story “The ballad of Luigi Ghirri”, where the narrator experiences a reve-
lation as he sees Ghirri’s photograph of his own bedroom displayed in an 
exhibition in Boston (“Masone, Casa Benati”, Il profilo delle nuvole).  

 

 
Fig. 3-4: “Masone, Casa Benati”, from Il profilo delle nuvole 

 
For Benati, indeed, this sense of epiphany constitutes the essence of 
Ghirri’s photography, which strikes us for its repeated portrayal of appari-
tion and vagueness, particularly in his later work. In another autobio-
graphical story, “Mio fratello”, Benati recounts the impact on his own wri-
ting of his brother’s painting, and of the latter’s choice of “carta di riso”, 
rice paper, as a canvas, which gives his pictures a distinctive, trembling 
effect, and conveys the message that “la realtà, qualunque essa sia, anche 
un fiore, non è mai così a fuoco come vuol sembrare, c’è un traballamento 
che non possiamo controllare” [reality, whatever it is, even a flower, is ne-
ver as sharp as it would like to seem, but there is a trembling we cannot 
control] (19-20). This “traballamento” retains a sense of the uncertainty of 
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the past and of the vagueness that Benati sees ingrained in contem-
poraneity, and which he reproduces in his fiction by continually placing 
the reader in an in-between world, between the known and the unknown, 
between the ‘real’ and the dream-like—or the memories—with which 
many of his elderly characters replace reality. In so doing, Benati, like his 
colleagues, voices regret for a lost rural world and for its sense of com-
munity, and for the present commercialization of narrative and the arts in 
general. 

Cavazzoni’s characters are similarly split between a bond with their 
home place and a continuous errancy through the Po valley or through 
displaced, oneiric spaces, like the “bassomondo” described in Cirenaica 
(1999), or the nocturnal library that is the setting to Le tentazioni di 
Girolamo [Jerome’s temptations] (1991). The Po Valley features centrally 
in his debut ‘novel’, Il poema dei lunatici, which, right from the title and 
opening, questions the reliability of the account of Savini, the pro-
tagonist/narrator. The latter’s delusion leads him to follow the “voci dei 
pozzi” [voices from the wells] and to listen to stories told by certain 
strange characters he meets on his way. A most revealing encounter, in 
mid ‘poem’, is with the “prefetto”, with whom he discusses the difficulty 
of drawing a map of the Po valley region, owing to its continuous 
changeability: 

 
Queste regioni—gli spiego—non sono lì fisse, e ben piantate per terra. A 
me sembra che si formino quasi dal niente, anche tante. E poi magari non 
si trovano più. Cioè qualcuno le ha viste. Ci passa attraverso, e poi tutto a 
un tratto non se ne riesce a sapere più niente. E quindi non si può dire di 
sicuro se ci sono ancora da qualche parte, o se sono svanite. [...] Io direi 
che un atlante lo faremo di carta velina, perché si vedono in trasparenza i 
fogli sotto. Che vuol dire che in un posto ci possono crescere tutte queste 
regioni una sull’altra, all’infinito. (Lunatici: 144-45). 
 
[These regions—I explained—are not at all fixed and finite. As far as I can 
see, there are a lot of them, and they can be made of almost nothing at all. 
In fact they may even disappear completely. In other words, somebody 
may have seen them, may have travelled through them, and then, all of a 
sudden, he finds he knows nothing about them. So you can’t say with cer-
tainty whether they still actually exist somewhere, or whether they have 
disappeared. […] I reckon we ought to make the atlas out of transparent 
tissue paper, because that way you’ll be able to see through to the pages 
underneath. This would mean that all the various regions could be mapped 
one on top of the other, ad infinitum. (Moon: 154)] 
 

For Savini, tissue paper has the advantage of leaving the whole question a 
bit uncertain, lettings you see the shapes underneath but not telling you 
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that they are the same thing, or that they are different. With the 
enthusiastic support of the equally visionary prefect, Savini keeps sug-
gesting new material with which to make the atlas, from “carta velina” 
through “carta oleata” [greaseproof paper] to “fogli di vetro” [sheets of 
glass], finally settling for another medium as the ideal means of rendering 
this “drifting” landscape (“alla deriva”):  

 
Sarebbe bello un atlante di acqua, così i confini delle nostre regioni on-
deggiano, come succede nella realtà; e si sposterebbero alla deriva. E poi se 
si formano delle correnti dentro l’atlante, l’inchiostro della tipografia si 
spande e si sfilaccia, come le nuvole quando c’è il vento. (Lunatici: 146) 
 
[Yes, but an atlas made of water would be really good, because that way the 
frontiers of our regions would be able to move about, as happens in real 
life. They could drift. And then, if there were currents inside the atlas, the 
ink of the printing could flow and spread, like clouds when there is wind. 
(Moon: 156)] 
 

This vision of a drifting, unrepresentable territory is matched by the sense 
of emptiness experienced by Savini in his travels over this land, which 
leads him to speculate about the presence of invisible populations, that is, 
transparent and silent people, or people who leave no traces behind them 
(Lunatici: 142; Moon: 152). A similar errancy in search of local people 
characterizes Celati’s documentaries, which, like Ghirri’s photography, 
can be defined as an “anthropology of invisible populations”, a phrase that 
provides the title for the epilogue of Celati’s Strada provinciale delle 
anime. Like Cavazzoni and other colleagues who accompanied him on his 
Po valley journeys, Celati seeks, in his work, to recover the traces of a dy-
ing rural culture, and to retain a sense of community through the collabor-
ation of artists who are moved by the shared desire to preserve a sense of 
place and of memory. 
 
Drawing on Ghirri’s lesson, our writers explore an “estetica del sentire” 
that reclaims the everyday landscape for its apparent “qualsiasità”, as well 
as the role of perception, or “sentire”, in relating to the exterior—an ex-
terior which is felt as deeply displacing and only inhabitable with the aid 
of the imagination, that is, through fictional/visual narrations. This posi-
tion not only calls into question the current debate on space, place and 
landscape, but also overturns the traditional aesthetic approach to the 
exterior, moving away from a rational approach towards an empathetic 
and affective one that emphasizes the centrality of imagination. While 
Celati has argued throughout his work for the role of imagination, or 
“reverie”, to make sense of the exterior through “finzioni a cui credere” 
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[fictions in which to believe] (1984: 13), Ghirri has revealed that the key 
to all his work lies in the phrase “pensare per immagini” [thinking through 
images],12 a notion he borrowed from Giordano Bruno and which, accord-
ing to Celati, meant for Ghirri “a receptive mode of thinking” (Celati in 
Sironi: 205; see also Taramelli 2005: 27). Through this approach, Luigi 
Ghirri and (particularly) Gianni Celati, but also their ‘disciples’, have 
sought to inscribe their work within the counter-tradition of anti-rationalist 
thinking that goes from Giordano Bruno through Vico to Leopardi, in the 
endeavour to rewrite the Cartesian rigid opposition between subject and 
object through an emotional approach to the exterior (see Carchia 1999).13 
In this perspective, landscape is re-evaluated both for its experiential 
aspect and for its capacity to stimulate the imagination, to forge a shared 
imaginary which builds a sense of community with both objects and 
people who recognize themselves in the aesthetic of a certain place. A 
similar approach is powerfully conveyed by Del Giudice (75) in a passage 
published in Esplorazioni sulla via Emilia: 

 
I believe that today visibility represents, above all, a way of perceiving the 
exterior beyond the sum of its forms in a pure and auroral relationship with 
interiority; the exterior is thus reinvented through new forms proportionate 
to the onlooker’s gaze, thereby allowing a connection, a way of being, of 
behaving. 
 

By emphasizing the importance of imagination in relation to space, our 
artists have succeeded in “bringing landscape back to the centre of the 
question of representation” (Ghirri in Quintavalle 1991: 136) and have 
contributed to rewriting the debate on space and on aesthetics, while also 
leaving a legacy for those artists who share a belief in the commitment to 
‘inhabit displacement’. 
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work of Celati, as well as of Ghirri. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

“A LOST ITHACA”: RETURN, MEMORY  
AND LOSS IN VINCENZO CONSOLO’S  

RECENT NARRATIVE 

DARAGH O’CONNELL 
 
 
 
The narrative of Sicilian novelist Vincenzo Consolo is unique within 
contemporary Italian writing. The procedures he employs are complex and 
manifold, nonetheless, through his practice of synthesizing poetic and 
prose genres, of questioning and problematizing the writing act and of en-
gaging directly with the texts of his chosen predecessors, he succeeds not 
only in carving out an original literary space for himself within Italian 
writing, but by doing so, he also sets the boundaries and redefines the 
parameters of contemporary Sicilian literature. Through the figure of Con-
solo, we may examine certain aspects of the “second” Italian Republic 
(from 1992 on): the role of the artist/intellectual, the debasement of the 
Italian language and the centrality of so-called peripheral or regional 
literature. 

Since the early ’90s, indeed, Consolo’s narratives have taken on a new 
urgency, critically questioning the media-driven language of authority. 
Through an analysis of his three most recent narratives—Nottetempo, casa 
per casa [Night-time, house by house] (1992), L’olivo e l’olivastro [Olive 
and oleaster] (1994) and Lo Spasimo di Palermo [The Spasm of Palermo] 
(1998)—as well as referring to interviews and discursive interventions by 
Consolo in the press, this essay aims to examine one of Italy’s most com-
plex and rewarding writers. The first novel is a prophetic treatment of the 
rise of right-wing political and cultural forces through a historical com-
parison with 1920s’ Italy; the second is a fragmentary re-visitation of the 
Homeric nostos wherein Sicily becomes “a Lost Ithaca” (“un’Itaca per-
duta”: the phrase is used repeatedly by Consolo); while the third articu-
lates the death of the “first” Italian Republic through a meditation on the 
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degradation of Sicily and the artist’s complete loss of faith in the genre of 
the novel. All relate in some way to the central question of loss. 

Consolo occupies, however, what we might call an uncomfortable po-
sition in the current panorama of Italian literature: though critically ac-
claimed by academics and leading cultural figures,1 he is not well known 
among the general reading public in Italy, and current narrative trends in 
Italy today have in effect sidelined him from reaching a wider audience. 
Publisher’s marketing practices have also had an effect. Even the most 
cursory glance at the Mondadori webpages will reveal the name of another 
Sicilian, the publishing ‘phenomenon’ Andrea Camilleri, and a consider-
able section of their Scrittori in corso [Writers in progress] pages is dedi-
cated to this writer though not to Consolo, even though the latter is also 
published by Mondadori; Camilleri has, in addition, been given the honour 
of having two Meridiani editions of his collected works published (Italy’s 
version of the Pléiade library), thus conferring canonicity on a writer of 
gialli and putative historical novels who only came to prominence in the 
’90s.2 

Yet Consolo belongs to that generation of writers deeply influenced by 
a notion of a committed literature, not a literature that expresses adherence 
to a particular party, but literature as an ethical as well as an aesthetic 
activity, and the two are deeply complicit in his poetics. As his autobio-
graphical protagonist Gioacchino Martinez states, in Lo Spasimo di Paler-
mo, Consolo belongs not to the generation that fought the war, but to the 
“dopoguerra”, or postwar period, and all that is inherent in that genera-
tion’s failure to construct a just society (Lo Spasimo: 126). His generation 
and their narratives, therefore, may be deemed to be out of step with con-
temporary Italy and its populist trends, yet as such, offer an intriguing ex-
ample of a deeply discordant, though consistent, literary poetics. As well 
as examining his most important recent texts, then, this essay will examine 

                                                 
1 Segre devoted a chapter to Consolo in his magisterial Tempo di bilanci (129-38), 
for example, and Ferroni’s Passioni del Novecento contains some excellent pages 
on Consolo (203-15). Consolo has also won many prestigious literary prizes 
including the Strega Prize for Nottetempo, casa per casa, the international Unione 
Latina Prize for L’olivo e l’olivastro and the Flaiano and Brancati-Zafferana 
Prizes for Lo Spasimo di Palermo.  
2 Anglophone criticism of contemporary Italian narrative has also been loath to 
engage with this most difficult of writers: Bondanella and Ciccarelli’s recent 
appraisal of the Italian novel completely ignores the figure and importance of Con-
solo, although a growing number of scholars, especially in America, are beginning 
to tackle his texts (see Works Cited). 
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Consolo’s role and position within Italian and Sicilian literature, and de-
fine his notion of commitment (“impegno”) within narrative. 

 
The island of Sicily occupies a central position in all Consolo’s stories, not 
solely as a setting, but also as a textual product in which the rich varie-
gated history of the island becomes a metaphor for both Italy and beyond. 
Sicily, under Consolo’s guiding hand, as with other Sicilian writers before 
him, becomes a textual space, wherein geographical poetics take on an in-
creasingly important aspect, and landscape is more often rendered through 
and by metaphors for text, thus Sicily is in itself textualized. In this, 
Consolo adheres to and extends the Sicilian literary tradition: beyond the 
purely surface meaning of his texts, Consolo inscribes himself into a per-
sonalized literary space.3 Before him are the Verghian slopes of Etna (“fal-
de etnee”), the Pirandellian Girgenti [Agrigento] or “torture room” (“stan-
za della tortura”),4 the composite zones of Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampe-
dusa’s Donnafugata and Leonardo Sciascia’s Regalpetra, and, perhaps 
most importantly, Elio Vittorini’s shifting zone of “Scylla and Charybdis”. 
According to Dombroski, Sicily, for Consolo, is the “locus of social and 
existential being” (261), although this should not preclude the fact that in 
the case of Consolo, in particular, Sicily is also a locus of literary be-
longing and textual interfaces. In his essay “Lo spazio in letteratura” Con-
solo states: “Omeros in ancient Greek means hostage, implying that the 
poet is a hostage to tradition, to memory, and to literary memory above 
all” (1999: 266).5 It is this literary memory and textual history which in-
form Consolo’s hyperliterary poetics. Chu observes that the discourse 
informing Sicilian literary identity “operates in a citationary way” (84); as 
such, each generation adds to the richness of the tradition, and inscribes its 
own experience onto the palimpsest of a textual Sicily. 

Within the wider context of Italian literature, Sicilian literature accords 
itself a dual role and hybrid identity. Deleuze and Guattari (16) state that 
“a minor literature doesn’t come from a minor language; it is rather that 
which a minority constructs within a major language”. Consolo, in many 
ways, is interested in how a literature which could be seen as regional, or 

                                                 
3 For a history of the construction of the Sicilian literary tradition, see O’Connell 
2005.  
4 This is a phrase sometimes borrowed by Consolo to explain Pirandello’s poetics. 
Taken from the title of Macchia’s Pirandello o la stanza della tortura (1992), the 
phrase is used by Macchia to refer to drawing room gossip rather than to Sicily, 
while Consolo appropriates and transforms its meaning for his own concerns (see 
Consolo and Nicolao: 14-15).  
5 All translations are my own. 
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indeed provincial, might preserve a sense of independence while being 
written in the language of another, dominant culture, although it is his par-
ticular take on what constitutes this language which singles him out. And 
he is not the only Sicilian writer interested in cultural imperialism, insular-
ity, and the construction of a pluralistic bilingual native tradition: often 
what small or vulnerable cultural groups seek is not simply a decon-
struction of the rhetoric of authority, but a construction or reconstruction 
of a usable past, an awareness of cultural tradition which will allow them 
to preserve or develop a sense of their own distinctive identity. Of all the 
writers who make up the Sicilian tradition Consolo is the most palimp-
sestuous, and also the most keenly aware of his responsibilities within that 
tradition.6 The author has, indeed, stated (1999: 197) that it is no longer 
possible for the writer to ignore his own role as an intellectual “without 
risking being accused of complicity and collaboration with a power struc-
ture which perpetrates injustices and crimes”. 

“The real danger for writers is to be relegated to the forgotten, censor-
ed. How can we deal with a government that reduces culture to profits and 
literature to best-sellers?” This was the question posed by Consolo, when 
he explained to the press why he, along with high-profile authors in-
cluding Umberto Eco and Antonio Tabucchi, refused to participate as 
members of the official Italian delegation at the Paris Salon du Livre in 
March 2002. Catherine Tasca, the French Minister for Culture, had al-
ready exacerbated the situation by publicly stating that she did not want to 
shake Silvio Berlusconi’s hand at the opening ceremony. Berlusconi with-
drew at the last minute, and in his place Vittorio Sgarbi faced a torrent of 
abuse from Italian protestors and had to be escorted out of the building. 
The then Italian Minister for Culture, Giuliano Urbani, accused the intel-
lectuals of cowardice, with Consolo the main target of his attack. In res-
ponse Consolo declared: “Me a coward? I have no intention of responding 
to the vulgarity expressed by the Minister. Until proven wrong, an intel-
lectual who makes serious criticisms of his own government is one who 
demonstrates courage. I think the cowardice lies elsewhere” (see Gnoli). 
In effect, it was a symbolic gesture by these writers against a government 
they viewed as corrupt and undemocratic, a gesture designed to gain pub-
licity and embarrass the State’s representatives. This symbolic act also 
highlighted the difficulty of the intellectual in modern Italy and raises 
inevitable questions about the possibility of “impegno”, or commitment, 
within the contemporary context, especially under the administration of 
                                                 
6 The adjective ‘palimpsestuous’ was coined by Lejeune (“palimpsestueuse”) in his 
1986 Moi aussi (115). It is also used by Genette in his 1997 study Palimspsests. 
Literature in the Second Degree (399). 
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Berlusconi and his control over the culture industry. Notwithstanding his 
electoral defeat in April 2006, Berlusconi’s position within the culture 
industry has not diminished. 

Our notion of commitment in Italian narrative literature is one that is 
predicated on examples from the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s and conjures up the 
names, especially, of Vittorini, Sciascia, Pier Paolo Pasolini and the early 
Italo Calvino (see Berardinelli). The collapse of ideologies in the ’80s sig-
nalled what Pertile has called a “riflusso”, or waning of political engage-
ment, in narrative forms (Barański and Pertile: 16). In her study on the 
notion of commitment between the ’80s and today, Burns uses the meta-
phor of “fragmentation” to describe the dispersal and plurality of socially- 
and politically-committed narrative forms. The multiplicity of discourses 
in some sense obfuscates traditional ethical messages in these texts, where 
even the very significance of the author is under critical and theoretical 
threat. She foregrounds the role of immigrant writing as one area in which 
a stronger notion of “impegno” may emerge (and see Chapter Seven), yet 
she does this here at the expense of what she terms “regional” literature—
Consolo et al—relegating it to issues of canonicity, which (presumably) 
lies outside the realm of “impegno” (Burns: 188-89). However, it is exact-
ly within this regional literature that a notion of contemporary commit-
ment may emerge and be defined. 

The role of the intellectual, especially the Sicilian one, is fraught with 
difficulties and seemingly paradoxical positions. The problem is primarily 
one of locating the intellectual, of finding a solid ground; is his or her 
figure now a redundant anachronism in the contemporary world? Consolo 
does not provide his reader with totalizing ethical truths. His narratives, on 
the contrary, question the very edifice of representation and its stability. 
To overcome the predicament of the paralysis between postmodernist 
scepticism and the resilience of an ethical imperative, Lévinas has become 
a point of reference, especially with regard to his Totality and Infinity 
(1969), in which ethics become a primordial experience; Lévinas argues 
that the ethical moment is an encounter preceding any rational under-
standing, and questions the constitution of the knowing subject (43; 50-
51). Combining Lévinas’s post-rationalist description of the ethical mo-
ment with Newton’s Lévinas-inspired model for ethical narratology, Bou-
chard (119-21) locates Consolo’s ethical stance in a revisionism of the 
generic codes of the historical novel and its referential language, and tren-
chantly argues that the ethical discourse within Consolo emerges from an 
“intersubjective encounter” between writer and reader; the ethical moment 
arises out of the “unconditional act of responsibility and obligation of one-
for-the-Other”. In this way Consolo’s ethical content is articulated through 
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narrative form, and history, as we saw in Chapter One, becomes a critical, 
disruptive figure for the present. Said (120) saw the problem as one in 
which the realms of the public and private had expanded to such an extent 
that they were virtually without borders. For him, the intellectual’s role 
should be a dissenting one that protects and forestalls the disappearance or 
cancellation of the past. He writes: 

 
The intellectual’s role is dialectally, oppositionally to uncover and eluci-
date the contest […] to challenge and defeat both an imposed silence and 
the normalized quiet of unseen power wherever and whenever it is pos-
sible. For there is a social and intellectual equivalence between this mass 
of overbearing interests and the discourse used to justify, disguise, or mys-
tify its workings while also preventing objections or challenges to it. (135) 

 
Consolo has no doubts as to his role as a writer in society, or about the fact 
that an ethical dimension is necessary, indeed obligatory for the writer to-
day. In an interview I conducted with him, Consolo stated: 

 
A writer must always be opposed to power […]. The writer does not need 
to take up arms; indeed he should not. The writer is the critical conscience 
of society, he must observe, go beyond the more evident signs in order to 
read other, more profound signs. His peroration and defence is man, man 
in the fullest sense of the word. Because politics only deals with man in a 
social context, the writer must concern himself not solely with man in 
society, but also with man in all his complexity, in his totality, with the 
feelings of man, the grief of man. No politics concerns itself with the grief 
of man; only the poet, the writer can do this. […] Hence the need for 
metaphor in literary writing; metaphor is a form of criticism, a criticism of 
power. (O’Connell 2004: 246-47) 
 
The quandary that Consolo, as an intellectual and novelist, finds him-

self in is essentially this: what language should he write in, presupposing, 
of course, that writing and narrative matter in the contemporary context 
and that the new putative audience is reading? A dialectic emerges here 
between transparency and opacity; in other words, does today’s writer em-
ploy the linguistic code of those in power, the language of government and 
all its affiliated bodies, including print and television media, or not? Con-
solo’s resolution to this impasse is to thematize his commitment to social 
justice and civic values through language. Each of his fictional narratives 
places the very question of language at the centre of discourse. 

The debasement of the Italian language, indeed, has been Consolo’s 
main concern over the years. The imposition of one language over another 
inevitably debases and erases the micro-histories of the marginalized and 
dispossessed, of those without the keys to the dominant linguistic system. 
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Consolo’s narratives deliberately question the authoritative and ultimately 
oppressive monolingualism of the Italian State through appealing to the 
co-existing, though precarious, plurality of idioms. In this he participates 
with and extends Pasolini’s pronouncements in his 1972 collection of 
essays Empirismo eretico (1999b: 1246-70) on the birth of a new national 
linguistic code, a koiné based on the osmosis of the technological language 
of a highly industrialized society. For Consolo (1993: 27) this new lang-
uage identified by Pasolini was “a super-koiné, a language from above, a 
new Italian generated by a new economic and social order and imposed by 
the media”. Pasolini’s 1964 statement in Nuove questioni linguistiche 
(1999b: 1262) that “creative, transformative and unifying centres for lang-
uage, are no longer the universities, but companies” is one that informs 
Consolo’s ethical position with regard to language and articulates his 
stance vis-à-vis contemporary publishing practices. His response to this 
language is noteworthy (see Sinibaldi: 12): 
 

I began, with my first book, by not writing in Italian. For me it was a sig-
nal, the symbol of a rebellion against the norm, of a patricide […]. I want-
ed to create a language that expressed a complete rebellion against history 
and its outcomes. But it is not dialect. It is the introduction of material that 
has not been recorded before into the national linguistic code; it is a graft-
ing of words which have been expelled or forgotten. 
 
Consolo’s poetic procedures entail a grafting of intertexts onto his 

own, selecting and juxtaposing diverse and often jarring languages and 
dialects, fluctuating between high and low registers, and fusing metrical 
forms with his prose. Segre writes that Consolo shares with the notorious-
ly abstruse Carlo Emilio Gadda “a linguistic voracity, the ability to organ-
ize an orchestra of voices”; he also notes, following Bakhtin, that Con-
solo’s plurilingualism is decidedly polyphonic (1991: 83-85). Consolo, 
furthermore, foregrounds history and memory as the proper subjects for 
narrative experiment and investigation, yet history is seen as a function for 
translating the present. In what he calls the “metaphorical historical novel” 
(O’Connell 2004: 246), following the Manzonian model, Consolo’s nar-
ratives investigate the past through the prism of contemporary concerns 
and issues, his novel Nottetempo, casa per casa being a case in point.  

 
The year of its publication, 1992, is significant, with the collapse of the 
political system and the rise in popularity of right-wing parties: Consolo 
chose the early ’20s as the period in which to set this novel since it was in 
these years that the Fascist squads (“squadracce”) put themselves at the 
service of landowners against the protests of the peasants and workers. 
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The novel uncovers the overblown decadence into which much European 
culture had fallen. The protagonist, Petro Marano, is a barely-disguised 
autobiographical figure. His nemesis, Don Nené, is a character given over 
to the cultivation of decadence and is portrayed as a sort of Gabriele d’An-
nunzio figure. D’Annunzio, indeed, is mercilessly parodied within the nar-
rative, recalling many of the pages of Vitaliano Brancati and Sciascia, and 
especially of Luigi Pirandello.7 In chapter 2 of the novel, the stability and 
order of Cefalù are disrupted by the arrival of Aleister Crowley—Con-
solo’s emblematic figure for the degradation of culture—and an unholy 
band of followers who have come to this rustic idyll to set up the pseudo-
abbey of Thelema. Crowley, a self-styled Satanist, magician, prophet and 
writer, is a real historical character whose presence in Sicily Sciascia 
noted in the short story “Apocrifi sul caso Crowley” in Il mare colore del 
vino (1973; The Wine-dark Sea, 2001). The work draws heavily on Giu-
seppe Antonio Borgese’s Goliath: The March of Fascism (1937) and in 
many ways echoes Carlo Levi’s famous indictment of Italy and the “eter-
nal Italian Fascism” of 1945 (1981: 210), which Sciascia later echoed in 
his La Sicilia come metafora (1979: 70). At one point in the novel Consolo 
writes: 

 
Ora sembrava che un terremoto grande avesse creato una frattura, aperto 
un vallo fra gli uomini e il tempo, la realtà, che una smania, un assillo 
generale, spingesse ognuno nella sfasatura, nella confusione, nell’insania. 
E corrompeva il linguaggio, stracangiava le parole, il senso loro—il pane si 
faceva pena, la pasta pene, il miele fiele, la pace pece, il senno sonno… 
(Nottetempo: 140) 
 
[Now it seemed as if a huge earthquake had created a fracture, opened up a 
rift between men and time, reality, it seemed as if some sort of mania or 
general spur were pushing everyone into bewilderment, confusion, in-
sanity. And it corrupted language, transformed words and their meaning—
grain became pain, paste became pest, mead greed, light night, and sense 
dense…]  

 
Consolo draws here on Pirandello’s 1920 novella “Mal di luna” [Moon-

                                                 
7 The anti-d’Annunzian thread in Sicilian literature finds its first articulation in Pi-
randello’s 1920 “Discorso di Catania” (1960: 415-26) and has been present ever 
since; see Onofri: 31-42. The chapter which introduces the figure of Don Nené in 
Nottetempo, casa per casa begins “Il giorno moriva, assai ferinamente” [The day 
was dying, so ferinely] (25). This is a clear pastiche of the incipit of d’Annunzio’s 
1889 novel Il Piacere: “L’anno moriva, assai dolcemente” [The year was dying, so 
sweetly] (11). 
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sickness] in that Petro’s father suffers from this same affliction. In Con-
solo, “Mal di luna” is transformed into its older Sicilian form “Male catub-
bo”, derived from the Arabic catrab or cutubu, meaning “canine” or “lu-
pine”.8 The narrative ends with Petro being forced into exile from his 
Sicily: 
 

Pensò al suo quaderno. Pensò che ritrovata calma, trovate le parole, il tono, 
la cadenza, avrebbe raccontato, sciolto il grumo dentro. 
 Avrebbe dato ragione, nome a tutto quel dolore. (Nottetempo: 175) 
 
[He thought about his notebook. He thought that once calm was restored, 
the words, the tone and the cadence were found, he would write, undo the 
knot inside him. 
 He would give a reason, a name, to all that pain.] 
 
With L’olivo e l’olivastro, designed as a proem or prelude to the later 

Lo Spasimo di Palermo, Consolo, with the narrative models of Vittorini’s 
Conversazione in Sicilia (1941; Conversation in Sicily, 1948) and Stefano 
D’Arrigo’s Horcynus Orca (1975) in mind, revisited the nostos; Sicily had 
become an “Itaca perduta”, an unrecoverable metonymic homeland, and 
the narrator—a modern-day Ulysses—bears witness to the debasement 
and degradation of this homeland. The incipit states in quite stark terms: 
“Ora non può narrare” [Now he is unable to narrate] (L’olivo: 9). This 
voice, according to Ferroni (1999: 209-10), is revealed to be “a receptacle 
of multiple subjects, of different human figures, both distant and close in 
time, all carrying within them the weight of travel, the strain of recog-
nition of reality”. The title was inspired by Book V of the Odyssey, where 
the weary and beaten Odysseus is washed up on the shore and shelters be-
neath an olive and an oleaster branch, each born of the same trunk, each 
competing with the other. They symbolize the contrast between the culti-
vated and the wild, the human and the bestial, the salvation of culture and 
the loss of self. Here Consolo dispenses with literary fiction, and instead 
directs the narrative towards the poetic zone while availing himself of the 
fragile historical signs of a cancelled-out collective memory. Consolo’s 
work provides “not an objective, or dispassionate point of view, but an ob-
jectifying—not objective—plurality of subjectivities” (Francese: 53). But 
if Vittorini’s nostos was a search for signification, plenitude and authen-
ticity, no such consolation is available to Consolo’s narrator(s); instead a 
fragmentary, chaotic, melancholic memory pervades.  
                                                 
8 Both Pirandello and Consolo relied heavily on Pitrè’s work on Sicilian folklore 
and the many legends which inform this rustic form of epilepsy and its popular 
translation into lycanthropy; in this instance Pitrè vol. 4: 237-43. 
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At one point in the narrative, carefully constructed around the notion 
of the Descensus ad Inferos, the narrator nears modern-day Gela, once the 
hope of industrial advancement for the island and now the locus of appal-
ling scenes of human debasement and degradation. As the narrator reaches 
Gela, the anti-life centre of the island’s ills, the incommunicability of its 
reality is relayed in purely Dantean terms: 
  

Scesi dall’altopiano, sono presso alla notte d’ogni pietà e ragione, il ‘triste 
buco’, il ‘pozzo scuro’ sul quale gravita ogni cerchio dell’infernale Italia. 
S’io avessi le rime aspre e chiocce…  
Dire di Gela nel modo più vero e forte, dire di questo estremo disumano, 
quest’olivastro, questo frutto amaro, questo feto osceno del potere e del 
progresso, dire del suo male infinite volte detto, dirlo fuor di racconto, di 
metafora, è impresa ardua o vana. Trova solo senso il dire o ridire il male, 
nel mondo invaso in ogni piega e piaga dal diluvio melmoso e indifferente 
di parole atone e consunte, con parole antiche o nuove, con diverso ac-
cento, di diverso cuore, intelligenza. (L’olivo: 77, original emphasis) 
 
[I descended from the high plain and am near to the night of all pity and 
reason, the ‘sad hole’, the ‘dark well’ to which every circle of infernal Italy 
gravitates. 
If I had the harsh and crude rhymes… 

To speak of Gela in the most forceful and truthful way, to speak of this 
extreme example of inhumanity, this oleaster, this bitter fruit, this obscene 
foetus of power and progress, to speak of its evil over and over, and to 
speak of it beyond fiction and metaphor is an arduous or impossible task. 
The only thing that makes sense is to speak or speak again of its evil—in a 
world whose every fold and laceration is full of the muddy and impassive 
flood of atonic, worn-out words—with words old and new, with a different 
accent, a different heart and intelligence.] 

 
The theme of the impossibility of effective communication within the 

genre of the contemporary novel is again present in Consolo’s most recent 
narrative work, Lo Spasimo di Palermo, which, among other interrelated 
themes, addresses the barbaric political-mafia-led destruction of Sicily’s 
postwar dreams of progress up to the present age. Lo Spasimo, however, is 
much more than another chronicle of the Sicilian mafia. In terms of Con-
solo’s narrative output, it is, perhaps, his most important work since the 
plurilingual-polyphonic masterpiece Il sorriso dell’ignoto marinaio (1976; 
The Smile of the Unknown Mariner, 1994), and the novel in which he once 
again makes use of the nostos as the only suitable discursive typology 
capable of rendering his multiform poetics (see Spinazzola: 249-54). Con-
solo’s protagonist, Gioacchino Martinez, the autobiographical construct, is 
a writer who has lost all faith in the genre of the novel and he is a victim 
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of the culture industry, but more importantly, he is an internal exile who 
was forced to leave Sicily in the ’50s and go to Milan because of the ever-
encroaching power of the mafia in the years of the so-called “Sack of 
Palermo”. This narrative constitutes a break within the Sicilian literary tra-
dition and is one of the first examples in Sicilian literature in which a 
judicial figure is accorded positive values and heroic status. Consolo’s 
“Giudice” [Judge] is the unnamed figure—a thinly-veiled Paolo Borsel-
lino—whose assassination at the end of the novel represents the death of 
the Italian state and articulates Consolo’s own disavowal of the novel 
form. Consolo’s text establishes a dialogue with Sciascia’s polemical pro-
nouncements on the “anti-mafia professionals” (1991: 763-898) and at-
tempts a reconciliation between the literary and judicial anti-mafia tradi-
tions of the island. Moreover, while the traditional French figure of the 
justicier is present in Sicilian literature (many examples exist of “giusti-
zieri”, or avengers, whose concept of justice functions outside the law, 
such as I Beati Paoli or Salvatore Giuliano), Consolo’s novel seeks to re-
dress the balance through his ‘Borsellino’ figure as a justicier who be-
lieves in a higher concept of justice and yet works within the confines of 
the law. On another level, however, Lo Spasimo thematizes and critically 
questions our notions of the novel today. This is mediated through a range 
of narrative strategies, and the introduction of different media which he 
will employ in turn—French silent cinema, music, pictorial art,—each 
highlighting the extraordinary range of intermediality in the novel. But 
Consolo refuses to engage with normative generic devices in Lo Spasimo, 
and problematizes the basis of literary writing itself and the role of litera-
ture today. At one point in the novel, Consolo’s protagonist, Martinez, the 
writer of difficult novels, reflects on his profession and where it has taken 
him: 
 

Aborriva il romanzo, questo genere scaduto, corrotto, impraticabile. Se mai 
ne aveva scritti, erano i suoi in una lingua diversa, dissonante, in una furia 
verbale ch’era finita in urlo, s’era dissolta nel silenzio. (Lo Spasimo: 105) 
 
[He loathed the novel, this corrupt, out-of-date, impracticable genre. If he 
had written some, his were in a different, dissonant language, they were 
written in a verbal fury which had finished with a howl and dissolved into 
silence.] 

 
The narrative of Lo Spasimo is both a meditation on this impasse and a 

response to it. Paradoxically the strategies employed by Consolo touch up-
on and critically question popular forms of cultural expression and lay 
bare their complicit nature—complicit in the sense that they partake in and 
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sustain what he views as an intolerable contemporary situation for society 
and the function of true art, as opposed to the art of “intrattenimento” or 
divertissement. Consolo’s language is an attempt to re-sacralize the word, 
his narratives a unique example of a movement towards the poetic zone, 
his ethical message one of despair, though not defeat, not the silence 
which afflicts his protagonist. Because of a growing loss of faith in the 
communicative possibilities of the novel, for Consolo the only way to 
counteract this is to poeticize the form, and submerge it with non-literary 
expression. The focus of his critical stance is directed at those forms of 
literature which have a very wide appeal, such as the giallo, or detective or 
mystery novel, and which constitute a kinship and genealogy with the 
form of the feuilleton which provides a metaphoric backdrop to the nar-
rative: 
 

Si conclude come sempre il feuilleton fuori da leggi, tribunali, si scioglie la 
vendetta precivile nel sentimento, si ricompone l’ordine del denaro e del 
potere. S’allunga l’ombra scura, s’acquatta la setta divorante, la nera sa-
goma trionfa del giustiziere. (Lo Spasimo: 47) 
 
[The feuilleton always concludes outside of the law or the courts, the pre-
civil vendetta melts into sentiment, and the order of power and money is 
restored. The dark shadow lengthens, the devouring sect cowers, and the 
black silhouette of the avenger triumphs.] 
 

Consolo implicates an entire nation and way of life in the final pages of 
the narrative—including himself: 
 

In questo Paese invece, in quest’accozzaglia di famiglie, questo materno 
confessionale d’assolvenza, dove lo stato è occupato da cosche o segrete 
sette di Dévorants, da tenebrosi e onnipotenti Ferragus o Cagliostri, dove 
tutti ci impegniamo, governanti e cittadini, ad eludere le leggi, a delinque-
re, il giudice che applica le leggi ci appare come un Judex, un giustiziere 
insopportabile, da escludere, rimuovere. O da uccidere. (Lo Spasimo: 129-
30) 
 
[In this country, on the other hand, in this rabble of families, this maternal 
confessional of absolution, where the State is occupied by mafia or secret 
sects of Dévorants, by shadowy and all-powerful Ferragus’ or Cagliostros, 
and where all of us, governors and citizens alike, work hard at evading or 
breaking the law, the judge who applies the law seems like a Judex to us, 
an intolerable avenger, to be excluded or removed. Or killed.] 

 
The deaths of the judge and writer figures coincide with Consolo’s own 
abandonment of narrative. This is a strange case, indeed, of the “Death of 
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the Author”, but one that perhaps alludes to a final reconciliation between 
the two most important strands of the anti-mafia tradition in Sicily. In 
Consolo’s text the “D’Amelio Street massacre” (“strage”) of 1992 in 
which Borsellino was murdered, becomes a site for the reconciliation of 
these traditions. The novel then, is a critical and creative experiencing of 
the anti-mafia discourse, and a redefinition of the role of the judiciary in 
the fight against the mafia in Sicilian life and culture. Northrop Frye, dis-
cussing literary archetypes, writes of the genre of comedy as one which 
begins with the introduction of an outsider, or sinister presence—the 
pharmakos—who will disrupt the basis and stability of society; comedy’s 
true aim is the removal of this figure and the restoration of society’s for-
mer stability and unity (45). This is akin to the plot-driven premise of any 
giallo, where the investigator must discover the identity of a criminal 
pharmakos, so that through his unmasking society is restored to its former 
state. No such thing happens in Consolo’s narrative. If anything, the true 
pharmakos is the judge figure, but also, more especially, the writer of 
difficult narratives, narratives which endeavour to communicate some-
thing and to renew our sense of literary form and multiple meanings, 
narratives of which Consolo’s Lo Spasimo di Palermo is an exquisite and 
unsettling example. 
 
Consolo has not published any major work of fiction since 1998, and this 
is indeed telling, while his journalistic discursive interventions have in-
creased, especially since 2001. These pieces are deliberately written in a 
communicative style and range from articles of civil outrage to pointedly 
sarcastic short stories directed at Berlusconi and his government. In one 
piece, “La maschera, il trucco, il fango radioattivo” [Mask, make-up and 
radioactive filth], of 2003, he wrote a reply to Tabucchi’s contention that 
under the Berlusconi government Italy was “an open sewer”. For Consolo 
it was much worse, it was an “immense dump of toxic waste”. Beginning 
with an interpretation of the nature and origin of the mask (“For the 
Greeks Prósopon was the theatrical mask and it was also the way to be 
seen by others”), he moves on to state that today, “Prósopon, the mask, is 
transformed into mascara, make-up, foundation, dye, powder…”. Accord-
ing to Consolo (in the same piece) the 2001 elections were in effect a 
“media coup”  which legitimized “the imposition of a death knell for plu-
ralism in information, for freedom of the press—which means freedom of 
opinion and expression”. In another article, entitled “Il miracolo indecen-
te” [The indecent miracle], which attacks the “case abusive”, those houses 
built without planning permission—in this case all over Sicily’s prime 
archaeological spots—Consolo (2003b) once more turns to invective:  
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This is what Italy is always like, the Italy of past and present, the Italy 
without any sense of the value of law or of the State; the Italy of Padre Pio 
and of the ‘impromptu builders’. This is the Italy that brought a man by the 
name of Silvio Berlusconi to power, a prime minister who, as if he were 
Padre Pio, promises the indecent miracle of a pardon for those who have 
built houses illegally. 

 
Not all his newspaper pieces are in the form of outraged interventions; 

some are cast as bitterly ironic, some as openly sarcastic. One, entitled “La 
mia isola è Las Vegas” [My island is Las Vegas] of 2004, has a Sicilian 
narrator who resides in Milan, with the address, Via Opera—41 bis.9 This 
Sicilian experiences deep nostalgia for his island and draws up a roll call 
of some of its more illustrious sons, in what is a fine display of “sicilia-
nismo”:10 
  

An ancient land, rich and noble, my Sicily. An important land. It was here 
that ’Mpeducles and Rachimedes were born, and also Meli, Virga, Capu-
anu, Birandellu. In more recent times, also born here was the great 
governor Totò Cuffaro, along with the under-secretary Gianfrancuccio 
Miccichè, the most learned senator Dell’Utri, the great journalist Emilio 
Fede, the right honourable Schifani, La Russa, and Trantino, and ministers 
La Loggia and Martino… 

 
Perhaps Consolo’s most important essay since 1998 is the suggestively en-
titled “La scomparsa delle lucciole” [Disappearance of the fireflies], in 
effect, an extension and refashioning of some of Pasolini’s intuitions and 
theories on the irrevocable switch in power wrought by the changing tech-
nological face of Italy in the ’60s. Pasolini’s 1975 essay “L’articolo delle 
lucciole”, collected in Scritti corsari (1999a: 404-11), uses the metaphor 
of the disappearance of the fireflies to warn of a great “vacuum” (“vuoto”) 
in the power structures of Italy, and the inevitable effects on culture. Paso-

                                                 
9 “41 bis” is the Italian law regarding the strict regime imposed on prisoners con-
victed of mafia-related crimes. It is also known as “carcere duro” [hard time]. 
10 “Sicilianismo” is a specifically Sicilian version of “campanilismo” [literally, 
bell-tower-ism] denoting parochialism or exaggerated local pride. It was Sciascia 
(1987: 961-67) who coined the famous term “sicilitudine” (in the essays of La cor-
da pazza), that positive mode of “sicilianità”, in direct opposition to the more 
negative connotations of “sicilianismo”. This was further complicated by Gesualdo 
Bufalino (17) who spoke of “isolitudine”, the term conflating “island” and “soli-
tude”. The abundance of definitions led another Sicilian writer, Michele Perriera 
(135), to complain about this excess as a form of sickness which he neatly labelled 
“sicilianitis” (“sicilianite”). 
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lini’s essay had also served Sciascia in his incipit to L’Affaire Moro (1978) 
in which he writes of seeing a firefly for the first time in forty years: 
 

Fireflies, then. And so I am writing, with compassion and hope, for Paso-
lini here, as if resuming a correspondence after more than twenty years: 
“The fireflies you thought had disappeared, are beginning to return.” 
(1989: 468) 

 
Consolo’s contemporary take on the metaphor of the fireflies could not be 
clearer in its denunciation of the “second” Italian Republic:  
 

Ever more petit bourgeois, consumerist and fascistic, the tele-stupefied 
country has lost all awareness of culture and language. It has lost all mem-
ory of itself, its history, its identity. Italian has become a horrendous 
language, a babble invaded by media languages which express nothing but 
merchandise and consumption. It provides fertile ground and energy for a 
grubby group of cunning writers, who are media personalities before being 
writers, and with their writing—detective novels, comic-grotesque novels, 
sketches—they entertain and delight the new readers. (2000: 56) 

 
Here, perhaps, lies the paradox of Consolo’s situation, in that his alterna-
tive narratives do not have such “new readers”: by refusing to embrace 
these readers with a language that is accessible for them, he cuts himself 
off from spreading his aesthetic and ethical message. Said states (144) that 
an intellectual’s provisional home is the domain of an “exigent, resistant, 
intransigent art”. This home, however, is one in which retreat and solu-
tions are denied. Only in that “precarious exilic realm can one truly grasp 
the difficulty of what cannot be grasped and then go forth to try anyway”. 
In another piece, adapted from L’olivo e l’olivastro, Consolo takes up 
once more the metaphor of the fireflies and their exquisitely literary 
genealogy: 
 

He thought about Pasolini’s lament for the poisoned air and water which 
had killed those fireflies that had signalled a change in Italy. He thought of 
the giant fireflies of Dante, and of Leopardi, and of Pirandello’s fireflies at 
Kaos, their languid green flash on the cloak of night, on the black olive 
trees; he thought about Sciascia who from his countryside home in Agri-
gento had written to Pasolini: “The fireflies you thought had disappeared, 
are beginning to return. I saw one yesterday evening, after many years.” 

Now it is he who would like to write to Sciascia: “the firefly that you 
thought you saw, Leonardo, was an illusion, like the evanescent shadows 
created by the magician Cotrone in the Scalogna villa. As illusory as these 
here on the Iblean. We who have remained live in a place of enchantment, 
of memories, remorse and nostalgia, in the solitary crumbling villa, at the 
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foot of the Mountain, threatened by the Giants.” (Consolo and Cassano: 
32-33) 

 
Once more in Italian literature the metaphor of the fireflies becomes a 
barometer for the state of the nation. Vincenzo Consolo’s pessimistic out-
look carries with it the weight of tradition, poetic memory and textual 
affiliation. Moreover, through his complex narratives, Consolo endeavours 
to create an individual and unique space within Italian narrative, a space in 
which the poetic, memorial and ethical are renewed and, despite their 
fragility, sustained through language. Consolo’s transgression is that of 
bucking the commercial trend of contemporary Italian narrative. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

READING ALLOWED: CONTEMPORARY 
LESBIAN AND GAY FICTION IN ITALY 

DEREK DUNCAN AND CHARLOTTE ROSS 
 
 
 
Introduction: What is gay and lesbian literature anyway? 
 
Before launching into a critical discussion of ‘lesbian and gay literature’, it 
seems imperative to offer briefly a definition—and a problematization—of 
what may be understood and intended by this term, and the issues sur-
rounding it. At a general level we can take it to indicate texts which repre-
sent gay and lesbian characters, experiences and desires. Yet often, it is 
the author’s own sexuality that is believed to be the determining factor. 
Dall’Orto (47) discusses this attitude that links 
 

all homosexuals who have been involved in cultural production, endowing 
their work with a sensibility, with an approach to life and to social con-
ventions that are specific to them. This constitutes the ‘homosexual par-
ticularity’, or rather what can be found in homosexual authors and only in 
their work, even when in their texts they try not to give an impression of 
being ‘different’.1 

 
The limitations of this view, as Dall’Orto points out, are the implications 
of a universal, monolithic “homosexual particularity”: the historical speci-
ficity of gay and lesbian subject positions—and indeed of the term ‘homo-
sexual’ itself—must be taken into account, rendering any definition in-
evitably partial, as well as socially, culturally, and temporally bounded.2 
Furthermore, there is a questionable essentialism inherent in the assum-
                                                 
1 This and all subsequent translations are by the authors of this chapter. 
2 For a discussion of the coinage of the term ‘homosexual’ see, for example, Fou-
cault: 1981. 
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ption that there is—or should be—a direct correlation between the sex-
uality of the author and the contents of the text, i.e. the issue of whether a 
‘straight’ writer can/should author a ‘gay’ text and vice versa. That said, 
any biographical information circulating in the public domain clearly 
affects a given text’s reception.3 
 
On this note, we might also wish to know more about the readership of so-
called gay and lesbian texts: are they interesting, or indeed intelligible, 
only to those who identify with gay and lesbian subject positions, or do 
they hold a broader appeal as literary works, as “cultura di tutti” rather 
than “cultura omosessuale”? (Dall’Orto: 56, original emphasis). 

Foucault has argued that the history of sexuality is effectively a history 
of discourses which create this sexuality even as they articulate it.4 Homo-
sexual identities have been theorized as produced through ‘symbolic inter-
actionism’—that is to say, they are socially constructed rather than innate.5 
Therefore, cultural texts may play a significant role in the development 
and elaboration of individual and collective (sexual) identities—not mere-
ly representing the cultural context they describe, but also contributing to 
its future incarnations. Yet, as Dall’Orto suggests, the historical marginal-
ization and pathologization of gays and lesbians has often resulted in a 
silencing of perceived ‘transgressive’ subjectivities through various forms 
of censorship—via those more official channels, but also the influence of 
friends and colleagues who may dissuade writers from tackling certain 
issues: a relevant case in point here is Sandro Penna who was advised 
against publishing his work by both Eugenio Montale and Umberto Saba 
whose own novella, Ernesto, was published posthumously because of its 
explicit homoerotic content (Gnerre 2000a: 92-93). Yet censorship has 
also produced discourses of resistance through the careful construction of 
gay and lesbian subtexts which remain invisible to, or are ‘read out’ by the 
heteronormative reader (the reader who conforms to the norms of hetero-
sexuality), but which leap into relief to those who are sensitized to them—

                                                 
3 For a discussion of lesbian and gay authorship see Bristow. Both Duncan (2006) 
and Ross address aspects of the dynamic relationship between biographical 
knowledge and textual production with respect to issues of sexuality. Note that 
Duncan (2005) focuses on the discursive production of homosexuality, and is 
interested neither in ‘gay’ texts nor in ‘gay’ authors however these notions may be 
defined. 
4 See Foucault: 11-13; see also Weeks: 133. 
5 See, for example, Plummer; and discussion of this in Weeks: 129. 
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to the reader equipped with ‘lesbian specs’, for example.6 
In Italian literature, as elsewhere, the representation of male homo-

sexual practice has quite a lengthy tradition, and is more diffuse than that 
of lesbianism. Usually such representations come from a heteronormative 
perspective. More rare are instances of writers who have consciously 
attempted to give substance to a homosexual identity in their work. In 
recent years, however, as well as a significant rise in the number of texts 
which deal overtly with gay and lesbian identities, there has also been a 
perceptible change in the ways in which these identities are presented. 
Easily accessible collections of short stories, such as the parallel series 
published by Mondadori, Men on Men and Principesse azzurre [Princesses 
Charming], have been instrumental in raising the profile of, and indeed in 
discursively (re)defining what is meant and understood by ‘gay and les-
bian literature’ in an Italian context.7  

The primary focus of this chapter, however, is on novels published 
since the late ’80s which engage directly with gay and lesbian identity, 
desire and experience. In addition to providing a brief summary of the 
literary landscape, it will analyse a selected number of texts in the light of 
issues of sexuality and textuality. In particular, it considers the ways in 
which literature that represents so-called ‘alternative’ sexual identities can 
be seen to function as a vital resource for gay men and lesbians as 
radically underrepresented members of the Italian readership. However a 
critical self-consciousness as regards the extent to which ‘gay’ and ‘les-
bian’ texts can, or should, function as the markers of a social identity 
remains central to the discussion. 

Gay novels and lesbian novels are largely considered separately 
(although there is some productive overlap in terms of themes discussed), 
since as has been noted by many critics, it is often helpful to approach gay 
and lesbian experiences from a differential perspective, so as to avoid col-
lapsing the two (radically multiple) communities into one another through 
an unhelpful lack of attention to the specificities relevant to each. 
Methodologically, however, there is no necessary distinction made in 
terms of how the categories are approached. As such there is a common 

                                                 
6 See Hanscombe: 111. For an illuminating discussion of the ‘alternative’ plots 
woven into apparently heteronormative cinema, see Vito Russo, The Celluloid 
Closet. Homosexuality in the Movies (1981), and the 1996 film of the same name. 
7 There are to date five editions of both collections, edited by Scalise (Men on 
Men) and Vaccarello (Principesse azzurre): see Works Cited. The bibliographies 
appended to the Principesse azzurre series contain a large number of foreign 
translations indicating the existence of a readership previously unaddressed by a 
native Italian tradition. 
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adherence to the conceptual breadth offered by ‘queer theory’ and by the 
term ‘queer’, reclaimed in the ’90s in an attempt to break down the di-
chotomy gay/lesbian which critics felt was unhelpfully rigid.8  

1. Reader, I read about him 

The aim of this section of the chapter is to look at how a small selection of 
contemporary gay male writers in Italy have both reiterated the equation 
of gay sexuality and gay textuality, and recognized the provisional, temp-
orary, and perhaps highly subjective nature of their conclusions. The con-
tention is that, despite the limitations of context sketched out very briefly 
above, the abiding concerns of recent Italian gay men’s fiction have been 
surprisingly literary in a way that suggests a strong connection between 
literature, autobiography, and history. An interest in literary history, the 
relationship between reader and author, the nature of the creative process 
itself are recurrent topics at a time when, in other national literatures, 
themes such as AIDS, social exclusion, and the ramifications of homo-
phobia have been more to the fore. This is not to say that gay Italian 
writing has been concerned solely with aesthetics. The nature of public 
representations of homosexuality are seen to be vital political inter-
ventions in themselves and their absence is not inconsequential. The terms 
of this “absent presence”, to cite Derrida (154) are themselves resonant of 
how homosexuality is figured, and indeed lived; these terms, however, 
have unstable contours. This is evidenced by Bergman’s equivocal claim 
that draws attention to its own tendentious status: “homosexuality, it is 
almost true to say, is a literary construct for many gay people” (6). He 
follows up by reflecting that in any case “gay men’s reliance on literature 
has not, however, always been helpful” (7); he worries that the inevitable 
censoring of gay self-expression, and the adoption of already familiar 
homophobic discourses as the means of writing about homosexuality plays 
to the advantage of the straight, rather than gay reader. Such anxieties 
notwithstanding, some gay men wanted to read books about other gay 
men. Angelo Pezzana offers this as the primary motivation behind his 
decision to write his autobiography:  
 

When I was young I was engaged in a desperate and pointless search for 
homosexual stories and lives. I would like to have read the autobiography 

                                                 
8 See de Lauretis 1991. There is little academic work done in Italy in this field; 
note, however, the very recent initiative sponsored by the Di Gay Project in Rome, 
which has resulted in the publication of the first volume of Omosapiens (ed. Riz-
zo), intended as an annual journal. 
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of someone my own age who talked about his own experiences of being 
gay. I couldn’t find one. This is why I told my own story because I am 
convinced that even today, there is a young guy somewhere who wants to 
read about homosexual lives and can’t find any. (2) 

 
Pezzana found a partial solution to this once he discovered American 
literature and its “real events with which you could identify” (36). This 
alienation of the Italian gay reader from a native tradition is mentioned 
also by Giartosio in Perchè non possiamo non dirci: letteratura, omo-
sessualità e mondo (2004), his meditation, in the form of a dialogue, on 
the intricacies of the relationship between literature and homosexuality. 
Underlining a tendency already noted in the Italian publishing industry, he 
observes that gay Italian readers exhibit a clear preference for foreign 
texts, or those published in the very recent past,  
 

or they read Italian classics with genuine love, but with the slight sensation 
of not being represented, recognized, and loved deeply, in return. And so 
in terms of their relationships with books too, they get used to accepting a 
condition of alienation and invisibility in their own country, their own 
culture. (146) 

 
Giartosio’s conclusion suggests the social consequences of the absence of 
any kind of gay tradition, and, by extension, Pezzana’s attempt to inscribe 
some sort of gay presence in Italian letters needs to be understood as a 
political choice. The dynamic he presents between reading and writing, 
author and public is instrumental to the process of self-definition. 

This anxiety over self-definition is a structuring element in the three 
texts that constitute the primary focus of this section. In Pier Vittorio Ton-
delli’s Camere separate (1989; Separate Rooms, 1992), the main character 
Leo struggles to find the conceptual resources through which to give some 
measure to the quality of his relationship with Thomas, his recently de-
ceased lover:  

 
si ritrova vedovo di un compagno che è come non avesse mai avuto, e, a 
proposito del quale, non esiste nemmeno una parola, in nessun vocabolario 
umano, che possa definire che per lui è stato non un marito, non una 
moglie, non un amante, non solamente un compagno ma la parte essenziale 
di un nuovo comune destino. (37-38) 
 
[he finds himself bereft of a partner who might never have existed, and for 
whom no human language contains the word to define the fact that for him 
he was neither a husband, wife, lover, nor just a companion, but the 
essential part of a new shared destiny.] 
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Matteo B. Bianchi’s Generations of Love (1999) starts from the same feel-
ing of semantic desolation: “Da piccolo non sapevo di essere omosessuale. 
Sapevo dell’inquietudine, dell’ebbrezza, della curiosità, del tormento, del 
desiderio, della sensazione. Ma ignoravo che avesse un nome” [When I 
was little I didn’t know I was homosexual. I knew about the anxiety, the 
exhilaration, the curiosity, the torment, the desire, the sensation. But I had 
no idea that it had a name] (13). In Mario Fortunato’s Amore, romanzi e 
altre scoperte [Love, novels, and other discoveries] (1999), the narrator 
looks up the word “omosessuale” in the dictionary, to discover the feelings 
that had prompted the search translated into “un linguaggio freddo e pre-
suntuoso” [a cold, presumptuous language] (5). Although all three books 
are very different in tone, the quest to find some mode of self-definition or 
identification constitutes their common ground. The journeys taken, and 
the solutions arrived at, vary, yet together they illuminate the work of 
reading and writing as a resource in the project of identity formation. 

The deliberate nature of this project is intimated by Gnerre in the 
Introduction to L’eroe negato [The disallowed hero] (2000b), the volume 
in which he puts together a kind of history of 20th-century gay men’s 
writing in Italy, where he comments on the dual purpose of his work. It is 
worth quoting what he says in full, as it raises a host of issues relating to 
the topic of this chapter in that it attempts to elucidate the complex 
relationship between writer, reader, and the contexts of literary production 
and reception. His aim was to: 
 

bring to light a homosexual culture that expressed itself with its own 
themes and images, albeit restricted by a series of prohibitions, in order to 
highlight the degree of discrimination experienced by homosexuals even in 
literature, either at the point of production, or at that of transmission or 
reception, or in the creative act itself, this too, subordinate to the dogmatic 
reproduction of the heterosexual model. (2000b: 38) 

 
The act of looking back creates a culture, or a tradition, that did not exist 
at the time when its individual elements were produced. To write a gay 
literary history has then a transformative rather than descriptive purpose in 
that it wills into existence what it purports to document. Gnerre sees the 
documentary function of this putative tradition operating at the level of the 
literary form itself as much as at that of content. Contending that ‘gay 
literature’ has its own repertoire of images and themes, he suggests that 
this potentially essentializing tradition gives voice to the marginalization 
of homosexuals by demonstrating how heterosexist tyranny has affected 
every aspect of the creative and communicative process. The idea is that, 
in a counter-hegemonic move, gay literature creates a semi-autonomous 
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space of self-expression in an inimical climate. Gnerre’s ambition extends 
beyond the purely literary in the belief that his project “aims to effect the 
recuperation of an identity for homosexual readers” (2000b: 38). Again 
there is a sense of belatedness here; the idea that identity comes into being 
only after the fact. There is also the sense that it is only consolidated 
through the artifice of the submerged tradition that Gnerre is bringing to 
light, and which gives birth to the ‘homosexual reader’. 
 Such observations compromise the view that gay writing is very often 
confessional in nature in that its impact depends on the direct transcription 
of life into text. The idea of ‘speaking out’ has been an important resource 
for identity politics, but it does depend on the possibility of a largely un-
mediated relationship between life and text. As Gargano has pointed out 
(232), it is indeed the case that much gay-centred narrative takes the form 
of the Bildungsroman, a form that seems well-suited to the ‘coming-out’ 
story that charts the triumphant path from repression to liberation. As such 
it perhaps represents a narrative of individual wish-fulfilment more than 
social critique. Yet, a number of gay writers have been conscious of the 
fact that testimony has its own rhetoric that, however powerful, dislocates 
the text from the self that produces it. This distance from a purely expres-
sive notion of literature was underlined by Tondelli in a talk given to 
aspiring young writers. He warns them of the artifice inherent in so-called 
‘testi intimisti’: 
 

If you want to write diaries and letters that will be read by everyone, you 
need to realize from the outset that the ‘I’ who writes is already a charac-
ter. As such it must follow and behave according to a whole series of rules 
that have nothing to do with reality, but everything to do with literature, 
which is the realm, the context in which characters live. (1990: 339) 

 
In this sense, Tondelli defines his first novel, Altri libertini [Other 
libertines] (1981), as a linguistic or narrative experiment, and resists the 
idea that Camere separate, his final novel, should be read in a trans-
parently autobiographical key: “I would like to make it clear that although 
the novel does contain elements of my way of feeling, parts of my life, 
even certain episodes and reflections, the development of the plot owes 
everything to fiction” (1990: 39). This insistence on a distance between 
life and text does not, however, deny their complicity, and it is perhaps 
this complicity between the two terms, or alternatively between sexuality 
and writing, that is the dominant theme of Tondelli’s work, and has re-
mained an enduring concern of gay men’s writing in Italy. 
 There are obvious parallels between Tondelli and Leo, the main 
character of Camere separate, a successful ‘gay author’. Although the 
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novel’s plot revolves round Leo’s relationship with Thomas, a young Ger-
man musician, whose premature death intensifies the existential feelings 
of loss and separation to which Leo has always been prone, an equal 
emphasis is given to Leo’s coming to terms with his identity as a writer. 
Both his sexuality and his profession constitute a ‘diversità’ that results in 
a discomforting solitude, and an awareness that he lacks a place in society. 
He feels no more at home in the gay bars he occasionally visits than he 
does in his small home town whose rhythms are regulated by the con-
tinuity of successive generations. The positive difference of being a writer 
results in feelings of guilt and shame, yet these are feelings that are played 
out on his body, and are inseparable from the sense he has of his sexuality: 
“La sua sessualità, la sua sentimentalità si giocano non con altre persone, 
come lui ha sempre creduto, finendo ogni volta con il rompersi la testa, ma 
proprio nell’elaborazione costante, nel corpo a corpo, con un testo che an-
cora non c’è” [His sexuality and his emotions aren’t experienced through 
other people as he had always imagined, leaving him feeling let down all 
the time, but in fact through the constant, bodily struggle with a text that 
doesn’t yet exist] (Camere separate: 212). The physical investment of his 
sexuality in both the process of writing and its eventual product is an inti-
mation of the almost anti-intellectual nature of the endeavour. 

In Camere separate, Tondelli’s portrayal of the anguished gay writer 
and the intensity of his solitude smacks almost of cliché. Yet, Leo’s dis-
tance from an established and visible gay community complicates the 
more familiar literary image of the isolated homosexual deprived of any 
social contact. There is a community to which he could belong were he not 
‘damned’ by his vocation.  
 For Tondelli, writing is about the hazards of a veiled self-revelation: 
“writing engages a part of my sexuality. The writer only lives through this 
game of self-concealment and self-revelation. There is a certain pleasure 
in letting oneself be seen naked, in showing off one’s own wounds and 
pain” (Panzeri and Picone: 37). There is no militancy here, but rather a 
sense of the masochism of self-exposure, a painful game that needs to be 
acted out. The self is generated in this performance of productive 
occlusion. 

While Tondelli conceptualizes both writing and homosexuality as 
antagonistic to sociality, other writers embrace the possibilities their con-
joining offers for communality. The conflation of sexuality and art is 
greeted joyfully, and with greater irony, by Fortunato in Amore, romanzi e 
altre scoperte, when he finds a friend with whom to share the flights of 
fancy that had previously been one of the signs of the odds between him-
self and those around him: “Chissà, magari Emilio e io non eravamo 
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diversi dagli altri per via del sesso. Forse, eravamo diversi perchè artisti” 
[Who knows, perhaps Emilio and I were not different from everyone else 
because of sex. Perhaps we were different because we were artists] (85). 
Art though is not just a question of sexual sensibility. Giartosio posits an 
intense relationship between the two: “Homosexuality and literature are 
alike in certain respects. They critique and complicate identities, focus on 
people—and by doing so, they produce communities” (76). He hypo-
thesizes that the pursuit of a sexual identity resembles a “vocazione lette-
raria” in that it harbours 
 

something personal and unexpected, but which can generate relationships 
and social relations, of the body and of the senses, but linked particularly 
to the mind and emotions; something essential and deep, but also acquired 
and laden with historical valences, so as to result in a feeling of sub-
jugation. (77) 

 
Giartosio insists that the “vocation” is a metaphorical resource that might 
facilitate an understanding of how sexualities are both socially inherited 
and individually elaborated entities. They are embodied, historically-loca-
ted phenomena, and potentially instrumental in the articulation of a 
communitarian project. Such an aspiration was implicit in Pezzana’s 
motives for writing his autobiography. It is also something that emerges 
from the texts by Bianchi and Fortunato for whom the experiences of read-
ing and writing are not solitary activities. 

Bianchi’s novel takes its title—Generations of Love—from a song by 
Boy George, and includes an appendix that provides a gloss on all the pop 
songs of the ’80s referenced in the text. The songs themselves provide the 
narrator with a means for interpreting the contours of his own life, and 
affording it a level of cultural intelligibility that suggests a common cul-
tural inheritance. Patty Pravo’s “Pensiero stupendo”, is said to be “parte 
del nostro patrimonio genetico, ormai, come la selva oscura di Dante, 
l’Infinito del Leopardi, l’Italiano di Toto Cotugno” [now part of our 
genetic inheritance, like Dante’s dark wood, or Leopardi’s “L’Infinito”, or 
Toto Cotugno’s “L’Italiano”] (Generations: 168) There is a further invo-
cation of Leopardi in the scene where the narrator describes his first ex-
perience of cruising at the service station and the sight of countless men 
disappearing into the dark comfort of the bushes: “Profili consenzienti di 
un’attività sessuale che non vediamo, che intuiamo al di là di questa siepe, 
che da tanta parte dell’ultimo orizzonte il guardo esclude, verrebbe da 
dire” [willing figures engaged in sexual activity that we are unable to see, 
that we sense beyond that hedge, which, one is tempted to say, cuts off so 
large a part of the far horizon from the eye] (Generations: 128). This ap-
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parently incongruous reference is entirely appropriate for the narrator 
whose sexuality had been negotiated through the frustrations of Italian 
provincial life and the succour of books. As an adolescent he was provided 
with an improving diet of classic gay texts by his younger, and clearly 
more urbane sister, Caterina. The renown of authors such as Forster, 
Mishima, and Isherwood offered a degree of cultural validation that had 
little to do with the content of their work. During a trip to Paris, the 
narrator leaves his three travelling companions to make a solitary pil-
grimage to Père Lachaise cemetery to visit Oscar Wilde’s grave: “il primo 
personaggio della cui omosessualità abbia sentito pubblicamente, e a 
scuola per giunta. In pratica, la prima volta in cui ho udito il termine 
omosessuale utilizzato senza l’accezione di finocchio” [the first famous 
person whose homosexuality I had heard mentioned in public, and at 
school to boot. In fact, it was the first time I had heard the term homo-
sexual used without the imputation of queer] (Generations: 111). The 
visit, the narrator notes, is “un omaggio alla memoria, sua e mia” [a 
homage to memory, both his and mine]. This homage is about both the 
veneration and the personal appropriation of the legacy of a literary avatar. 
In more ludic form, this strategy forges the title of the chapter ‘La lingua 
perduta dei gruisti’—detailing the narrator’s affair with the crane driver 
Ale—for which the primary reference is David Leavitt’s novel, The Lost 
Language of Cranes (1986). More than a simple reworking that picks up 
on Ale’s (highly fortuitous) profession, it also recalls the narrator’s 
rediscovery of the dialect spoken by Ale as the language of love and 
affection in a move that takes him back to his family: “così ho capito, con 
un certo imbarazzo culturale, che il dialetto è anche una mia lingua del 
cuore” [so I understood with a certain degree of cultural embarrassment 
that dialect is also the language of my emotions] (Generations: 134). 
Having felt alienated from his family on account of his sexuality, he is 
returned to the family by his transgressive emotional attachment. 

Fortunato’s progress towards self-definition follows a similar pattern. 
L’amore, romanzi e altre scoperte is the biography of a reader.9 Its 
structure, in which brief sections of biographical narrative are glossed by 
longer extracts from books that interpret that biography through their own 
prisms, intimates the potency of cultural products to give form to inchoate 
experience. Yet the temporality of this potency is uncertain. The first ex-
tract chosen is drawn from Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu, a 
novel given to the narrator as a child after he had seen a television 

                                                 
9 A similar text constructed as a sort of compendium of gay literature is Ivan Teo-
baldelli’s La biblioteca segreta [The Secret Library] (1997). 
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programme on the French writer and with whom he had recognized an, at 
that time, inexplicable affinity: “intuivo che qualcosa della sua vita mi ri-
guardava. Cosa poteva essere?” [I sensed that there was something in his 
life that concerned me. What could it be?] (L’amore: 7). Persisting in com-
pleting the novel, despite its density and length, the extract, chosen in 
retrospect, details the first encounter between Charlus and Jupien, the 
semiotics of which the novel’s naïve narrator describes with a mixture of 
innocence and knowing hindsight. It is the temporal structure of this 
process of belated recognition that mirrors Fortunato’s experience. 
Through reading he discovers “come il sesso, i sentimenti e la letteratura 
potessero intrecciarsi e raccontare la medesima storia” [how sex, emotions 
and literature could be bound up with each other and tell the same story] 
(7). As a consequence, he feels he had become part of “un mondo 
misterioso che [gli] apparteneva. Non solo come lettore: era un mondo che 
[gli] definiva come individuo” [a mysterious world that belonged to him. 
Not just as a reader: it was a world that defined him as an individual] (9). 
The linking here of self-definition with a sense of belonging points to the 
stakes involved in the gay writer/reader’s hermeneutic quest. At the begin-
ning of Camere separate, Leo’s sense that he is “privato ogni giorno del 
contatto con l’ambiente in cui è cresciuto, distaccato dal rassicurante dive-
nire di una piccola comunità” [every day deprived of contact with where 
he grew up, cut off from the reassuring life of a small community] (8) is 
the kernel of the unfolding of this narrative, and of the other two texts 
mentioned. It is precisely the feeling of being deprived of a “rassicurante 
divenire”, or, in literary terms, of a plot that drives each narrator to seek 
out alternative models of belonging.  
 Leo’s intense isolation is vindicated through his vocation, and the 
novel, which is concerned throughout with mortality, concludes with 
Leo’s anticipation of his own death. Death is always a family affair, and 
participation in its rituals, as Leo realized after the loss of Thomas, a per-
formative marking of heterosexual entitlement. After the funeral of his 
former lover, Fortunato arrives at a similar perception, prompted by his 
own family’s inability, or reluctance, to recognize the nature of his grief: 
“un omosessuale non appartiene mai del tutto alla propria famiglia. Non è 
un problema di comprensione, è un problema di sensibilità” [a homo-
sexual never entirely belongs to his family. It’s not a problem of 
understanding, but of sensibility] (L’amore: 141). The politics of mourn-
ing are explored further as he comments on reactions to the death of his 
friend, Tondelli. Yet unlike Tondelli, Fortunato moves beyond this ap-
parent impasse in the final chapter of his text that sees him at his 
graduation on the threshold of adulthood. Proust again is an intellectual 
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and emotional resource in this scene as he wishes that all those he had 
loved in the course of his life, and indeed the book, might reappear:  
 

Se quel giorno doveva cessare sul serio la giovinezza, io non mi sentivo 
per niente desideroso di separararmi da tutti loro. La giovinezza non vole-
vo chiuderla con un addio. Desideravo invece connettere ogni cosa, fare un 
grande inventario, ricordare. Ecco questo era il mio sentimento. Unire, 
mettere insieme (L’amore: 190). 
 
[If on that day my youth really had come to an end, I had no desire to leave 
them all behind. I didn’t want to end my youth with a good-bye. Instead I 
wanted to bring everything together, compile a huge inventory, remember. 
This was what I felt. Unite, bring things together.] 

 
As Fortunato clutches his dissertation, and appreciates the familiar and be-
loved smell of print that “per la prima volta apparteneva a qualcosa che 
avev[a] scritto [lui]” [for the first time belonged to something he had writ-
ten] (191), he reflects that during its composition he had, for the first time, 
read voraciously a whole range of modern Italian authors. No longer in 
search of a plot, he pursues the substance of their expression; his own style 
“si sciolse in un italiano più semplice e diretto. Forse connettere, unire 
significava anche questo: piantare radici nella propria lingua” [melted into 
a more straightforward and direct Italian. Perhaps connecting, bringing to-
gether also meant this: planting roots in your own language] (191). 

Just as Bianchi effects a return to his native dialect, Fortunato’s 
coming home to Italian literature suggests perhaps a bridging of the dis-
tance that had alienated him from his familial context. In these instances, 
the idea of a “vocazione letteraria” does indeed function as a metaphor for 
the private articulation of an unpredictable, and profoundly complex set of 
social relations. The idea of homecoming that concludes the texts by Bian-
chi and Fortunato does not instate the illusion of a happy ending. The final 
citation of Amore, romanzi e altre scoperte is an elegiac, but not tragic, 
meditation on the passing of time taken from Goffredo Parise’s Sillabari, 
of 1984. Bianchi’s observation that he himself is the “tarlo che [gli]rode” 
[worm that eats away at him] (Generations: 160) interrupts the birthday 
party that seemed to function as the symbol of his passage to a proper 
adulthood. 

Perhaps what most clearly distinguishes the tone of the later novels 
from Camere separate is their sense of irony. Bianchi rewrites the clichéd 
topoi of gay self-loathing and over-identification with female divas by set-
ting his book up as a kind of homage to Wanna Marchi, the now dis-
credited purveyor of cosmetic miracles on Italian commercial television of 
the ’80s, who oversaw his adolescence:  
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Wanna denunciava la decadenza fisica e metafisica del mondo, e io la ca-
pivo. Tutta la mia generazione la capiva. 
Lei gridava: “D’accordooo?” 
E noi, evidentemente, lo eravamo. (Generations: 11) 
 
[Wanna decried the world’s physical and metaphysical decadence, and I 
knew what she meant. My entire generation knew what she meant. 
She shouted: “Do you agree?” 
And evidently we did] 
 

Bianchi’s humorous adoption of what might be called an abject model of 
identification is a strategy designed to entertain the reader. Its more 
serious purpose is to highlight the indirection required by the gay autobio-
graphical project in the absence of both literary and existential models on 
which to plot its contours. In this Bianchi and Fortunato seem to share 
Tondelli’s wariness. Bianchi reiterates the fictional dimension of his ‘com-
ing-out’ story,10 while elements of Fortunato’s ‘autobiography’ appear in 
almost identical form in his novels L’arte di perdere peso [The art of 
losing weight] (2000) and L’amore rimane [Love endures] (2001). 
 In the concluding section of his meditation Perché non possiamo non 
dirci, Giartosio returns to the question of gay autobiographical production 
as a strongly felt absence in Italy. By way of explanation, he suggests that, 
despite an apparent emphasis on the self, autobiography as a mode of wri-
ting is strongly shaped by its social context to the degree that the 
autobiographer “is driven to smooth away any perspective that doesn’t fit, 
and reduce it to more acceptable forms” (179). The consequence is that 
there is no “public space in which it is possible to speak responsibly in 
your own name” (180). Perhaps it is the case then that the authors dis-
cussed here have spoken ‘irresponsibly’ by inviting the reader into their 
autobiographical universe only to expose it as resolutely fictional. Yet, it 
is by calling into question the status of their texts’ social referent that these 
authors use autobiography as a mode of exposing powerful, yet arbitrary, 
regimes of sexual normativity. 

2. What lesbians do in novels 

An initial exploration of the figuration of lesbian identities in the 
contemporary Italian cultural landscape reveals a recurring set of themes 
as several words appear repeatedly: silence; isolation; invisibility; sepa-
ration. A 2002 publication of journalism and diaristic writing by the Italian 

                                                 
10 See http://www.matteobbianchi.com/faq.php. 
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Lesbian Network Collegamento fra le Lesbiche Italiane (CLI) attests that 
lesbians often feel cancelled out and invisible even to each other, and 
struggle to find a sense of self or of belonging. In a literary context also, 
‘silence’ seems the order of the day, as exemplified by three critical 
appraisals of the profile of ‘lesbian’ literature: 
 

In Italian literature, lesbianism is notable for its almost complete absence. 
(Hainsworth and Robey: 295) 
 
There is no canon of Italian lesbian authors, nor is there an Italian lesbian 
literary criticism. (Rinalda Russo: 173) 

 
Little is known in general about the history of lesbianism in Italy or of its 
literary representation. (Giartosio: 156) 

 
However, in recent years Italian authors and publishing houses have been 
instrumental in remedying this situation. This section seeks to provide a 
brief overview of the novels which represent lesbian identities that have 
been published since the early ’90s, in light of their status as cultural 
points of reference, and the degree to which the authors may be said to be 
trying to fill a socio-cultural gap through literary intervention and 
representation. 

2.1 A lesbian canon? 

Prior to 1990, lesbian subjectivity and desire were certainly not major 
themes of Italian literature; nevertheless, rather than completely absent, 
they might be better qualified as the Derridean “absent presence”, or as the 
repressed unconscious of heteronormative society which surfaces despite 
censorship.11 This absent presence is exemplified clearly in one of the 
most sustained pre-1990 novelistic engagements with a lesbian relation-
ship, Dacia Maraini’s Lettere a Marina (1989): Bianca, a writer, escapes 
to the coast for the summer to get over the end of her relationship with 
Marina, to whom she writes letters that may never be sent. The ‘L’ word is 
not used, the lesbian relationship is in the past, and in the present-tense 
action of the novel Bianca embarks on a fling with a male bar tender. 
Aside from remaining specifically unarticulated, therefore, lesbianism is 
posited as ‘elsewhere’, in time, place and experience. 
                                                 
11 Earlier examples of lesbian-themed texts include Sibilla Aleramo, Lettere 
d’amore a Lina [Love-letters to Lina] (belatedly published in an edition by Ales-
sandra Cenni in 1982) and Maria Volpi Nannipieri (Mura), Perfidie [Betrayals] 
(1919). See also Danna for an analysis of lesbian-themed late-19th-century novels. 
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Moving forward, we can tentatively begin to identify a growing 
‘canon’ of Italian lesbian literature—a term which we use with caution 
owing to the inherently problematic nature of the canon as a means of 
categorizing texts, but which seems justified in the light of the efforts of 
critics and authors in Italy. Indeed, the work of writers and critics such as 
Vaccarello and Giacobino has sought to identify, and make available to an 
Italian reading public, literature which engages with lesbian subjectivities. 
As editor of the collections Principesse azzurre mentioned above, Vacca-
rello has provided resources and opportunities that seek to counter the 
isolation that many lesbians complain of in contemporary Italian society, 
and to address the lack of positive cultural images of lesbian desire and 
experience (Olivieri and Santini: 48). These resources are both textual, in 
the form of the ‘further reading’ bibliographies provided in the Princi-
pesse azzurre volumes, and interactive, via a series of gatherings to 
discuss new titles and literary themes.12 Similarly Giacobino has sought to 
make texts available through translation from English, and by giving 
lectures and seminar presentations. Aside from translating classic ‘lesbian 
texts’ such as Leslie Feinberg’s Stone Butch Blues (2004), she is editor of 
Officine T—Parole in corso, the foreign narrative series established by the 
Milanese feminist publishing house Il Dito e la Luna. The Milan-based 
feminist group Diotima has sought to construct a ‘genealogy of women’, 
to compile a frame of reference and excavate the silenced and undissemi-
nated voices of women’s thought, looking beyond Italian linguistic and 
national boundaries to weave a polyvocal ‘transnational’ thread of com-
mon issues and interests (herstories; see Cannon: 19-20); similarly, Il Dito 
e la Luna aims to construct a ‘genealogy’ for Italian lesbian communities 
through literary translation.13 Giacobino has also authored two texts which 
delineate ‘percorsi’ or routes that a reader might follow through a selec-
tion of texts, both of which originate from public seminars: Orgoglio e 
privilegio. Viaggio eroico nella letteratura lesbica (2003) and Guerriere, 

                                                 
12 For example Vaccarello presented the second volume at the Feltrinelli bookshop 
in Bari in May 2005, as well as participating in other discussions as part of a series 
of initiatives for IDAHO, the International Day Against Homophobia:  
see http://www.omofobia.it/iniziative/2005/index-city.html. 
13 There is a volatile political context to this supplementary genealogy, since in the 
past Diotima has been accused of silencing lesbian subjectivities and therefore 
effectively abetting heterosexist society: a key illustration of this is the 1983 
opening of the Libreria delle donne in Milan at which there was a discussion of the 
work of Adrienne Rich which omitted to mention her lesbianism. See Diotima. 
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ermafrodite, cortigiane. Percorsi trasgressivi della soggettività femminile 
in letteratura (2005).14 

In the former, Giacobino draws on Lilian Faderman’s six categories of 
lesbian literature as set out in Chloe plus Olivia in 1995. While acknow-
ledging that there is no ‘one’ lesbian literature and fully aware of the 
potentially reductive nature of this type of exercise, Faderman neverthe-
less provides a provisional schema in an attempt to map the changes in 
literature that represents lesbian subjectivity. The themes she identifies 
are: amorous friendship; sexual inversion (a man trapped in woman’s 
body); the criminal/carnivorous lesbian; coded novels which silence les-
bianism; Amazonian lesbo-feminists and post-lesbofeminist novels. Gia-
cobino presents Faderman’s arguments for an Italian readership, giving 
extracts in translation of several Anglophone novels, but also weaving 
Italian texts into the model: for example, Maria Rosa Cutrufelli’s 1992 
Complice il dubbio [Bound by doubt] appears as a giallo whose silenced 
theme appears to be the “fear of lesbianism” (Giacobino 2003: 101); 
Melania Mazzucco’s Il bacio della Medusa [The kiss of Medusa] (1996), 
Elena Stancanelli’s Benzina [Gasoline] (1998) and Fiorella Cagnoni’s Ar-
senico [Arsenic] (2001) depict the ‘donna dannata’, or condemned wo-
man, who must pay for her transgressions with death—a theme which can 
be traced back in Italian culture to Lombroso’s pathologization of lesbians 
and which, Giacobino argues (2003: 173) is more in evidence in Italian 
texts than, for example, in contemporary North American literature.15 

On the one hand Giacobino implies that Italian literature needs to play 
‘catch up’ to Anglophone cultural production; on the other she gestures to-
wards an Italian tradition of the representation of lesbian subjectivity. 
However, she limits herself largely to identifying “the made in Italy reti-
cence regarding lesbianism” (2003: 99, original emphasis)—comparable 
to the lack of literary representation of gay male subjectivities identified 
by Pezzana, for example. It seems important to take these observations 
further and to explore the points of similarity and difference between 
recent Italian novels in order to more fully interrogate the relevance or 

                                                 
14 Orgoglio e privilegio [Pride and Privilege] grew out of workshops held in Turin, 
Milan and Genoa in 2001/02, at the request of the Centro Maurice in Turin (see: 
http://mauriceglbt.org/html/modules/maurice/storia.php). Guerriere [Female War-
riors] derives from a series of public lectures that Giacobino was invited to deliver 
by the Biblioteche Civiche Torinesi in 2004, with the support of the Equal Oppor-
tunities and Gender Policy Division of the Città di Torino Educational Services 
Division. 
15 For a discussion of Cesare Lombroso’s pseudo-scientific accounts of lesbian 
desire see Gibson. 
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otherwise of a category such as ‘lesbian literature’. When these novels are 
considered as a ‘group’—however loosely associated—two main themes 
emerge which relate to the “reticence” noted by Giacobino. 

2.2. Excavating the silenced histories of the past 

Several novels present events from the past, bringing to light the love that 
previously could only rarely speak its name, taking advantage of the 
relative willingness of even high profile publishers in recent years to 
support novels depicting lesbian subjectivity. We might consider these 
novels as collectively constructing and constituting a series of lesbian 
genealogies—or gynealogies as Parati has called them—motivated by both 
overlapping and discrete objectives that range from a desire to voice 
oppression to a desire to reinstate a silenced history. Bibi Tommasi’s auto-
biographical novel Il paese del calce [The lime village] (1999) takes us 
back to 1943. The protagonist Dina flees Northern Italy for Sicily where 
she falls in love with Delia, but they are forcibly separated when their 
plans to elope are discovered. This novel, which the author had written 
earlier but only chose to publish just before her death, can be read as a 
testimonial work that seeks to voice the difficulties endured by marginal-
ized and pathologized individuals—although Tommasi omits the period 
she was forced to spend in a mental institution in Agrigento (Giacobino 
2003: 183). It is autobiography as social critique, which on some level 
seeks to right the wrongs of the past by bringing them to the attention of 
current reading publics, and also to supplement the testimonial histories of 
wartime experience published in the aftermath of World War II which nar-
rated some but by no means all of the violence visited on Italian citizens. 
Thus rather than a Gnerrian ‘willing into existence’ of a gay/lesbian 
literary history that may or may not be an ‘accurate’ representation of the 
period it purports to document, and the creation of identity after the fact, 
this text can lay some claim to portraying a silenced ‘reality’ of lived 
experience. 

In a similar revisiting of past eras, Mazzucco’s, Il bacio della Medusa 
tells a tale of early 20th-century normative genteel society ripped apart 
when the serving girl Medusa begins a relationship with the aptly named 
Norma, a docile wife. However, rather than offering individual testimony, 
this novel critiques the intellectual climate and restrictive social norms of 
the era. The text engages overtly with Lombrosian and Freudian theories,16 

                                                 
16 Indeed, the story begins in 1905, the year in which Freud’s Three Essays on the 
Theory of Sexuality were published; see Lucamante’s analysis: 225. 
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as well as with contemporary analysis of perceived sexual perversion, and 
interrogates issues of class and gender. While both novels can be related to 
a provisional ‘lesbian canon’, they also invite a broadening of other 
literary categories that may not previously have included novels which 
focus on lesbian subjectivities, such as wartime/testimonial narrative or 
the psychoanalytical novel—Il bacio della Medusa offers itself up for 
fruitful comparison with Italo Svevo’s La coscienza di Zeno (1923; Zeno’s 
Conscience: A Novel, 2003), for example. 

A further type of more affirmative ‘excavation’ of the past can be 
identified in the form of works that seek to trace and celebrate the hidden 
histories of lesbian experiences. Mazzucco’s Lei così amata [She, so 
loved] (2000) is a biographical novel recounting the life of the early 20th-
century Swiss writer, anthropologist and journalist Anne-Marie Schwar-
zenbach.17 Like Tommasi’s Il paese del calce this text is rooted in the real, 
but although it does not shy away from the difficulties that Schwarzenbach 
faced on account of both her politics and her sexuality, it is a text that 
seeks to commemorate a rich and varied life, and to salute a figure that by 
some might be seen as a lesbian icon. 

2.3. Lesbian relationships occur elsewhere 

The trope identified in Maraini’s Lettere a Marina of displacing the 
lesbian relationship away from the present tense of the novel manifests 
itself in a variety of different ways in texts published subsequently: not 
only do lesbian relationships occur in the inaccessible past, but also in 
different geographical spaces, as if they cannot be conceived or envisaged 
within the cultural or physical boundaries of Italy. For example, in Valeria 
Viganò’s Il piroscafo olandese [The Dutch steamer] (1999) the unnamed 
protagonist flees to Holland from her female partner who has left her for a 
man whose child she is expecting. There she meets Olli, her ex-partner’s 
grandmother, herself a lesbian who has lived and loved and who acts as a 
positive role-model by uncovering a lesbian ‘herstory’. Here we have the 
familiar elements of a broken relationship, a heteronormative Italian socio-
cultural context and the possibility of a positive lesbian territory ‘else-
where’. De Lauretis (1989: 47-48) writes of the lesbian subject as 
“eccentric” in its location outside the centre or cultural mainstream—
beyond the bounds of the dominant cultural imaginary but also often geo-

                                                 
17 Di Nicola (36) defines this text as highly experimental owing to Mazzucco’s 
‘contamination’ of the narrative form and her transgressive approach to literary 
genres. 
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graphically displaced. This theme resonates through Italian novels that 
represent lesbian relationships; in particular, the ‘eccentricity’ of subjects 
who inhabit the margins is crystallized in Stancanelli’s Benzina, where the 
displaced couple Stella and Lenni inhabit the geography of nowhere, on 
the outskirts of Rome, and seek a melodramatic ‘elsewhere’ in which to 
live out their threatened relationship through an explosive suicide. 

Notably some more recent texts show a departure from this reluctance 
to stage a lesbian relationship within an Italian here-and-now. Silvia 
Nirigua’s Trema ragazza, trema [Shake girl, shake] (2003) narrates the 
difficulty of maintaining a stable relationship, but does so within a context 
where a lesbian and gay community in Italy is taken for granted. Thus, 
like Leo in Tondelli’s Camere separate, the protagonist experiences exist-
ential anguish but in such a way as to complicate the kind of isolation 
experienced by the characters in Tommasi’s novel, for example. Nirigua’s 
more recent novel Un quarto di me [A quarter of me] (2006) goes a step 
further away from the ‘eccentric’, isolated subjects we encounter in many 
of the novels considered here, by showing lesbian desire and identity as 
just one of a range of fluid subject positions that an individual may 
assume. This polyvocal text is notable for its inclusion of various ‘thirty-
something’ lesbian, gay male and heterosexual characters, as well as for 
the way in which the characters are developed above and beyond their 
chosen sexual orientation, enabling a broader exploration of the ways in 
which the Italian socio-cultural context is changing. Texts like this flag up 
once more the potential reductiveness of labels such as ‘lesbian literature’, 
whilst offering a productive alternative; they are texts that discuss 
sexuality from a more global perspective, opening up the way for move-
ment between subject positions and addressing themselves to a much 
wider potential readership. 

Of course this analysis barely touches on the range of texts that might 
be placed (however tentatively) within the category of lesbian literature. 
Besides the points made here, there are several other recurring themes, 
forms and images that would merit further analysis. These include marine 
imagery, an attention to the mother-daughter relationship and prevalent 
structural features, such as novels written in the form of letters and diaries, 
perhaps following Maraini’s Lettere a Marina; diaristic texts include 
Nirigua’s Trema, fanciulla, trema, Paola Presciuttini’s Non dire mai il mio 
nome (2004) [Never say my name] and Pina Mandolfo’s Desiderio 
[Desire] (1995). The diary also features in Cagnoni’s Arsenico. As a nar-
rative form, this places ‘lesbian’ narrative alongside much writing by 
women which has traditionally valorized diaristic narrative as a form 
which gives voice to the private experience of women. In a contemporary 
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broadening of this form, in Belle anime porche [Beautiful dirty souls] (no 
date given) Francesca Ferrando invites readers to engage with the diary 
they have just read via email correspondence, inviting new dialogues and 
interactive responses, in which literature can provide the starting point for 
debate. Here, as with Giacobino’s contribution to cultural production, 
fiction can play an active role in offering up new cultural models and 
subject positions with which communities and individuals who complain 
of marginalization and isolation can engage critically and productively. 

There is a political value to representing groups and individuals who 
have long been denied cultural status and recognition—a value that im-
bues any text with a degree of significance that surpasses artistry. Jan 
Sellars (vi) writes: 
 

Lesbians in books: we are 
exploring the shape of ourselves 
past, present, future 
a curve, a promise, a brick wall; 
New thoughts, old beginnings. 
Here 
she has written a love story, 
not well—but precious to me, 
because she wrote it for us. 

 
However, now that there is a growing corpus of Italian texts that both fall 
within and transcend the category of lesbian literature, it seems vital and 
timely not merely to recognize that this is a genre which exists, but to dis-
tinguish between texts on the basis of their literary merit—between what 
is ‘precious’ because it simply voices the unsaid, and what will leave its 
mark on the literary and cultural landscape. As yet, it is not clear how the 
rather fragile Italian ‘lesbian canon’ will develop, or to what extent texts 
and authors may begin to exert a stronger influence on other literary 
genres. Italian novels and novelists that represent lesbian identities have 
perhaps yet to assume the ironic distance that characterizes some of the 
texts considered earlier that portray and critique gay male identities. 

Conclusions 

An important theme that emerges from this analysis is the significance 
attached to literary engagements with, and depictions of, gay and lesbian 
identities. Literature is seen by many of the writers considered as pro-
viding a textual space in which marginalized subjectivities can be ex-
plored; literature may also communicate with those who seek cultural 
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figurations of such subjectivities and find them in short supply in other 
media forms. If, as Butler argues (33), our sense of “personhood” is 
dependent on cultural “recognition”, achieved and reinforced through the 
acknowledged presence of particular identities in broadly disseminated 
cultural texts, then the absence of texts that engage with gay/lesbian issues 
potentially damages the “personhood” of those who identify as gay or 
lesbian. However, there remain considerations that go above and beyond 
the not inconsiderable achievement for a lesbian/gay writer of being able 
to “piantare radici nella propria lingua”, as Fortunato remarks (191), or for 
an author to publish a novel that tackles hitherto ‘taboo’ subjects. Notably, 
it seems important that these writers and novels are able to develop a 
critical stance vis-à-vis the limitations of literature as a means of 
representing a radically diverse set of communities which are themselves 
engaged in a process of constant evolution. Furthermore, as the number of 
novels that deal with homosexuality, and indeed sexualities, in an Italian 
context grows, within a cultural context where issues of homosexual 
identity are gradually becoming less and less taboo, it is to be hoped that 
an eye for self-criticism and an interest in deconstructing stereotypes, 
including literary ones, remain central concerns. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

TEN YEARS OF GIOVENTÙ CANNNIBALE: 
REFLECTIONS ON THE ANTHOLOGY  

AS A VEHICLE FOR LITERARY CHANGE 

MONICA JANSEN AND INGE LANSLOTS 
 
 
 

“We’d made it! The stories we had thought of as 
possibilities had become TIMES NEW ROMAN be-
fore our eyes.”1 

 
In May 2006 the anthology Gioventù Cannibale, or ‘Young Cannibals’ 
edited by Daniele Brolli, was reprinted to celebrate the tenth anniversary 
of “the most read, reviewed, loved and hated anthology of the nineties” 
(cover). In 1996 the time had seemed ripe for young writers to invade the 
literary market, the ground having been prepared by Pier Vittorio Ton-
delli’s Under 25 project (of 1986) and by the Ricercare writing ‘labora-
tories’, or workshops (from 1993). Whereas Tondelli was the first to 
create a space for young authors to enter the literary market, the Ricercare 
workshops were founded (in Reggio Emilia) to try and bridge the gap be-
tween the legacy of Gruppo 63—the 1963 poetic avant-garde movement 
which rejected the realism of the previous decades—and the fermentation 
of new generations likely to show promise for the future (Balestrini, et al: 
v-vi).2 

In the early ’90s, publisher Giulio Einaudi had been looking for a pro-
ject that could become a ‘banner’, or even a ‘brand’, to reach a young 

                                                 
1 Raimo and Lagioia. La qualità dell’aria: 7. All translations are our own. 
2 The link between ‘research’ and ‘creative writing’ is the main objective of the 
Ricercare initiative, led by a committee of critics and writers. At ‘Ricercare 2003’, 
the last meeting referred to on their website (see Works Cited), publishers were in-
vited to propose new work for the Premio Ricercare. 
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reading public. And thus, Einaudi’s editors Severino Cesari and Paolo 
Repetti, with the help of Brolli, designed a new series entitled Stile 
libero—modelled on the concept of free style—to be opened with “the 
first anthology of extreme horror” (as the subtitle describes it). After con-
sidering, for the title, more marketing-oriented labels such as “spaghetti 
splatter”, they settled on Gioventù Cannibale, which was, as Cesari later 
explains in his piece “Dopo i Cannibali” [After the Cannibals], “an icon 
that could give the idea of a watershed, a fault line or a border as precise 
in its self-affirmation as it was elusive (to a degree) in its contents”. 

It worked out so well that the anthology became a media sensation that 
not only divided critics and readers, but also split the Italian literary scene 
into a “before” and “after” the Cannibali, or ‘Cannibals’, thus making 
Gioventù Cannibale a touchstone for further anthologies.3 The new 2006 
edition offered critics the opportunity to evaluate the commercial success 
of a literary event which had sold 30 000 copies on its first print run and 
had been reprinted eight times. For Cesari, Stile Libero’s co-founder, the 
success of the Gioventù Cannibale anthology was due to the fortuitous 
combination of literary and editorial strategies that made it the right book 
at the right moment—as he explains in a Corriere della sera interview 
(see Polese). 

In order to understand the dialectics between ‘novelty’ in terms of 
literary research and of cultural industry, a debate which divided critics 
belonging to the Marxist-oriented and ‘integrated’ factions of the neo-
avant-garde, we began our study by considering about forty anthologies 
published between 1996 and 2000 (see Works Cited).4 Bearing in mind the 
criterion of novelty that guided our selection, we limited ourselves to 
prose anthologies as the ideal expression of, and outlet for young writers 
forming the direct legacy of Tondelli’s Under 25 project. To enable us to 
better analyse the link between novelty and commodification and give our 
‘fieldwork’ a theoretical basis we then referred to studies on the Italian 
publishing industry by Spinazzola and Ferretti, among others, and on the 
literary field by Bourdieu. 

                                                 
3 According to Lucamante (13), the Cannibali writers initiated a “profound and 
radical evolution in the form and very ethics of modern Italian literature.” 
4 This corpus is based on a selection made at Bonardi, the Italian bookstore in 
Amsterdam. 
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1. The anthology as a platform for avant-garde trends 

In his Corriere della sera interview on the Gioventù Cannibale project, 
Cesari spoke of the successful combination of a literary project with a 
new, young, reading public (which the Stile Libero series explicitly 
addressed), two contrasting elements which can be linked with what 
Bourdieu calls “symbolic” and “economic” capital. For the French socio-
logist, as he explains in The Rules of Art, the literary field and the field of 
cultural production are 
 

the site of the antagonistic coexistence of two modes of production and 
circulation obeying inverse logics. At one pole, there is the anti-
‘economic’ economy of pure art [...] oriented to the accumulation of sym-
bolic capital, a kind of ‘economic’ capital [...] capable of assuring [...] in 
the long term, ‘economic’ profits. At the other pole, there is the ‘economic’ 
logic of the literary and artistic industries which [...] confer priority on [...] 
immediate and temporary success. (142) 
 

He goes on to explain that successful editors hover astutely between eco-
nomic profit and symbolic capital:  
 

The only way they can combine the economic profits of an ordinary 
economic enterprise with the symbolic profits assured by intellectual 
enterprises is by avoiding the crudest forms of mercantilism and by ab-
staining from fully revealing their self-interested goals (142). 

 
In this close encounter between literary innovation and ‘invasion’ of the 
field of cultural production, avant-garde experiments and market strategies 
are thereby linked in what promises to be a fruitful exchange. This ex-
plains why in 1996 those writers invited to present their first texts at the 
Ricercare workshop in Reggio Emilia are also selected for the anthology 
Gioventù Cannibale planned by Repetti and Cesari to launch the new Stile 
Libero series.  

In the introduction that accompanies Narrative Invaders, the anthology 
published in 2000 with a selection of the writings presented at the Ricer-
care workshops, the editors underline that, apart from quality and exem-
plarity, the first criterion of their selection was that of “novismo”. Novelty 
is limited by age (under 30) and is linked to the unconventionality of 
“young narrative”, which will “invade” the literary landscape through 
prose, rather than poetry (the latter being the medium adopted by the 
“novissimi” of Gruppo 63), thus giving preference to a category of Italian 
literature always considered in some way as inferior (Balestrini, et al: vii). 
To the primary avant-garde criterion of “novismo” they are adding, then, 
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somewhat surprisingly, the economic value of prose—seen as having a 
greater potential for editorial investment. Narrative, in their view, thus be-
comes a contradictory category indicating both a “zone at risk” (Balestrini, 
et al: xi) and a field that attracts more readers and thus better reflects 
literature’s impact on today’s culture and society. 

The Ricercare editors, however, also want to make a distinction 
between cultural industry and what they call “service to the public” 
(Balestrini, et al: x), in an attempt to keep the symbolic and market values 
of literature relatively independent (Bourdieu: 141). It is no surprise, then, 
that the Cannibali authors, once handed over to the commercial publishing 
industry, disappear from the Ricercare scene; this latter is to be regarded 
as a relatively autonomous space which must be preserved, according to 
the Gruppo 63 legacy, for “pure” research, and which must remain in the 
first place a launch pad for pioneer “narrative ‘invaders’” (Balestrini, et 
al.: xi, xii ). 

In Cesari’s view, however, literary innovation cannot be separated 
from the literary market since it is closely linked with the reading public it 
addresses. The label “cannibale” does not refer so much to the revolution-
ary content of the stories as to the manner in which they are told: the mix 
of slang, slogans and images that corresponds to the media-inflated 
artefacts the new reading public is used to—thanks to another timely co-
incidence, Tarantino’s “pulp fiction”. “Gioventù Cannibale” thus becomes 
synonymous with  
 

a changed climate, geography, and landscape. After a period of poverty 
and solitude, writers are again proud (and desperate, of course) to be wri-
ting, they feel they have a public, small but real, and they are again in tune 
with the reader because they are on the same wavelength and speak the 
same language. (Cesari) 

 
The successful combination of aesthetic and extra-aesthetic ingredients 
evidenced by Cesari’s own editorial experience shows similarities with 
Spinazzola’s definition of literary success in La modernità letteraria 
(2005). According to Spinazzola, editor of Tirature, a yearbook on the 
relationship between literary activity and editorial production, the avant-
garde concept of literary change in terms of permanent transgression of 
every institutional order has by now itself become part of literary tradition 
(144). His primary interest is therefore in literary innovation that springs 
from writing practices ranging from low to high culture, from the 
periphery of the literary system to the centre. This means that, in his view, 
literary modernity (or postmodernity) coincides first of all with the re-
opening of the dialogue between authors and readers by adopting shared 
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realities and idioms but without conforming to dominant schemes of 
expression (164). Popular culture, for instance, represents such a mutual 
language but is also a dominant one thanks to the cultural hegemony of the 
United States. Thus a successful publication today does not conform to the 
physiognomy of a well-defined genre, but expresses, rather, a “fluidity 
between genres”, not by widening its borders but by galvanizing them 
(299). 

Young authors are, in Spinazzola’s view (151), particularly conscious 
of this evolution towards the centre of the literary field. This brings an end 
to the frontal antagonism that characterized the relationship between 
authors and editors—a tension described also by Bourdieu who, curiously, 
is never mentioned. 

The anthology writing ‘laboratory’ could therefore be the right place to 
study this “galvanization” between traditional literary elements and lang-
uages from the periphery, to use Spinazzola’s terms, or between Bour-
dieu’s “symbolic” and “economic” values. The notion of anthology as 
writing laboratory, then, originates with Ricercare, and with Cesari, for 
whom the emphasis of the Gioventù Cannibale project was mainly work 
in progress, work in which spontaneous creativity prevailed over any 
poetics of genre. 

2. The generational anthology 

A working definition of the anthology phenomenon combining authentic 
creative energies and forms of literary expression can be drawn from 
Tondelli’s Under 25 project, which is still a point of reference for any 
‘generational’ anthology. Tondelli’s project saw the light of day with the 
Giovani Blues anthologies in 1986 and was continued in the ’90s by the 
Coda anthologies,5 all published by the small publishing house Trans-
europa, in the hands of Massimo Canalini. According to Spadaro (141), 
Tondelli’s initiative to create a series of anthologies clearly paved the way 
for the young débutant writers of the ’90s, a decade that could be 
characterized by the evolution and the diffusion of that formula, continued 
later by so many: the Mondadori anthology of new writers Italiana. 
Antologia dei nuovi narratori, in 1991; Celati’s Narratori delle riserve 
[Voices from the Reserves] (Feltrinelli) in 1992; Panzeri’s Nuovi selvaggi 
[New savages] in 1995; the Gioventù Cannibale collection in 1996; and 
more recently, by the anthologies Disertori. Sud: racconti dalla frontiera 

                                                 
5 Among others the influential Coda. Undici ‘under 25’ nati dopo il 1970, edited 
by Giulio Mozzi and Silvia Ballestra. 
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[Deserters: stories from the South] (Einaudi) in 2000, Gli Intemperanti 
[The Immoderates] (Meridiano zero) in 2003, and La qualità dell’aria 
[The quality of the air] (minimumfax) in 2004, to name but a few. 
Italiana, composed of no fewer than “twenty-four new authors, most of 
them born around 1955 and still unknown in 1985”, is considered by Per-
tile to be a highly significant outcome to the attention paid by the Italian 
publishing industry to young authors; its title also suggests that Vittorini’s 
Americana (1941) has, at the end of the decade, finally found its counter-
part: “Now Italy had its homespun Italiana: the myth of America had been 
replaced by the myth of Italy” (Pertile: 3-4). 

It seems that anthologies—in a postmodern age which favours the 
fragmentation inherent in the mosaic constellation of heterogeneous short 
stories—have taken the place of writer-intellectuals such as Italo Calvino 
or Alberto Moravia, functioning as models or ‘scouts’ and promoting 
emerging authors. This evolution is signalled in various publications,6 and 
in reviews that discuss the most recent anthologies, those published 
around 2004, a timing that according to many is indicative of a new trend: 
“Three writers’ anthologies in the first three months of 2004. […] Might 
we not […] be witnessing a small revolution within Italian literature?” 
(Zaccuri). Asking herself “Why so many anthologies?”, Merola finds an 
answer in their two-fold strategy: on the one hand the collection of stories 
offers, to authors unable to exhibit themselves independently, the only 
possible way of bypassing the editorial market’s ranking lists, and yet it is 
also, in itself, the fruit of the best-seller logic. This ambiguity is con-
demned in reviews of anthologies where, according to the reviewer, 
market strategies prevail, as, for instance, in the case of Gli Intemperanti 
(see Arcangeli). Giulia Belloni, the editor who created the ‘Immoderates’,7 
for her part blames the reviewers for succumbing to the best-seller logic 
when making bets on the successful authors in the anthology (Belloni in 
Bonadonna). In fact, in spite of being a platform for emerging talents, 
critics in the end expect anthologies to breed ‘long-selling’ authors. 

At this point we could assume that the anthologies we are interested in 
bring together young authors with the express purpose of creating or 
reshaping literary forms that respond not to pre-existing canonized models 
but to a “galvanization” of them, snubbing neither the cultural industry nor 
the average reader. We will now address the question of whether the an-
                                                 
6 See, for example, Burns (185): “The prevalence of anthologies of young writing 
in the past decade suggests that the fragmentary coincidences they enclose are the 
closest contemporary culture comes to replicating the ‘schools’ of the past, such as 
the Gruppo 63, in the absence of a critical community”. 
7 Bourdieu (168) speaks of the editor as the “creator of the creator”. 
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thology is indeed that successful combination of novelty and mass culture, 
concentrating first on the ‘production’ of the anthology and then on its 
literary programme, two facets that together form what has been called 
“project publishing” (Bonadonna). 

3. Paratexts inside out: the anthology as a collective 
‘laboratory’ 

The paratextual elements—cover text(s), pre- or postfaces, biographies of 
the selected authors and sometimes of the editor(s), and additional 
material such as interviews—proved essential in endeavouring to assess 
how anthologies function as a means of reshaping literary genres and 
stimulating new forms of literary antagonism that no longer correspond to 
the traditional divide between authors and editors. 

3.1. The publisher 

For Bourdieu, small publishing houses are the space for literary change 
and represent the avant-garde “which tends to recruit among the (bio-
logically) young without being tied to a generation” (149), while big 
publishing houses focus on the economic value of literary classics. This 
means that the struggle for distinction and differentiation is fought “be-
tween the dominants whose strategy is tied to continuity, identity and re-
production, and the dominated, the new entrants, whose interest is in 
discontinuity, rupture, difference and revolution” (157). Crucial in this 
battle becomes the concept of “youth”, synonymous with the values of 
change and originality, and “marks of distinction” such as linguistic 
choices, names of schools or groups, and proper names, that signal the 
difference with the past. It is, however, inherent in the “dialectic of dis-
tinction” that “works and artists which have ‘left their mark’ are destined 
to fall into the past, to become […] canonized, academicized and neutral-
ized” (155-56). 

In Bourdieu’s analysis the size of the publisher should reflect a 
structural and functional homology between the space of the author and 
the space of the consumer (and the critic) (162), which leads to the tri-
partite division into large, medium and small publishers. In terms of our 
selection, the anthologies fall into all three categories. Along with Einaudi, 
and, essentially, the Stile Libero series, Mondadori also takes the lead in 
publishing anthologies, with its Piccola Biblioteca Mondadori. This does 
not contradict Bourdieu’s theory because, as he points out, a business “en-
tering into the phase of exploiting accumulated symbolic capital has two 
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different economies coexisting within it, one turned to production and re-
search […], the other oriented to the exploitation of assets and the dis-
tribution of consecrated products” (145).8 While only two major publish-
ers are represented, our corpus presents a greater variety of small and 
medium publishers that play an important role, in the ’80s and ’90s, in 
promoting emerging authors and new Italian fiction (Ferretti: 399-401).9 
Noteworthy is the recent attempt of some small publishing houses to 
launch a series, or even the publishing house itself, by means of an an-
thology—as in the case of Transeuropa, originally a series (Ferretti: 405). 

The future of the series or the publisher depends largely on the com-
mercial success of the anthology, and this is where a structural and 
functional homology with the space of the consumers, to recall Bourdieu’s 
terminology, is important. This condition is mentioned explicitly, for ex-
ample, in the preface to the anthology of young writers Dammi spazio 
[Give me space]: “The future of the Dammi Spazio series depends largely 
on the success of this volume and on its reception by critics and readers” 
(Lupi: 4). The name of the anthology becomes the name of the series, and 
this is also the case with Gli Intemperanti, where the anthology is used as 
a launch pad for the entire series. According to Belloni, this should consist 
of six books a year, by young authors discovered through talent-scouting, 
and by an annual anthology, with stories by old and new ‘Immoderates’; 
“Indeed”, she states, “I am taking the opportunity [of this interview] to say 
that anyone who would like to contact me and propose material is invited 
to do so via our email address” (Belloni in Pasini). Every opportunity is 
taken by the editor to increase visibility,10 not only of the published 
authors, whose photographs are posted on the Meridiano zero website (the 
idea being to create a space for talent-scouting that is lacking in Italy; 
Belloni in Izzo), but also of the consumers, and of the critics, whose 
reviews, even the negative ones, are proudly reproduced on the website. 
However, in order to create this homology (with the space of the con-
sumers), the avant-garde logic of autonomy cherished by small publishers 
risks colliding with the logic of heteronomy imposed by mass production. 

                                                 
8 See Ferretti (363) for a more problematic view on the contrast between the dif-
ferent series put forward by Einaudi, the organic composedness of the Struzzi 
series and the sacrilegious disorder of Stile Libero, the latter striving to maintain a 
“leftish” alternative in the editorial business dominated by Mondadori. 
9 Ferretti includes minimumfax, founded by Marco Cassini and Daniele Di Gen-
naro, two young students who started with a successful literary journal distributed 
via fax, among the medium small to medium large publishers (see 420, 426). 
10 Visibility is crucial for the survival of small publishing houses, as is mentioned 
also by Ferretti (400).  
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This at least is the opinion of Enzo Siciliano (21), one of the co-founders 
of the journal Nuovi Argomenti, who bases his arguments on Cusset’s 
analysis of the editorial market in the United States, where heteronymous 
logic has taken over from autonomous logic, reducing the objective and 
subjective distance of enterprises of cultural production towards the 
explicit or implicit demands of the market (Cusset: 606-07). 

In addition, it should be mentioned that a number of anthologies do not 
depend directly on publishing houses but on literary journals, such as 
Micromega and Nuovi Argomenti, which can still function as spaces for 
literary innovation.11 Moreover, certain journals and anthologies are close-
ly linked. The anthology La qualità dell’aria contains a story by Serafino 
Murri (“Navarro Waltz”) with a reference to a “famous Journal that was 
very popular with the Left” (305) which seems to point to Micromega. 
Furthermore, La qualità dell’aria and the collection of stories Italville 
published by Nuovi Argomenti in 2004 share the same theme (the moral 
re-founding of the country Murri speaks of in his short story) and the same 
writers (Francesco Pacifico and Valeria Parrella). 

The size of the publishing house and its innovative impulse are both 
related to the changing geography of the publishing market. Alongside the 
more traditional publishing centres of Milan and Turin, Rome and Italy’s 
North East would appear to be fruitful territories for anthologies (Zuccari). 
And finally, on this subject, smaller publishers seem to be more sensitive 
not only to the link between place, publisher, editor(s) and authors but also 
to the link between the issue of an anthology and the publisher’s geo-
graphical space. This is true, for instance, of Autobahn published by 
Traven Books (Bolzano) in which the stories are all based around the A22 
Brenner motorway. 

3.2. Sales 

The number of anthologies published in a certain year can also provide 
useful information on the success of the anthology formula. In our corpus, 
the peak we have noted in 2004 is used by reviewers, and by editors 
(Belloni in Merola), to speak of a “canon”, placing the evolution of the 
anthology in a chronological framework.  

Another indicator of literary and commercial success of the formula is 
the republication of four of the anthologies in our corpus. As Bourdieu 
                                                 
11 In the authors’ biographies included in anthologies, reference can also be found 
to journals such as Maltese narrazioni or Lo Straniero, the latter founded by 
Goffredo Fofi and an important point of reference for writers from the South of 
Italy. 
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puts it, republication is only possible when a book has become a “financial 
flyer” (143). Alongside economic reasons the republication can also be 
characterized by a celebration of the impact of the original on the literary 
field, as is the case with the anthology with which we opened our dis-
cussion, Gioventù Cannibale. Sales figures can, of course, be an essential 
part in the creation of a literary success and are therefore shrewdly 
calculated and disseminated. Intemperanti editor Belloni, in one of her 
numerous interviews (in Izzo), says that while the anthology’s first edition 
had a big print run for a small publisher (2 500 copies), it was nonetheless 
sold out in eleven days. 

3.3. The editor(s) 

Of the anthologies studied, many were published as the work of a group, 
with the cover bearing an almost exhaustive list of the contributors. The 
editor, in his or her role of “creator of creators” (Bourdieu), remains, how-
ever, out of the spotlight. In five anthologies the editor is not mentioned at 
all: does s/he not ‘sell’? On the other hand, in reviews considerable atten-
tion goes precisely to the ‘brain’ behind the operation. We have already 
cited Belloni from different interviews, yet it is striking how present she is 
in the space of the consumers, and how invisible in the space of the 
authors: in the Intemperanti volume her name as editor of the series is 
only mentioned on the last page.  

This invisibility of the editor on the cover could be due to the collec-
tive dimension of the anthology project, emphasized by some of the 
editors themselves in their prefaces. For instance, in their preface to La 
qualità dell’aria (8), editors Christian Raimo and Nicola Lagioia 
denounce the impersonal and hasty editing process of the anthology 
“business”,12 often reduced to a merely casual relationship between editor 
and authors. Their aim is, rather, to establish a passionate exchange of 
ideas with the selected writers, which has resulted in “an intense corpo a 
corpo, or ‘bodily struggle’, with the authors of the anthology”. Aside from 
editorial reasons—the writers also represent a network that gives access to 
other ‘hidden’ talents—there seems to be a social need to create a platform 
for personal exchange, to counter the solitude experienced by writers, as 
noted by Belloni: “Another huge problem of writing is its solitary nature. 
[…] We stay in close contact with the authors, and the authors introduce 
other writers to us. Networking, in other words” (Belloni in Izzo). 
Publishing house Il Foglio, in fact, opened a blog for the series Dammi 

                                                 
12 On this subject see also Gianni Crespi in Mozzi 2006: 55. 
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spazio, to create a space in which “all authors who have published in the 
series can chat with each other, exchange ideas and opinions, talk about 
themselves, and answer readers’ questions”.13 

3.4. The contributors 

The label “young” functions as a marker both of identity and of literary 
innovation. Symptomatic is therefore the recurrence of age as one of the 
main selection criteria of writers for anthologies. For example, the aim of 
the editor of Dammi spazio is to discover new talents from the ’70s on-
wards in order to be able to invest in new forms of writing and in young 
writers (Lupi: 3). Age seems to prevail over gender as an agent of literary 
emancipation, as the majority of selected writers are male.14 

Biographies included in anthologies serve to profile the selected 
authors both as members of a new generation of writers and as “cultural 
producers”15 in the literary field. The reader is often confronted with a set 
of biographies containing a heterogeneous mix of educational back-
grounds and professional activities that show (off) the authors as natural 
exponents of a multimedia age. Conti, reviewing La qualità dell’aria, 
links her impression that the writers contained in it are not relying entirely 
on the power of fiction to represent reality, with the fact that they originate 
from the worlds of cinema, comics, publicity and journalism. Personal 
details and interests mentioned in the biographies reveal the individual 
writer outside the collective dimension of the anthology. On the other 
hand, the personal touch of the editor can also increase the cohesion 
between the collected authors; the editor of the anthology Men on Men, for 
example, adds his own personalized biographies to the stories, mentioning 
his conversations and telephone calls with the authors and creating an in-
timate atmosphere in which the shared experience of homosexuality 
prevails. 

Most anthologies, however, stress the heterogeneity of the collected 
authors, distinction being regarded as a more avant-garde value than 
identity. For instance, Disertori’s editor De Angelis underlines the divers-
ity of her selection by defining it a “congerie of stories” (219). Sometimes 

                                                 
13 See http://www.dammispazio.splinder.com. 
14 Exceptions, in our corpus, include Ragazze che dovresti conoscere. The Sex An-
thology [Girls you ought to know] (2004), to which can be added those mentioned 
in reviews (such as Italiane 2004, published by the feminist publishing house Tar-
taruga). 
15 Bourdieu uses the term “cultural producer” to mark “the break with the charis-
matic ideology of ‘creator’” (215). 
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the biographies contain personal information not strictly limited to the 
literary profile: one of the contributors to Margine in nero, a teacher, de-
scribes himself as painter, sculptor, illustrator, designer and “perdi-
tempo”—implying time wasting as a lifestyle. Other writers stress their 
problematic living conditions: Valeria Parrella adds to her biography in-
cluded in the collection Italville (170) that she “survives in Naples”. These 
biographies form ‘miniatures’ of a generation driven by concrete social 
targets, and although this cannot be compared to the political commitment 
(“impegno”)  of previous generations, it has been observed that the an-
thologies published around 2004 signal a need by young writers to con-
front their daily reality of increasing uncertainty in social relations (Me-
rola). We will go further into the subject of a return to “impegno”—which 
occurs after the Cannibali watershed—when we look at the different liter-
ary programmes of the anthologies published around this date. 

In biographical presentations and other paratextual elements, special 
attention is generally drawn to the literary status of some of the writers 
occupying the role of teacher, father or literary example. The collection 
Malacarne. Scrittori allevano scrittori [Writers raise writers] (2004), the 
result of a workshop run by five established young authors including 
Giampiero Rigosi and Paolo Nori, may be less typical in this respect. In 
the introduction (12), the editors Lorini and Barbolini note that they view 
the experience as the beginning of a real “school”. By “school”, one of the 
marks of distinction mentioned by Bourdieu, they do not intend, however, 
a literary institution, but something more playful and open, akin to a pa-
lestra, or gym, where the young talents gather and organize themselves 
not as a group but as a “gang” (“banda” or “pattuglia”), thus avoiding be-
coming part of any canon; moreover, the established writers invited to 
“raise” these young writers do not promote any “anxiety of influence” but 
see themselves as on the same level. In most cases, however, the gang 
leaders are more prominent, or recognized. In the preface to the anthology 
Sconfinare il nord-est che non c’è [Cross the non-existent North East] 
published by Fernandel, another small publishing house which dis-
tinguishes itself in the field of young writing, editor Pavan (7) declares: 
“there is no need for labels. This group, born in the North East, is an 
agreeable gang of writers who see Gianfranco Bettin as an elder brother 
[…] and Daniele Del Giudice as a master!” The afore-mentioned Auto-
bahn collection, composed of stories by (very) young authors at the be-
ginning of their careers, is even conceived as a homage to Tondelli, the 
master of all anthologies (Christanell 2005: 6). 

Established names can also be used to promote genres of popular 
fiction not yet accepted in the realm of Literature. For his anthology Tutti i 
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denti del mostro sono perfetti [All the monster’s teeth are perfect] Evan-
gelisti asked fourteen of the major narrative talents of the moment to 
measure up to a genre considered as inferior for a long time, but by now 
fully licensed by the critics: science fiction. Among them are Niccolò Am-
maniti and Tiziano Scarpa, the front leaders of the Cannibali gang, whose 
names appear in capitals on the front cover. This means that Evangelisti 
sees the Gioventù Cannibale anthology as a point of departure for a new 
concept of literature, an aspect that will be further discussed when we look 
at the collection’s literary programme. 

Within the wider notion of “cultural producers”, editors can become 
authors and vice versa, and this phenomenon of “nomadism” is exempli-
fied by the anthology. According to Ferretti (401), nomadism, especially 
for authors who do not become established, is not only the usual move 
from small to big publisher, but also the inverse trajectory. To give an ex-
ample, Ammaniti’s writings, promoted by Einaudi’s Gioventù Cannibale, 
now recur in numerous anthologies mostly published by Mondadori, as 
does the work of Brolli who launched him.16 On the other hand, a writer 
can also become a permanent member of a publishing house,17 something 
that some small publishers of avant-garde anthologies deliberately want to 
undermine.18 

Having analysed the ingredients of the production process of the 
various anthologies, we now focus on the literary programmes that con-
stitute their reason for being. 

4. Literary programme, reception, and the revival 
of “impegno” 

An initial survey of the literary intentions of the anthologies published 
between 1996 and 2006, leads to a rough division between anthologies 
which stress the innovative characteristics of literary forms and genres, 
and anthologies which depart from extra-aesthetic elements. In both cases, 
literature is endowed with a particular creative force to give form to new 
languages and to not previously described social conditions. 

In the light of the duality between innovation and engagement Brolli’s 
introduction to Gioventù Cannibale (of 1996, and reprinted in 2006) is 

                                                 
16 A further example is that of Nicoletta Vallorani; see Jansen. 
17 This was the case of Simona Vinci, who contributed to and was involved in 
editing Ragazze che dovresti conoscere. 
18 In his introduction to Dammi Spazio, editor Lupi (3) claims that the selected 
contributors do not belong to the Foglio “stable”. 
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most revealing. After a lengthy definition of the concepts of moralism and 
hypocrisy, the editor overtly criticizes the consistently moralistic represen-
tation of violence in Italian literature, whereas other literatures and artistic 
forms, such as the Italian genre films of the ’60s, seem to incorporate 
violence easily, without any moralistic (or ideological) component. Brolli 
then announces the rise of a generation of “young” writers whose texts 
echo the American splatterpunk movement that presents bloody violence 
as a result of a radical antagonism to the literary establishment (2006: ix). 
The texts of the so-called Cannibals can therefore be situated outside the 
“limbs of moralism” even when they draw inspiration from reality (the 
cronaca nera, or crime news, for example). In other words, the Cannibals 
reject the romantic idea of the essential isolation of the Writer—an idea 
which Brolli seems to ascribe to previous generations and which is also 
criticized by Bourdieu (215). The value of the texts is thus established in a 
dialogue with the reader and depends largely on the inspirational mix 
between reality and creativity. Brolli concludes that the novelty of the an-
thology consists in the “voracious” crossing of genre boundaries and in the 
attempt to create a new language of expression. In this sense his view on 
literary innovation reflects that of Spinazzola who argues that the centre of 
the literary field should be “hybridated” with languages stemming from 
the periphery (Spinazzola: 164). 

Ten years later, in the revised edition of Gioventù Cannibale, 
Emanuele Trevi, a “young critic”,19 reinforces Brolli’s statements, claim-
ing that this particular anthology manages to assemble reality and fiction 
in such a way that it transforms the text into a “written cartoon”, imple-
menting a new kind of textual iconicity (in Brolli 2006: 209).20 In his view 
Gioventù Cannibale deserves a ‘quality label’ because of its creation of a 
kind of “mirage” drawn partly from reality, partly from fantasy (205). 
Echoing Leopardi, and the philosophers of “Weak Thought” of the ’80s, 
Trevi also insists on the paradoxical dynamics between renewal and tra-
dition. Giving birth to a “fashion”, a concept that is linked intrinsically 
with that of death, the Cannibali movement incorporates the essence of its 
existence and not its opposite (204). With this metaphysical twist he posi-
tions himself against the generation of Marxist-oriented critics, such as 
Luperini, who condemned the Cannibali enterprise as inauthentic and 
modish, and believed it to be a short-term success with no real future. 
                                                 
19 Trevi was promoted as a young critic in 1996 by Colasanti’s anthology La nuova 
critica letteraria nell’Italia contemporanea. 
20 In Spinazzola’s defence of popular fiction, particular importance is ascribed to 
the graphic novel for its ability to create an alliance between word and image that 
enables it to adapt itself convincingly to this so-called visual turn (295). 
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Trevi stresses, furthermore, that the different expressions of un-
motivated violence are indebted not only to contemporary American film 
(Tarantino) and literature (Ellroy, Brett Easton Ellis), but also to classics 
such as Dostoevski and Emilio Salgari, the latter, according to Trevi, the 
most representative Italian writer of ‘splatter’. Trevi thus contests the line-
arity of literary innovation and the predominance of American models 
(205, 207). 

Both Trevi and Brolli, in their function as cultural producers, strive to 
leave their mark on the dynamics of the renewal of literary forms and 
traditions. Seemingly they still comply with moral and aesthetic guidance 
in the postmodern terrain vague of ‘managers’ of culture. In this respect it 
suffices to read La Porta’s ‘credo’ on the enduring importance of the 
figure of the writer as an intellectual: “These figures (artist, intellectual, 
writer) have an indispensable spiritual and civil role” (in Mozzi 2006: 73). 
In this respect Forgacs’ and Lumley’s assumption (3-4) that in Italy the 
identification of “culture” with literacy and intellectuals has been more re-
silient than in other countries, could still be valid. 

Brolli and Trevi also represent two different, sometimes opposed, 
strands in the aesthetic debate on the value of literature, one that links 
emancipation with mass culture, and one that conceives of the enquiring or 
monitoring faculties of literature in terms of a direct engagement with 
reality. Trevi had also appeared as an author in La qualità dell’aria, an 
anthology antithetical to the Cannibali predecessors in terms of its return 
to “impegno”. 

As has already been mentioned, the year 2004 signals a kind of ethical 
réveil. The anthologies that best represent this change are Gli Intemperanti 
and La qualità dell’aria, both following Einaudi’s Disertori of 2000, an 
anthology that positioned itself strongly “against and beyond the drifts 
(“derive”) of postmodernism, the frantic killings of pulp” (De Angelis: 
215); Gli Intemperanti, indeed, launches itself as a new group of young 
authors “after the time of indifference and the decade of the Cannibals” 
(cover). Yet the response to the Cannibali is conceived differently: one in 
terms of opposition, the other in terms of integration within the literary 
field. 

The Immoderates’ literary programme is, however, poorly articulated. 
It is packaged in a few lines on the cover, to arouse potential readers’ curi-
osity, and in the epigraph by one of the anthologized writers—Maristella 
Bonomo, ‘Intemperante’ n. 11—which reads more as a ‘war cry’: “Tu 
scriverai una storia. Sarà così contro tutti” [You will write a story. It will 
thus be against everyone]. The programme is further developed in various 
interviews with Belloni, whose cautious responses, however, allow for 
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multiple interpretations.21 Literature, in her editorial view, has the poten-
tial to transgress but this is to be found less in “political” antagonism and 
more in literature’s capacity to create alternative worlds (see Belloni in 
Bonadonna). Consonant with what she calls a “moderate transgression” or 
a “composed transgression”, the cover of the Intemperanti volume high-
lights the collected authors’ ability to offer a new perspective on daily 
reality, that of ‘estrangement’, which, indirectly, might also shift that of 
the future reader. For Belloni (in Bonadonna), this alternative view is con-
nected not so much to any form of ideology, but to the distinctive literary 
quality of a new generation of writers, which links her approach with that 
of Tondelli’s Under 25 project.  

The connection between ‘estrangement’ as a literary device and the 
novelty of youth leads us to draw parallels between the Immoderates’ pro-
ject and that of the Cannibals. Interpreting estrangement, rather, as a stra-
tegy of the cultural logic of capitalism, the ‘Deserters from the South’ had 
started their battle against the Young Cannibals precisely from this com-
modified concept, confining them moreover to the arrogant North: “there 
is nothing spectacular, unusual or uncanny in the stories presented by this 
anthology”, declares Disertori editor De Angelis in her postscript to the 
volume (216). What there is instead, she observes, is the very strong 
ethical tension that unites the selected narrations (215). The entire pro-
gramme is formulated in terms of its opposition to the literary field domi-
nated by the North, and in this it reflects the antagonism of the avant-
gardes as described by Bourdieu. The writers included are not typified this 
time as a playful “banda” but as a “battalion of narrators that shatters the 
illusion of a becalmed Italy where everything is in its place” (cover). The 
Cannibals’ style, their mimicking linguistic pastiche, is countered with a 
“hybrid mode”, a mix of archaic and hypermodern elements, which seeks 
to show that the so-called “meridionalità”, or Southern-ness, is not simply 
to be identified, stereotypically, with all that is different from and 
‘resistant’ to the North. A quick look at the biographies of the authors 
listed reveals that five of the ten have in fact left their place of birth and 
moved to the ‘colonizing’ North (Rome, Milan or Turin).  

In terms of “impegno”, while the Intemperanti anthology presents 
itself as an ‘integrated’ rebellion put forward by a small publisher, and is 
therefore also combined with an editorial manoeuvre, Disertori’s frontal 
attack does not prevent this later Einaudi project from being criticized as 
yet another attempt by the large publisher to create a brand in order to 
                                                 
21 When asked whether Bonomi’s epigraph is intended as a statement on literature, 
as a “weapon against the world”, Belloni assents, but points out that other readings 
are possible (in Bonadonna). 
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seize control of the literary market (De Core). It seems impossible, we 
may deduce, for a publisher to keep symbolic and economic values 
separate; this is why the statements made in the different anthologies 
analysed define literature as a creative force independent and distinct from 
other media for its ability to narrate ‘otherness’—whether this is otherness 
in terms of language and literary form, or otherness in terms of resistance 
against the form of the present. Here it is interesting to return to our 
opposition between Brolli and Trevi. Brolli, as we have seen, exemplifies 
a literary change that could be summarized by the koiné of hybridization 
or ‘contamination’. In the case of the Cannibals this was understood as a 
crossover of linguistic and genre boundaries, which makes their initiative 
the prototype for the emancipation of popular culture. As has been shown, 
Evangelisti makes use of Italian pulp’s literary success to ‘lubricate’ the 
science fiction canon. In his collection Tutti i denti del mostro sono per-
fetti he declares that the Cannibali writers have been innovative because 
they made the contamination of genre literature their distinguishing mark 
(2004: 5-6). This does not mean, however, that contamination should be 
restricted to the medium itself, as the example of the Men on Men 
anthology shows—where emancipation is envisioned in terms of ‘gay 
literature’. Editor Scalise explicitly links gay identity to a hybrid kind of 
literary expression, comparing sexual promiscuity to literary hybridity: 
“homosexual literature can give novelty, or impulses; it can suggest paths 
to another kind of literature. In other words, it hybridizes” (10-11).  

Trevi, on the other hand, stands for literature in terms of the ‘visionary 
sublime’ where the extremes of reality and fiction meet; he can therefore 
lend his voice to either ethical or aesthetic forms of ‘contamination’. His 
contribution to La qualità dell’aria in which he reflects on the famous 
Pasolinian concept of “anthropological genocide” put forward in the 1975 
Scritti corsari (see 39-44 and 56-64) has been explained by the critics as 
yet another sign that this anthology is meant, first of all, as an un-
mistakable ‘declaration of intent’. In contrast with Gli Intemperanti editor 
Belloni, Lagioia and Raimo have written a substantial and frequently cited 
preface to their anthology in which they give voice to a dialogue on the 
ethical (re)turn of fiction (7):  
 

“‘Impegno’: this is a taboo on current writing that should be debunked. 
The involvement in what is happening. The responsibility we have as 
citizens, people, simple creatures.”  
“Set out social fears in a style that is strong and recognizable. […] the 
ethics of form.” 
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Here, the move towards “impegno” by a “lost generation” with “no 25 
April or 8 September”, is so heavily imposed by the editors, that some 
critics find it overdone: why do these young (“under 40”) writers have this 
fixation with the “anni di piombo” [Years of lead], asks Mauri? He sug-
gests that perhaps they do not have enough confidence in the imagery 
offered by fiction: “Do writers necessarily need strong events to find their 
way? Perhaps, deep down, there is some mistrust in writing, waiting for 
History to come and fill the voids” (Mauri). The claim that this anthology 
is ‘necessary’ is however never doubted by the critics. In the reviews of 
the volume its ‘message’ is found, rather, in elements that escape univocal 
interpretation, such as the image of a gigantic pig, included in the volume. 
 
Literary change, then, seen through the anthologies published between 
1996 and 2006 seems first of all a question of balance, between the au-
tonomy of the literary field and the heteronomy of the field of production, 
between experiment and consensus, between “novismo” and responsi-
bility. As Belloni puts it: “the secret of success, perhaps, is to come up 
with a product which combines the features of an innovative cultural pro-
posal and a certain social need for that proposal” (in Bonadonna). As we 
have seen, under-30 “novismo” is to be understood not as an antagonistic 
value, but as the ability of young writers to manage with ease the “galvan-
ization” of different types of literature, social contexts and reading publics. 
This art of ‘contamination’ also works on the production level of the an-
thology where the editor, as a “creator of creators”, has the difficult task of 
forming a collective that resists the label of a group or school, which is not 
identified with the marketing strategies of the publishing house and which 
does not re-establish any genealogies of writers or hierarchies of pro-
ducers. The question whether it is possible to speak of avant-garde or of 
the commercial “logic of capital”, or, to use Bourdieu’s terms (216), 
whether the “autonomous principle” or the “heteronymous principle” pre-
vails, still remains relevant to determining the aesthetic value of the an-
thology. As we have shown, through the analysis of the paratexts and the 
reception of the anthologies, the balance between the fields of literature 
and production remains precarious. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

OUTSIDE VOICES WITHIN: IMMIGRATION 
LITERATURE IN ITALIAN 

JENNIFER BURNS 
 
 
 
Literature in Italian written by immigrants is, like large-scale immigration 
as a sociological issue in Italy, a relatively new phenomenon. The first 
texts were published in 1990, written by African writers with the assis-
tance of Italian journalists: Immigrato [Immigrant] by Mario Fortunato 
and Salah Methnani, Io, venditore di elefanti [I, the elephant seller] by Pap 
Khouma, with Oreste Pivetta, and Chiamatemi Alì [Call me Ali] by Mo-
hamed Bouchane, edited by Carla De Girolamo and Daniele Miccione. 
Guiding their co-writers into the field of Italian literary culture, both 
Fortunato and Pivetta commented on the political and cultural urgency of 
telling a different story of the life and aspirations of migrants from the one 
repeatedly told on their behalf, by Italian journalists and commentators, in 
the national media.1 By assisting the migrant writers in speaking for 
themselves, Fortunato and Pivetta aimed not only to displace the dominant 
discourse in the media about immigration—a discourse concerned with 
illegality, crime and economic/cultural threat—by introducing individual 
stories of these same issues experienced from the ‘perpetrator’s’ point of 
view, but also to give migrants a cultural consistency and presence by 
introducing them as writing, reading, thinking, story-telling subjects. 
Hence the arrival of a new io—and a new noi—in Italian literature: where 

                                                 
1 Fortunato voiced these opinions to me in an interview in London, October 2001; 
they are now indicated in the introduction he has added to the latest edition of the 
novel (2006: iii-ix). Pivetta expresses similar opinions in his introduction to 
Khouma’s novel (7-9). Whilst Bouchane recounts in his novel the ways in which 
his editors were instrumental in getting the work into print, their opinions are not 
directly stated in the text. 
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women writers in the ’60s-’70s in particular had established new voices 
telling stories of new experiences, or sometimes familiar experiences told 
from a different point of view, and so had written a new set of subject-
hoods and perhaps a new consciousness into the Italian canon, now writers 
from different cultures were initiating an analogous process, attempting to 
mark out a specific cultural territory in which different voices describing a 
different Italy and a different notion of Italian-ness might be heard and 
responded to. 

Tempting though it is to attempt to articulate a coherent history of 
Italophone writing beginning from these ‘founding’ texts and continuing 
to the present day, any account of the inchoate genre between 1990 and 
the present can only be a tentative and somewhat inconsistent one. There 
are patterns, but the composite picture of Italian literature of immigration 
is just that: a collage made up of a number of different elements which are 
broadly compatible but not necessarily complementary. Early texts are 
predominantly first-person narratives of the act of migration itself and of 
early experiences as a migrant—usually a clandestine one—in Italy. 
Around the end of the ’90s there emerge texts which are rooted in the 
experience of migration or of being a migrant in Italy, and yet tell a story 
other than a straightforward narrative of migration, complicated perhaps 
by plots based on political or emotional concerns, and narrated in the third 
person, creating a protagonist largely identifiable with the author but not 
formally identified as him/her.2 Migration figures increasingly as a con-
cept rather than as a physical experience in such texts; in many ways, it 
becomes part of the imaginative repertoire of the text rather than part of 
the plot, expressed as a general (and often positive) sense of displacement 
and non-belonging. Put more bluntly, and in terms of genre, there is a 
degree of shift from diary to novel. 

As indicated above, however, this is only a degree of shift, because 
other texts demonstrate a reverse movement, no movement, or some sort 
of combination. For instance, Mohsen Melliti’s novel, Pantanella [The 
Pantanella building], is an early text (published in 1993) which is in large 
part a diary of migration. Yet at the same time as it tells the story of clan-
destine individuals struggling to establish themselves in Rome, it also 
investigates the imaginative possibilities of emotional and intellectual dis-
placement, dissociating these notions from any specific history of mi-
gration, in ways which have much more in common with later ‘novels’ (as 
identified above) than with early ‘diaries’. As such, it undermines any 

                                                 
2 Examples are Kubati, Va e non torna [He leaves and never returns] (2000) and 
Tawfik, La straniera [The foreign woman] (1999). 
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evolutionary narrative one might attempt to attach to Italophone writing. 
Similarly, Abdel Malek Smari’s novel, Fiamme in paradiso [Flames in 
paradise] (2000) is a later text which consists in large part of a diary of 
migration comparable to those of Fortunato and Methnani, and Bouchane. 
Apparently published after its time, the attention in the novel to dreams 
and symbols adds a layer of interpretation which accords, however, with 
the more complex structures of later novels, such as Younis Tawfik’s La 
straniera; the combination of physical and metaphysical elements lends 
the novel resonances of Melliti’s Pantanella as well. In other words, we 
come full circle, demonstrating quite effectively that within Italian immi-
gration literature, unequivocal lines of literary progression or consoli-
dation are impossible to draw. Rather than narrating the evolution of a 
genre, then, this chapter will focus on themes and questions which emerge 
as prominent when reading across the range of Italophone writing. Con-
sidering first the extra-textual factors which impact upon any classification 
of immigration literature in Italian as such—namely, genre, gender and 
cultural identity—I will then examine common themes and issues within 
the texts, such as language, individual identity, memory and the past, con-
cepts of home and destination, the aims and functions of this writing and 
its literary qualities. In concluding, I will also briefly consider the pres-
ence of immigrants in narratives by ‘native’ Italian writers. 
 
The construction of any single critical history of Italophone writing is 
complicated by the three significant elements of genre, gender and cultural 
identity. Genre, indeed, has proved instrumental in the formation of any 
kind of minority ‘canon’ in this sense, because literary forms which are 
short have been privileged. It is perhaps an inevitability of ‘minority litera-
ture’ or ‘new’ literatures that the primary interest of the readership is to 
sample such literature, with the anthology functioning as the ideal form. 
This tendency has been reinforced in the specific context of Italophone 
writing in the last decade or more by the emergence of dedicated literary 
prizes for migrant writers, where the prize is wholly or in part that of 
publication, almost always in an anthology. Most notable here is the 
Eks&Tra prize and resultant anthologies, inaugurated in 1995 and awarded 
annually.3 The success of this initiative has been dramatic, in terms of both 

                                                 
3 Eks&Tra describes itself as an “inter-cultural association”, promoting immigrant 
literature and specifically offering annual prizes (the 2007 competition is the thir-
teenth) for poetry and prose. Anthologies of selected entries are published from 
each annual competition, and the organization publishes immigrant writing in 
other forms as well. It has also set up a database of immigrant writing. For details 
of these and other initiatives, see http://www.eksetra.net. 
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the numbers of writers it has brought into print and thus into circulation, 
and the number of important publications it has produced (one anthology 
per year), substantiating the presence of immigrant literature within the 
broad spectrum of the Italian publishing industry. As this suggests, the 
sense of a genuine, growing corpus of writers that the prizes and as-
sociated publications afford indicates a groundswell of literary-critical 
activity which the rather sporadic, isolated publication of novels elsewhere 
seems to negate. The progression of certain individual writers from prize-
winner to jury member, from writer to critic, reinforces this sense of the 
development of an authentic literary culture of immigrant writing, rather 
than the competition and associated publications being simply a well-
intentioned but ultimately inconsequential showcase.4 As my description 
suggests, however, the potentially negative impact of the prizes and an-
thologies is that they privilege novelty and nurture quantity alongside 
quality, counteracting, to some degree, the development of extended indi-
vidual writing careers, longer works and a broader panorama of subject 
matter. A scan of the contents pages of the Eks&Tra anthologies demon-
strates that the passage from a dedicated anthology to a single-authored 
collection of stories, or novel, published by a mainstream publishing 
house, is made rarely. 

Pluralism within the field of Italophone writing can be identified to an 
extent with the gender of writers, though again, the opening up of possibil-
ities sometimes signifies the closing of others. Across the entire spectrum 
of Italophone writing, there is a striking gender imbalance: there are fewer 
female than male writers, especially from Africa.5 This is in many ways a 
simple reflection of the fact that the phenomenon of large-scale immi-
gration which affected Italy from the ’80s onwards was characterized by 
young, single men seeking economic opportunity.6 Women, of course, fol-
lowed, but generally occupying domestic roles within their own family 
units, entering into domestic service, or working in the sex industry. Stark-
ly different though these routes into Italian culture are in a number of 
ways, they are united by a degree of seclusion (or exclusion) from society, 

                                                 
4 Algerian writer Tahar Lamri, who entered a short story in the first Eks&Tra com-
petition (1995), is a case in point. He subsequently became a jury member and 
contributed a critical introduction to the fifth anthology (Lamri 1999). 
5 The proportion of women writers from Eastern Europe is significantly higher: 
notable names are Jarmila Ockayová (Slovakia) and Ornela Vorpsi (Albania). 
6 This very visible influx of predominantly male migrants in the ’80s obscured a 
much longer history of smaller-scale immigration of women from predominantly 
Catholic countries in the developing world, such as the Philippines and Cape Ver-
de, into domestic labour in Italy. On this see both Andall and Pojmann. 
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which in turn denotes a limited need to acquire the level of fluency in the 
Italian language indicated for creative writing. Texts by Fortunato and 
Methnani, Melliti, and Ron Kubati are testimony to a readiness on the part 
of the male migrant to ‘translate’ his experience into a story or novel of 
migration, whether or not he refers to an ambition to write pre-dating and 
even motivating his migration. This readiness is nowhere near so apparent 
amongst women writers: the routes into writing (as the routes of mi-
gration) are more circuitous, and, whilst the men appear to enjoy a signifi-
cant degree of agency, for reasons which appear to be largely cultural, 
women’s experiences—migration, employment, their social and economic 
status and opportunities—are often the results of the choices and action of 
individuals other than themselves. Accordingly, women migrant writers 
tend to introduce not only a different gender but different personal his-
tories and positions: Shirin Ramzanali Fazel, for example, is the wife of a 
successful businessman, and in her novel Lontano da Mogadiscio [A long 
way from Mogadishu] (1994), reflects on the position of being an ‘exile’ 
in Italy through the prism of a history of temporary settlement across the 
globe. Nassera Chohra’s early text, Volevo diventare bianca [I wanted to 
become white] (1993), appears in many ways to tell the same story of mi-
gration as do her male contemporaries: hers is a diary of exclusion, mo-
bility and uncomfortable hybridity. And yet it is not at all the same story: 
Chohra tells of being born and raised in France, the Beur daughter of first-
generation immigrants, and of her experience of Italy as a tourist. As these 
examples illustrate, texts by women migrant writers tend to tell stories of 
migration in Italy not only from a different point of view, defined by gen-
der, but from a complex alternative perspective in which gender is funda-
mentally but not exhaustively significant. 

Cultural identity, identified above as the third major factor which com-
plicates any clear delineation of a history of Italophone writing, is a term 
which covers race, nationality and religion. Yet given that some writers ar-
ticulate their sense of belonging along precisely such lines, whereas others 
identify in terms of one and explicitly not of another, it is the broader term 
that I will employ for the purposes of this discussion. Migration, as I will 
demonstrate below, connotes a number of issues or concepts which cross 
the entire range of migrant writing, irrespective of individual cultural his-
tories and affiliations. It is often not possible to distinguish productively 
between the work of Eastern European and North African Italophone wri-
ters, for example, at the level of close literary interpretation; furthermore, 
within the field of Italophone writing there are no clear strands of minority 
literatures from different geographical or cultural areas. This said, indi-
vidual or collective cultural identities clearly impart a specific flavour to 
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specific texts, and given that the migrant imaginary which the most 
interesting of these texts seek to explore is inevitably imbued with for-
mative emotional, physical and intellectual experiences in a country or 
culture outside Italy, the specificities of this cultural make-up are perhaps 
not instrumental, but at least significant, in the interpretation of the texts. 
Each writer has a cultural idiolect which informs his or her text, and a 
subtle interpretation will identify and pay heed to this, ascertaining to what 
extent it accentuates or modifies certain themes or experiences described 
in the text. Added to these variables regarding the ‘home’ cultural context 
are distinctions associated with socio-cultural position in the ‘destination’ 
culture, Italy. Different histories of migration to Italy, whether expressed 
within the text or not, denote different positions in Italian society, from 
clandestine outsider (such as Methnani) to integrated insider (Tawfik).7 In 
other words, there is no ‘average’ migrant writer in Italian, and all general-
izations must be qualified. 
 
Turning now to some of the textual factors which establish continuities 
between Italophone writers, the first is embedded in that term: the use of 
the Italian language, which is not their first. In many cases, it is not the 
writer’s second language, either; in fact, the use of Italian may well denote 
a specific and quite peculiar choice. Anglophone and Francophone writers 
write in the language in question generally because it is their second lang-
uage and the language of their colonizers, however distant the colonial 
period might be. It is a choice, but a strongly pre-determined one. Italo-
phone writers, however—especially African writers—are likely to have 
French as their second language, and yet many eschew this language and 
choose to write in another, that of the destination culture. Graziella Parati 
(1997: 174) observes very interestingly that the deliberate circumvention 
of the colonial language, the writer’s second language, might be 
interpreted as an indirect gesture of resistance: 
 

Cultural and linguistic métissage is based on the attempt to intertwine tra-
ditionally diverse cultures and literatures in order to create a hybrid entity 
that destroys the separation between the dominant Western literary tra-
dition and the non-Western tradition of, very often, the colonized. [...] In 
this hybrid context, the French tradition and language become intermediate 
passages that lead to the acquisition of a third (sometimes a fourth) culture 
and language. The colonizer’s language and literature are therefore dis-

                                                 
7 Tawfik migrated from Iraq to Italy in the early ’80s and is a professor of litera-
ture at the University of Genoa. 
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placed from their usual privileged position in order to become secondary to 
the appropriation and personalization of another culture. 

 
According to Parati, then, the choice of Italian by Italophone writers from 
former French colonies is an attempt to move beyond the postcolonial and 
to attenuate, by means of implicit rejection, the legacy of cultural domi-
nance left behind by colonialism. French is consigned to the past, Italian is 
part of a future in which languages and the cultures they express are 
shared and borrowed. As a model of what one might call linguistic poli-
tics—the strategic use and negotiation of national languages—it is quite 
compelling, and can also be applied to transnational migrations towards 
Italy where French is not an ‘intermediate’ language. Common to all Italo-
phone writers, I would hazard, is the sense of a correlation between lingui-
stic mobility and social mobility: the acquisition of Italian is the precursor 
to the acquisition of material and cultural benefits associated with Italy 
and, by extension, Europe. 

Construed in this positivist, even entrepreneurial, sense, the use of the 
Italian language by immigrant writers appears to seek a certain anonymity: 
the writer attempts to write Italian in an unmarked way, to write without 
an accent, in order that his or her prose should ‘pass’ as that of a native 
Italian speaker. Indeed, the majority of texts by Italophone writers are un-
marked in precisely this way, employing a limpid, efficient prose style and 
register which accord closely with those used by contemporary ‘native’ 
Italian writers. Viewed in the context of minority literatures, and par-
ticularly postcolonial literatures, this appears odd: an important part of the 
project of both is to misuse the majority or colonial language so as to 
demonstrate a resistance to the oppressive power it connotes and to ex-
press a different, ‘accented’ position. Following Parati’s argument, the ab-
sence of this element of ‘resistance writing’ (Harlow) in Italophone wri-
ting would seem to be a natural concomitant to its ‘post-postcolonial’ 
aspirations: Italy is not, for most Italophone writers, a colonial power to be 
challenged. 

Nevertheless, the less specifically targeted objective of most Italophone 
writing seems to be, as indicated at the outset, to express other cultures 
within Italian culture and to posit other modes and concepts of Italian-ness. 
A prerequisite of this would seem to be marking or accenting somehow the 
written language, and indeed there is evidence of writers disrupting or 
playing with Italian in gently subversive ways. In some instances, Italian in 
the text is infiltrated by words or phrases from other languages. Similarly, 
words or concepts in Italian are transliterated, expressing an appropriation 
of them into another language or language culture. More compellingly, 
Italian is challenged not by another language as such, but by alternative 
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systems of signification and expression, such as silence, music, dance, ges-
ture, and even architecture. This suggests that it is not necessarily the spe-
cific lexis and grammar of a national language that is being questioned, but 
rather the concept of expressing human experience, emotion and thought 
by means of the tightly structured and ultimately limited framework of a 
language as we conceive of it. In a story entitled “Riso e banane” [Rice and 
bananas; although see below] by Yousef Wakkas, the first-person pro-
tagonist responds to being repeatedly berated in an Italian language class 
about his use of the hypothetical period by asking permission to go to the 
bathroom, where “rideva per interminabili minuti” [he laughed for minutes 
on end] (60).8 The word-play in the title of the story—“Riso e banane”—at 
this point becomes clear. The protagonist’s hilarity, almost hysterical, is a 
direct—but private—challenge to the heavily-enforced promotion of logic 
and reason in the language class. The freedom of his almost uncontainable 
laughter undermines the confinement of the laws of language and of the 
laws of the land (he is in prison) which regulate the classroom from which 
he has escaped. But he has escaped to a closed cubicle, for an allotted time, 
with specific permission: physically and bureaucratically, he is not free at 
all, and yet the joyous freedom of his private laughter indicates an indi-
vidual, intellectual freedom that cannot be controlled. 

This vivid vignette from Wakkas’ story serves as an effective illus-
tration of the way in which language is perhaps more of a thematic than a 
stylistic question in Italophone writing. For immigrant writers, even the 
early authors of texts co-written or edited by a native Italian speaker, the 
choice of Italian and the mechanics of composing in that language seem 
almost a given, an issue whose resolution pre-dates the conception and 
production of the text. Instead, the language question is enmeshed with the 
broad and dominant theme of identity: the migrant individual’s relation-
ship with and facility in inhabiting the language of the destination country 
is one element of the multi-faceted question of who s/he is within this new 
culture. 

The theme of identity is perhaps the most prominent, overarching one 
which unites Italian immigration literature in all its manifestations. A brief 
consideration simply of the titles of the earliest texts demonstrates the 
essential quality of the notion of identity: as titles, both Immigrato and Io, 
venditore di elefanti indicate the underlying questions of “Who am I 
(here)?” and “How am I to be identified in Italian culture?”. In later novels 
which move away from the immediate experience of migration, the very 
familiarization with Italian society and culture which this move connotes 

                                                 
8 All translations are mine. 
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is often seen to go hand in hand with a perpetual re-assessment of the 
individual’s own position and degree of ‘strangeness’ with regard to 
‘native’ Italians, and with an acute attention to the individual histories and 
vicissitudes which make these Italians feel estranged or out of place in 
their ‘own’ culture. Just as the ‘language question’, as outlined above, has 
moved beyond one of acquiring ease with another language to a more 
complex investigation of how language informs consciousness, selfhood 
and perception of oneself in society, so the ‘identity question’ shifts from 
simple dichotomies of otherness and integration, migrant and native, out-
sider and insider, to more nuanced explorations of the extent to which all 
individuals experience identity as something ill-fitting and imperfect. 

This is not to suggest a flattening out of the question of identity, 
annulling its specific import in narratives of migration: the position of the 
migrant, in-between strong and usually formative identities associated 
with country of birth, religion, native language and cultural tradition, re-
mains a uniquely privileged one in these texts. However, rather than en-
gaging in a somewhat polarized debate between identities associated with 
home and destination cultures, later immigrant literature in Italian, in par-
ticular, tends to draw attention to what one might term processes of iden-
tification, or the incremental negotiations of one’s sense of self prompted 
by encounters with people, places and practices which are unfamiliar and 
challenging. Tawfik’s novel, La straniera, for example, again draws atten-
tion to heavily marked identities by means of its title, and the novel works 
to elaborate an understanding of how a fixed identity applied to another 
individual can, on intimate encounter with that individual, work gradually 
to undermine not only the identity crudely applied to this ‘other’, but also 
the fixed parameters of one’s own identity, upon which rest the identifi-
cation of the other as different. The novel has two protagonists, each nar-
rating in the first person in alternate chapters, one of whom is a male 
architect of Middle Eastern origin, long resident in Turin, and the other a 
female clandestine migrant from North Africa, working as a prostitute in 
the same city. The straniera of the title is alien to the architect in all sorts 
of ways, but the impact of her irruption into the steady rhythm of his ‘inte-
grated’ life in Italy is such that she demonstrates, by means of an intricate 
process of deconstruction, that he is in fact as foreign, as estranged, as she 
is. Similarly, Kubati’s second novel, M (2002), narrates a segment in the 
life of a migrant in Italy (his origins not specified) as he moves amongst a 
group of Italians whose identities and principles are as mobile as their 
living arrangements and social practices: all live in a sort of flux which 
has both positive and negative impacts on them, both as individuals and as 
a group of friends. The migrant comes to represent a point of relative fix-
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ity and self-awareness amidst the restless individual histories which de-
velop around him, and as such the novel demonstrates very effectively that 
what are conventionally assumed to be the fast anchors of identity—fac-
tors such as nationality, family history, domicile, education and profes-
sional status—can prove to be loose ties easily dislodged by the unpredic-
table tides of human experience. 

Kubati’s second novel, M, is unusual in that it is situated entirely in the 
present, and a number of possible futures, whereas a salient characteristic 
of Italophone texts is their preoccupation with the past. Memory is a 
powerful theme and structural principle of many texts, and is interwoven 
with the issue of identity, in the sense that the process of identification in 
the environment of the destination culture relies increasingly heavily on 
the persistent recourse to models of identity associated with tradition, up-
bringing, and home. Memory serves to re-visit and hence re-construct 
identities established in the past or simply associated with the past, and as 
such underpins the construction of identities in the new context. These 
foundations are, of course, shaky, given that memory is selective, flawed 
and prone to distortion, and the urgent personal impetus to consolidate an 
identity with reference to the past, in order robustly to face the challenges 
of the present and future, results in what perhaps amounts to an invention 
of memory. The passage in some immigrant writing from memory as a 
brief snapshot of the past, to memory as a more extended and consuming 
re-experience of the past, to memorialization and epitaphic veneration of 
that past, is a rapid one. In Tawfik’s La straniera, for example, memory 
gradually comes to predominate, by means of the exchange of stories, in 
the architect’s life in the present, such that he retreats entirely into the 
past, at the expense of his sanity and perhaps of his life (the ending is 
ambiguous). In Kubati’s first novel, Va e non torna, an italicized section at 
the centre of the novel, presented as the draft of a novel the protagonist is 
working on, narrates an ambiguous memory (ambiguous in large part be-
cause it is already a second-hand memory) of what is clearly to be re-
garded as a seminal sequence of events in his individual formation. The 
central position of this account stresses its essential status, whilst the fact 
that it is italicized stresses its elliptical, proto-fictional quality. Kubati thus 
suggests that, whilst the present-day narrative recounts a story of suc-
cessful, though not straightforward, migration and establishment of a life 
in a new country, this narrative is troubled and even undermined by its 
basis in a memory which is profoundly important and informative, in per-
sonal terms, but which remains unreliable. Memory thus figures as an im-
mensely powerful resource for the migrant writer, but simultaneously as a 
point of instability and vulnerability, having the capacity to expose the 
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overpowering need of the migrant to construct and preserve a past in order 
to be able to sustain a present and future. 

This relationship of at once continuity and strong contrast between past 
and present (and future) is explored in Italophone writing also in terms of 
the somewhat polarized concepts of home and destination, which retain 
distinct resonance in the migrant imaginary. In earlier texts—and in many 
later ones—home serves as the physical starting point of the journey of 
migration as well as the starting point of the narrative which recounts that 
experience. As such, the home country and culture have indeed the status 
of an origin: the place from which the physical, emotional, psychological, 
intellectual, and artistic odyssey begins. Home functions in more oblique 
form as the end-point of the same multi-layered journey. In some cases—
Fortunato and Methnani’s Immigrato, for example—the novel and the mi-
gration it recounts literally come full circle with the return home (albeit 
temporary) at the close of the story; in many cases, though, this is a no-
tional, longed-for return which is never realized, remaining a mirage in the 
distance which the migrant paradoxically looks forward to as a future pos-
sibility of completion or fruition even as s/he develops an increasingly in-
sistent awareness of the impossibility of return. Kubati’s Va e non torna, 
as its title suggests, dramatizes precisely this notion that, whilst home re-
mains a prominent talisman as the migrant elaborates an identity and a life 
in a different culture, the only genuine possibility of creating a successful 
life elsewhere rests upon the recognition that any permanent or extended 
period of return home is impossible. 

Countless other narratives of immigration in Italian engage directly or 
indirectly, with varying degrees of urgency, with the concept of home and 
all it connotes: family and emotional ties, cultural roots, tradition and 
values, guilt and nostalgia. In many cases, the affective weight of home as 
a concept is such that it entirely counterbalances any detailed represen-
tation of the country or culture itself, which figures in the text as a 
collection of resonant vignettes. On the other hand, texts such as, notably, 
Fazel’s Lontano da Mogadiscio combine a powerful sense of loss of the 
home culture—as indicated by the title—with a coherent and sustained 
project to bring the distant country home, in effect, to the Italian reader. 
Fazel vividly constructs a dense and three-dimensional model of Somalia, 
as a war-torn and politically abandoned state prone to the problematic 
interventions of foreign powers, as the repository of a powerful culture of 
respect and hospitality, as the marvellous and exotic symbolic heart of 
Africa. Dizzying though this impassioned depiction may be, it expresses 
emphatically the writer’s insistence that her Italian reader recognize her 
home country. Home in this text signifies an ethical imperative, whilst in 
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other Italophone novels and stories it remains a strong, even primary, 
reference point, often depicted in more intimate and allusive form. 

Italy as the destination country, temporarily at least, is also represented 
both in symbolic and realistic terms in Italophone texts. The myth of Italy, 
elided with the myth of the ‘West’, is a powerful concoction of material 
and economic plenty, cultural and intellectual liberty, free personal and 
sexual expression: in short, opportunity. Narratives of the pre-migration 
period tend to focus on the eagerness of the migrant to reach the ‘other’ 
side of the Mediterranean or Adriatic and thus to have freedom to con-
struct a new life. Anxiety about this transition is occasionally expressed 
prior to departure, but most often increases as the journey itself proceeds, 
introducing obstacles and dangers. A familiar topos of arrival in Italy is 
the realignment or even switching of perspectives: the land or continent of 
opportunity, constructed in opposition to the home country of economic 
and cultural constraint, reveals itself to be constructed, at least from the 
immigrant’s point of view, on a series of prohibitions and exclusions, such 
that opportunity is strictly limited. Hence the mechanism whereby the 
home country from which departure was longed for transmutes into the 
locus of familiarity, security and understanding, to which return is now de-
sired. This process of projection, disillusionment, reappraisal and reverse 
projection is clearly most prominent in those texts, predominantly earlier 
texts, which are explicit narratives of migration.9 Novels and stories more 
removed from the immediate migratory experience tend to allude to sim-
ilar processes, and to develop a depiction of home heavily imbued with 
nostalgia and regret (as in the case of Tawfik). 

Common to texts of all types and periods, however, is a close attention 
to the physical territory of Italy which amounts to a discovery or re-dis-
covery of a land which is at once familiar—known through television 
broadcasts, print media, education, cultural artefacts, etc.—and ex-
perienced as unfamiliar, unlike the representations hitherto known. A large 
number of texts contribute to a collective project of re-mapping the 
spaces—particularly the urban spaces—of Italy, by means of subverting 
conventional, tourist-style explorations of its cities and sights. Rather than 
figuring the Colosseum, for example, as the principal and archetypal 
building of Rome, texts by immigrants figure Stazione Termini, the central 
station, as the hub of the city. Streets, pavements and junctions are the 
places of description and action, rather than recognizable buildings or 
monuments, and where buildings are featured, and indeed their archi-
tectural excellence or beauty recognized, there is a powerful emphasis on 

                                                 
9 Melliti’s Pantanella offers a rich example. 
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hard, resistant exteriors. The sense of Italian urban space that is developed 
challenges conventional associations of elegance and sophistication by 
positing an experience which is not necessarily brutal or negative, but 
which nevertheless bespeaks exclusion and anonymity. 

Even in novels such as Kubati’s M and Tawfik’s La straniera, in 
which the protagonists (the male, rather than the female, protagonist in the 
case of La straniera) are established and relatively ‘at home’ in the city in 
which they live, there remains a powerful sense of non-belonging, con-
veyed primarily through the emphasis on moving through the anonymous 
spaces of the city—its streets or underground network—rather than being 
situated within an identifiable and permanent professional or domestic lo-
cation. Places of entertainment and leisure in such novels tend similarly to 
be community centres or bars in the urban periphery, characterized by 
chaotic décor and entertainment, a mixed clientele and a general sense of 
improvization; fashionable bars and restaurants, theatres and opera houses, 
are absent or simply glimpsed from the outside. Those novels and stories 
set in provincial or rural locations stress the anonymity of main roads, 
open fields, industrial zones and abandoned houses, again suggesting a 
different perception of the picturesque Italian countryside familiar from 
travel writing and tourist materials, and also point to alternative uses of 
established spaces. In Khouma’s Io, venditore di elefanti, for example, the 
beach at Rimini is portrayed not as a place of leisure but both as a business 
location (for selling African ornaments to holiday-makers) and as the stage 
for a confrontation between the narrator and the law (he is chased and 
arrested by a carabiniere). These piecemeal initiatives to present an alter-
native experience of Italian places and spaces, together with the more 
general feature that most migrants enter Italy from the south and move 
northwards, inverting the conventional north-to-south itinerary of the 
‘grand tour’ and its contemporary derivatives, constitute a genuine reap-
praisal—or, as described above, re-mapping—of Italy as a geographical 
entity, and by extension, since place and practice appear to be so 
intimately intertwined, of Italy as a cultural entity. Perhaps one of the most 
significant contributions that immigrant literature in Italian has made and 
continues to make to Italian culture is this insistence on resisting, through 
demonstration, any strong assertion of Italian cultural identity and so 
questioning what exactly can be understood by ‘Italian-ness’. 

This suggests—accurately, I believe—that a major constitutive factor 
of the literature of immigration in Italy is its ethical, perhaps political, 
import. As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, early texts came into 
existence precisely because of a commitment to tell a different, perhaps 
truer, story of immigrants, their various cultures, and the motivations and 
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aspirations underlying their presence in Italy. This element of raising 
awareness and enriching inter-cultural understanding has remained a 
prominent one in Italophone writing to this day: texts discussed above 
illustrate this, as well as works by writers such as Kossi Komla-Ebri, who 
has sustained an initiative which it would not be hyperbolic to describe as 
a campaign to use writing as a means to educate both native Italians and 
migrants in inter-cultural awareness.10 ‘Educate’ is a significant word, 
since Komla-Ebri’s work to some degree, and more strikingly works by 
Eritrean writer Ribka Sibhatu and Senegalese writer Saidou Moussa Ba, 
are aimed precisely at a scholastic audience, and, employing paratextual 
accompaniments such as glossaries, religious and cultural explanations, 
recipes and maps, seek to explain fully to the generation of Italians who 
are, for the first time, growing up and learning alongside migrant children, 
who their classmates are, in the fullest sense of the phrase.11 Ba is one ex-
ample of a large group of migrant writers and artists who indeed work in 
schools—primarily the scuole medie—engaging in a dialogue with chil-
dren from a variety of backgrounds in order to give some human substance 
to what has long been treated by the Italian media as a kind of national 
cataclysm: the ‘phenomenon’ of immigration. Amongst this sector of im-
migrant cultural activity, the concept of intercultura, or inter-cultural 
awareness, has been heavily investigated and promoted. Regarding multi-
culturalism as a flawed and somewhat outdated concept which has re-
vealed its limitations and indeed dangers in the context of British and 
French society, discussions of intercultura emphasize dialogue and ex-
change and, whilst valuing cultural specificities, encourage these to be 
expressed in the spirit of reciprocity rather than of self-assertion. 

Alongside the social role played by immigrant writing in Italian (the 
aspect of it perhaps most widely and readily discussed) lie the specifically 
literary aspects of this new branch of Italian literature. The emergence of a 
handful of best-sellers and of winners of mainstream literary prizes is one, 
albeit not especially reliable, measure of the ‘quality’ of Italophone wri-
ting, but what I would draw attention to is the immense value accorded to 

                                                 
10 See in particular Komla-Ebri, Imbarazzismi. Quotidiani imbarazzi in bianco e 
nero [The title is a pun on the Italian words for embarrassment (imbarazzo) and for 
racism (razzismo), which might be rendered clumsily in English as ‘Embar-
racisms’, with the subtitle: Everyday misunderstandings in black and white] 
(2002a) and Neyla. Un incontro, due mondi (2002b; Neyla, 2004). 
11 See Sibhatu, Aulò. Canto-poesia dall’Eritrea (1993); Ba and Micheletti, La 
promessa di Hamadi (1991) and La memoria di A (1995) [Hamadi’s promise; The 
memory of A]. 
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literature by a number of migrant writers.12 The stereotype of the Italo-
phone writer probably envisages an economic migrant—an individual mi-
grating for economic rather than political or other reasons—with a basic 
education who turns to writing, with the aid of an Italian-speaking 
‘specialist’, in order to make his or her voice, and by extension that of his 
or her community, heard. The common profile of Italophone writers is, 
however, of a literature graduate with an extensive experience of reading, 
in local and international literatures, and perhaps some experience of wri-
ting or translating, who migrates in part with the ambition to write, and to 
increase his/her intellectual scope. 

Books, in short, are of striking importance in a number of texts, often 
figuring as the token, or even totem, of the existence as an emotional and 
intellectual subject which objectification as an immigrant in the public 
spaces of Italy seems to deny. The recourse to a book—be it one to read or 
the diary, notebook or loose sheets of the migrant’s own text-in-pro-
gress—is consistently experienced as a moment of escape and of pleasure, 
in which the unrewarding quality of life and work as an immigrant in Italy 
is compensated by the prospect of apparently infinite intellectual and arti-
stic profit. Viewed from this perspective, rather than from the more 
immediate perspective of its socio-cultural impact, the specifically literary 
qualities of these texts begin to stand out. As indicated above in my brief 
thematic survey, there are ways in which a number of Italophone writers 
contribute very powerfully to particular flashpoints of literary activity, 
perennial or contemporary: discussions of identity and subjecthood, of 
memory and loss, of inter-personal relationships. In many cases, this is 
more than simply another contribution to a well-worn theme: as already 
stated, by approaching issues or objects generally taken as ‘read’—such as 
the physical nature of an Italian city—from an alternative direction, or 
perhaps un-reading them, immigrant writers can genuinely claim to be 
pushing forward a fresh initiative in Italian literature, alternative and even 
challenging positions. 

Making grand claims such as this for what remains a rather discon-
tinuous ‘trend’ in contemporary Italian literature is, of course, risky. This 
very risk can be discerned in critical responses to this literature to date, in 
that these have been somewhat polarized between, on the one hand, an 
attempt to create cohesion, indeed to create a literary movement, and to 
                                                 
12 An example of a novel winning a mainstream prize is Tawfik’s La straniera 
(Premio Grinzane Cavour, 2000). Best-sellers by immigrant writers also include 
Komla-Ebri’s Imbarazzismi, and a novel by Algerian writer Amara Lakhous, 
Scontro di civiltà per un ascensore a piazza Vittorio [Clash of civilizations in a lift 
at Piazza Vittorio] (2006), which won the Premio Flaiano, 2006. 
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interpret this in the terms of established critical models, and more specifi-
cally, comparative literature, and on the other, an interpretation within the 
field of cultural studies, attuned more to issues of production, reception 
and general cultural impact, than to specifically literary-critical questions. 
The polarization is accentuated by the fact that the first approach is 
characteristic of academic work on immigrant writers in Italy, and 
specifically that of Armando Gnisci and colleagues at La Sapienza Uni-
versity in Rome, and the second of scholars in the United States, pre-
dominantly Graziella Parati at Dartmouth College.13 Identifying a polar-
ization masks, of course, more tentative and pluralistic positions taken by 
scholars and critics in Italy, America and other countries, and in many 
ways, such a diffusion of critical work and academic research in the area 
can only be regarded as healthy. The most interesting factor to note here is 
perhaps the interchange between writers and critics, or writers as critics, 
within the field of Italophone writing itself. I referred above (note 4) to 
Lamri’s passage from contestant to judge in the Eks&Tra competitions; in 
addition, Methnani has translated Arabic works into French and Italian 
and has written journalistic pieces on the literature of the Maghreb, and 
Komla-Ebri has written in the Italian media on topics of general inter-
cultural interest and specifically on immigrant literature. Though, interest-
ingly, conversation with some of these writers reveals that they do not—or 
claim not to—read works by other Italophone writers, and instead read 
(generally and crudely speaking) contemporary Italian literature, European 
classics, and literature from their home tradition, there is clearly a critical 
dialogue in the process of consolidation amongst the writers/critics them-
selves. Initiatives in Italy in particular, such as a series of seminars organ-
ized by Gnisci, bring writers and interested academics together with the 
specific aim of discussing critically the interpretation of these texts and the 
significances of the wider ‘genre’ of immigrant literature in Italian. This 
involvement of readers, critics and writers, on a number of levels, in an 
ongoing discussion about the development of this new branch of Italian 
literature may prove its most powerful support. 
 A final perspective on immigrant writing in Italian which casts an 
interesting light on the topic is that of the representation and presence of 
immigrants in novels and stories written by contemporary, ‘native’ Italian 
writers. It is not my intention to provide here an exhaustive catalogue, but 
                                                 
13 Gnisci’s publications in this area are numerous: see Works Cited for a represent-
ative sample. In addition to articles such as that cited from above, Parati has 
published an anthology of migrant writing translated into English (Mediterranean 
Crossroads, 1999), and a monograph on Italophone culture (Migration Italy, 
2005): see Works Cited. 
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rather to draw attention to some patterns. It is reasonable first to say that 
the presence of immigrants in contemporary Italian (rather than Italo-
phone) writing is not substantial, but there is evidence of immigrants ap-
pearing as—significantly—peripheral and sometimes symbolic presences 
in a number of texts. Marco Lodoli’s works have featured a number of 
immigrant characters, but perhaps most striking is Isole, published in 
2005, with the subtitle, Guida vagabonda di Roma [Islands. A vagabond’s 
guide to Rome]. Wandering through the city mainly on foot, without an 
itinerary and eschewing main, monumental squares and quarters in favour 
of humbler and more anonymous environments, Lodoli implicitly res-
ponds to the initiatives indicated by immigrant writers, as described above, 
by re-viewing and re-living his city from a new perspective and physical 
position. As such, he finds the “islands” of his title: the suggestive and re-
warding sights, locations and events, glimpsed momentarily, which seem 
to constitute the genuine wonders of the city. Interestingly, he sees im-
migrants during his tour, and self-consciously watches them at work, at 
home and at leisure from behind the windscreen of his car, drawing atten-
tion to a barrier—an uncomfortably prurient one—which exists between 
those who have long inhabited the city and those who have newly adopted 
some of its quartieri. Seeing some young black women walking past, he 
immediately identifies them as Nigerian and as prostitutes, resorting to a 
stereotype which he cannot possibly know to be true in this instance. 
However, an awkward self-consciousness dominates Lodoli’s observation 
here. 

Similarly, in the collection of crime stories, Crimini (2005), Niccolò 
Ammaniti’s contribution (with Antonio Manzini) features a Sudanese 
street-dweller who acts as the bumbling and comic sidekick of the exalted 
then disgraced plastic surgeon who is the protagonist of the story and the 
perpetrator of the crime. Neither hero nor victim, he is simply an acces-
sible vignette whose effect in the story relies not on a reader’s under-
standing of Sudanese culture nor of immigrant culture, but simply on his 
or her assumption that an African migrant will possess neither home nor 
language but will possess a willingness to serve and a faintly exoticized 
inner strength and spirituality which will enable him (perhaps particularly 
a male) to elude, unscathed, any threatening situation. A deep vein of 
irony runs through the entire tale, and, in short, these are not blunt deploy-
ments of stereotypes. Nevertheless, these examples are some distance 
from the portrayal in an Italian novel or story of an immigrant as an equal 
to his or her native Italian counterpart. 

To draw strong conclusions regarding what remains a relatively in-
substantial and multifarious trend in contemporary Italian literature is, it is 
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clear, difficult and probably inappropriate. As discussed in this essay, 
there are prominent and important issues and themes associated with im-
migration literature in Italian: inter-cultural communication, investigation 
of Italy and of notions of ‘Italian-ness’, questions of individual identity 
and affective make-up, explorations of memory, mobility, and language. 
The numerous levels on which these texts engage the reader—the numer-
ous genres, in many ways, which they weave together—are testimony to 
the fact that Italophone writing is not simply of sociological or even poli-
tical interest, but also has a great deal to offer specialists in literature, in 
terms of the ways that familiar themes or questions in literary criticism 
appear with new and suggestive hues in the writing of immigrants to Italy. 
In an interview I conducted with him in November 2001, Saidou Moussa 
Ba referred to a line from a song he had heard (whose singer or title he did 
not know) which had struck him as particularly evocative of inter-cultural 
exchange: “Io ti presto i miei occhi, così saprai cosa piace a me” [I’ll lend 
you my eyes, then you’ll know what I like]. Interpreted negatively, Ba 
commented, this expressed the almost sadistic enforcement of one culture 
upon another associated with colonialism. Interpreted positively, it ex-
pressed an open readiness to engage with another. Immigration literature 
in Italian can perhaps be summed up as an initiative, however complex 
and contingent, to lend Italian literary culture a new pair of eyes. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

APOCALYPSE AND DYSTOPIA  
IN CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN WRITING 

GILLIAN ANIA 
 
 
 
To explore the womb, or tomb, or dreams; all these are usual 
Pastimes and drugs, and features of the press: 
And always will be, some of them especially 
When there is distress of nations and perplexity 
Whether on the shores of Asia, or in the Edgware Road. 
Men’s curiosity searches past and future 
And clings to that dimension.1 

 
Eliot here embraces several common elements of what we might under-
stand by ‘apocalypse’. The original Greek term is concerned with ‘re-
vealing’, with searching “past and future”, the better to understand what 
has happened and will happen. Yet although St John’s book of Revelation 
is concerned primarily with explaining his eschatological vision of the 
‘last things’, both to encourage the early Church (of final reward) and to 
act as a stern warning (against increasing corruption and apostasy), it is 
the powerful notion of the violent or cataclysmic end of all things that has 
persisted and most influenced our perception of ‘apocalypse’ through the 
ages, as represented in literature. Dystopia, a term of relatively recent 
coinage (although the concept itself is not new), is closely linked with 
apocalypse—as indeed with its opposite, or the imagined ideal, utopia—
all terms featuring prominently in contemporary fiction and discourse: the 
last twenty years have seen a spate of books, plays and films with ‘apoca-

                                                 
1 T. S. Eliot, “The Dry Salvages” (212). The verses allude to the book of Daniel 
chapter 12, and, especially, to Luke 21: 25-26. 
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lyptic’ themes and/or titles, as also of scholarly essays seeking to represent 
or explain some aspect of our world in terms of the biblical prophecy.2 

In order to situate and discuss contemporary—and specifically Ital-
ian—trends, there are a number of questions that need to be addressed, all 
of which relate to the central issue of why ‘apocalypse now’; this essay 
will seek to determine, for example, whether the turn of the second mil-
lennium is a significant point in history or simply an arbitrary, numerical 
point, whether religious belief (for those who adhere to the Christian 
calendar) has become mere superstition,3 whether mankind has always 
feared ‘The End’. As far as Europe, at least, is concerned, reports (or 
propaganda) would suggest that we are experiencing sustained economic 
and technological growth, extensive public services, accelerated com-
munications and increased individual leisure time which, in different 
degrees, the utopias of the past all aspired to. Yet it is also true, and far 
more relevant to our theme, that scientific and technological progress has 
been accompanied over the last half century or so by increasing be-
wilderment, unease, frustrations and fears, which partly account for this 
proliferation of apocalyptic visions (or predictions) of ‘The End’ (or of a 
‘premature’ end). 

We also need to address the different dimensions (and definitions) of 
apocalypse and dystopia, and their relation to the Italian literary tradition. 
It is important to point out, furthermore, that rather than looking at 
‘absolute’ apocalypses—the canonical Judeo-Christian apocalypse has a 
very precise narrative form, found solely in the Bible,4—what concerns us 

                                                 
2 It is nevertheless true that apocalyptic terms are lamentably over-used, as part of 
the newspaper-led populist sensationalism—nothing, it seems, ‘sells’ quite like 
catastrophe. However, as Reddish states (19), few people are now familiar with the 
works from which such terms and ideas originate (largely Daniel and Revelation; 
see note 4). 
3 The concept of one final apocalypse is not compatible with most Eastern relig-
ions; see Zimbaro: 12. Kermode (in Bull: 251-55) discusses the ‘pull’ of ‘dates’ 
and the connection in this respect with Christianity. 
4 Most scholars cite the definition of Collins: “‘Apocalypse’ is a genre of reve-
latory literature with a narrative framework, in which a revelation is mediated by 
an otherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing a transcendent reality which 
is both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation, and spatial 
insofar as it involves another supernatural world” (9); see also Reddish: 23 and 
Kermode in Bull: 251-52. The main Old Testament source is Daniel (especially 7-
12), though also Isaiah 24-27, Ezekiel 38-39, Joel 2-3 and Zechariah 12-14, while 
in the New Testament it is Revelation, though also Mark 13, Luke 21, and 2 Thes-
salonians 2. For most critics (e.g. Reddish: 35), apocalyptic literature is symbolic, 
poetic and abstract rather than factual, to be taken seriously though not literally. 
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here are writings that use apocalyptic or dystopian elements, visions that 
may or may not have teleological implications for their authors. Following 
on from this, the central focus will be those writers whose sense of 
disquiet, or alarm about the ways of our world reveals itself in apocalyptic 
paradigms or discourse: two in particular, namely Paola Capriolo and 
Tullio Avoledo, but also Sebastiano Vassalli and Guglielmo Pispisa. In 
this context we will explore the writers’ impulses and motivations, their 
different representations of apocalypse and dystopia, and the particular 
ways in which the novels resolve, if they do, the poignant and/or dramatic 
issues at stake. 
 
When looking at portrayals of dystopia or utopia, it is useful to bear in 
mind that the terms are not so distinct as they might seem. Immediately 
apparent, of course, are the opposite characteristics they embody. Utopia 
is the best of all imaginable worlds, dystopia, the worst. Utopia looks, a 
priori, to a future ‘dream’ world, to new bearings and beginnings, and to 
capturing an ideal which is static; dystopia relates to, or originates 
principally in the present, taking a linear form, or ‘advancing’ trajectory. 
Utopia thus focuses on an escape from present reality, from time itself; 
dystopia portrays that very reality, which is immanent. Utopia does not, or 
cannot exist: it is the projection of a non-place, not just a good place;5 
dystopia is portrayed as all-too-real, albeit often with some distortion. And 
while utopian writers believe in progress as a positive force, looking for-
ward (in both senses) to the attendant freedom/s, dystopian writers tend to 
show the unwanted or unforeseen consequences of progress. Utopia, then, 
is an expression of desire, optimism, hope; dystopia of fear, pessimism, 
revolt. However, precisely since utopia implies an unsatisfactory present, 
and realizations or fabrications of utopia inevitably fall short of the 
original conception, there is some blurring of these distinctions so that 
certain works of literature can find themselves classed as examples of both 
utopia (or anti- or negative utopia) and dystopia; Jonathan Swift’s 
Gulliver’s Travels (1726) is a classic case.6 

Dystopia, in its turn, often provokes apocalypse (in the sense of the ul-
timate cataclysm), which, in its turn, may usher in the final utopia. So the 
sequence, following the model, would be dystopia > apocalypse > utopia, 
and writers, in their representations, present either the whole progression, 
or focus on one or two ‘thirds’ of it: on the dystopian vision that provokes 
                                                 
5 Spagnoletto (7) summarizes it as a non-sense become sense. The term was first 
used by Thomas More in his book Utopia (1516), the archetypal modal for all fu-
ture literary utopias; see Fortunati and Trousson: 156, 287. 
6 Swift shows very clearly that utopia is impossible; see Trousson: 24. 
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the catastrophic event, on the event itself, and/or on the lessons for the 
future laid bare by the event (and thus, the idealized or utopian society that 
might survive it). 

Apocalyptic literature, then, in its widest sense (and diverse configu-
rations) emerges whenever a sense of imminent end or impending disaster 
grips the imagination of a society—or an individual writer—“whether on 
the shores of Asia, or in the Edgware Road” (Eliot: 212). Italy, indeed, has 
a long tradition of apocalyptic literature, grounded in the early Middle 
Ages and coinciding with the close of the first millennium and its 
expectations of the end of the world: for the oral, religious traditions of 
expression (Ascetics, Flagellantes, etc.), God would sweep away the old 
and diseased and, through the ‘second coming’, usher in the new, inno-
cent, pure world promised in the scriptures. This notion reaches its apogee 
in Dante’s journey through the three realms of the after-life, in a new 
Revelation of the consequences of sin, which, in his view, was intensi-
fying to infect every aspect of human life. It is present in the Black Death 
of the mid-14th century, the starting point for the escape to the utopian 
haven of Boccaccio’s ten story-tellers. It is there too, though in different 
kinds of contexts, in Machiavelli, Manzoni and Leopardi, each writer 
offering an ‘apocalyptic’ response to contemporaneous “distress of nations 
and perplexity” (Eliot: 212), as they saw it: to, respectively, the collapse of 
the Soderini Republic, the plague as a god-sent ‘cleanser’, or fears of 
natural or moral desolation.  

In the ancient and medieval world, total apocalypse (the end of the 
world), could only be brought about by God (or the gods)—usually 
operating through nature (the flood of Noah or Gilgamesh, volcanic erup-
tions, earthquakes, plagues, etc.), while in the modern world, man himself 
has become capable of such destruction (nuclear or biological weapons, 
terrorist bombs), so that in the total sense of the destruction of the world, 
man has become as one of the gods. The shift in emphasis between the end 
of the first millennium and the second is due on the one hand to the 
gradual dismissal of god(s) as necessary explanation of cataclysmic 
events, through the encroachment of rationality and the advancement of 
scientific knowledge about natural processes, and on the other to man’s 
growing confidence (over-confidence?) in his ability to control the world 
and its fate to the point where, at the mere touch of a button, the world, a 
country, a city, frazione, street or house, can be utterly obliterated. This 
sense (and, indeed, reality) of human power—and knowledge of the physi-
cal extent of our world—has made total or zonal apocalypses entirely 
possible. This, it seems to me, is the historical context of modern apoca-
lyptic literature: at its most negative it concerns only destruction and 
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unimaginable cruelty, at its most positive it also contains a vision of an 
infinitely better future.7 

In the 20th century, tragedies such as the Holocaust, Hiroshima/Naga-
saki and Vietnam have been portrayed in literature, as apocalyptic. In 
Berger’s words (5), such events function as “definitive historical divides, 
as ruptures, pivots, fulcrums, separating what came before from what 
came after” and reveal “the true nature of what has been brought to an 
end”. The ’60s, for example, a period of increasing political awareness and 
polarization in much of Western Europe, generated a whole succession of 
apocalyptic and dystopian scenarios in Italy in the following decade, the 
substance of writers’ fears and fantasies (identifiable in works such as 
Italo Cremona’s La coda del cometa [The comet’s tail], Sebastiano Vas-
salli’s Il millennio che muore [The dying millennium], Paolo Volponi’s Il 
pianeta irritabile [The irritable planet], Guido Morselli’s Dissipatio H. 
G.).8 

The last twenty years, with the intensifying nuclear threat, AIDS 
epidemics (the modern ‘Black Death’), global warming, advanced techno-
logical developments, overweening media power, political corruption and 
the collapse of political systems, and the marginalization of races through 
migration, have provided writers with all manner of fears to expose and 
decry, exemplified, as far as Italy is concerned, in the admonitory 
literature of Vassalli, Capriolo, Avoledo and Pispisa. In seeking to explain 
some aspect of the world in terms of apocalypse—either from a religious 
perspective or in wholly secular terms—implicit in their depictions are 
suggestions of how and why society might take another path and find, or 
indeed recapture, a sense of wholeness, however this is defined. Two 
novels which illustrate a different paradigm, and lend themselves to close 
analytical, and apocalyptic, readings, are Capriolo’s Il sogno dell’agnello 
[Dream of the lamb] of 1999 and Avoledo’s L’elenco telefonico di Atlan-
tide [The phone directory of Atlantis] of 2003. Capriolo, living in Milan, 
is an established writer, known and appreciated for her mythical and eter-
nal (largely sober) themes and preoccupations, while Avoledo, from Friuli, 
is a newcomer to the literary scene, a teller of contemporary tales that are 
bleak though characterized by a zany humour. And yet, despite their very 
different backgrounds, styles of writing, and types of narrative, they use 

                                                 
7 As Kumar notes: “The apocalyptic myth holds, in an uneasy but dynamic tension, 
the elements of both terror and hope. The apocalyptic ending will also signal the 
millennial beginning” (in Bull: 202). 
8 On Volponi and Morselli, see, for example, Mussgnug, and Fioretti. Writers in 
West Germany and Austria were exploring similar themes and fears; see Cornils. 
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apocalypse to voice their concerns about the present state of society and its 
future. 
 
That the year 1999 marked a turning point in Paola Capriolo’s narrative—
with the publication of her eighth novel, Il sogno dell’agnello—should 
not, in one sense, have been surprising to her readers and critics, given the 
author’s publicly expressed views: her repeated condemnations of the 
superficiality and rapid pace of modern life and her fears for the future of 
society. And yet, not only does Il sogno express an overtly apocalyptic 
theme, but it is also Capriolo’s only novel to reveal a modern orientation, 
with events unfolding in a gadget- and computer-dominated world—in-
conceivable as a setting for her previous protagonists. Apocalyptic hints 
are assuredly present in certain of her earlier novels (allusions to the 
Holocaust and to the all-pervasive influence of “La Compagnia” in Il noc-
chiero [The ferryman], 1989, for example, or the portrayal of a tsunami in 
Il doppio regno, 1991, The Dual Realm, 2000),9 but up to 1998 her work 
featured isolated and idiosyncratic protagonists in timeless environments, 
caught up in largely solipsistic and especially artistic pursuits and ob-
sessions. The restless protagonists, often with no ‘proper’ name, all seek 
an escape from their everyday reality. As the author has said, “they are 
looking for something else: for another world or another dimension”, but 
all seem to find that either this dimension does not exist or that it is com-
mensurate with their destruction.10 

More recent novels echo this trope and further develop the apocalyptic 
theme, although all are situated back in the past. Capriolo herself observed 
in 2004: “From Il sogno dell’agnello on, and including Qualcosa nella 
notte [Something in the night], all I have been doing, in effect, is writing 
about the apocalypse that seems increasingly to be hanging over us (not 
literally, of course, but in the sense of an inevitable loss of our human sub-
stance: last year was ample proof of this).”11 Following Il sogno del-
l’agnello, which takes the reader into a quiet village, cut off from the rest 
of the world and its evils, as would befit a utopian city (or island, in the 
original conception of Thomas More, as that of Aldous Huxley’s Island of 
1962), the author returns to myth or to ‘ancient’ texts for inspiration 

                                                 
9 The “Company” of Il nocchiero is reminiscent of the “Machine” of E. M. For-
ster’s dystopian short story, ‘The Machine Stops’ (1909); Il doppio regno focuses 
on the survival of the protagonist in what could be interpreted as a post-apoca-
lyptic world. 
10 Ania 1998: 318. All translations from the Italian are my own. 
11 Personal communication from Capriolo, May 2004; in 2003 a series of floods 
and hurricanes ravaged America, for example. See also Ania 2005: 146-48. 
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partly, it would seem, in an attempt to understand the dystopian present, 
and in this sense the ‘social’ theme continues. Una di loro [One among 
them] (2001) and Una luce nerissima [Darkest of lights] (2005) examine 
the plight of oppressed minorities (racial and religious), both novels 
highlighting themes of persecution and exclusion, and the latter ending 
with cataclysmic destruction, while Qualcosa nella notte (2003) reinter-
prets the Sumerian legend of Gilgamesh, and his dreams of catastrophes 
such as the Flood. 

Tullio Avoledo also looks at the contemporary world in terms of 
dystopia and the imminence (or actuality) of apocalypse. His first work 
L’elenco telefonico di Atlantide was written as a direct result of his ex-
periences in the year 2000: “that extraordinary year which, to a child born 
in 1957, seemed to be the culminating point of everything wondrous, the 
threshold of tomorrow’s world. The year 2000 disappointed me, as did 
Europe and as did the euro, this Monopoly-like money” (personal com-
munication from Avoledo, November 2006). The initial draft of the novel 
was completed in just two months, witness to his ardent indignation: “My 
flat became the scriptorium of a medieval monk possessed by the apoca-
lypse.” A further four (lengthy) novels have since followed, the most re-
cent appearing in March 2007. Avoledo’s stories, like those of Capriolo, 
feature protagonists who are isolated from those around them and are ob-
sessive in their ways, but to date all their problems are firmly embedded in 
contemporary reality, in the worlds—and scandals—of big business, bank-
ing, politics, and modern seats of learning, rather than in the more abstract, 
mythical environments favoured by Capriolo. 

Of L’elenco telefonico di Atlantide Avoledo has stated: “My novel 
could be read as a summa of the themes characterizing the end of the mil-
lennium”  (personal communication, November 2006). While it is the text 
that most addresses apocalyptic sensibilities, as we shall see, Avoledo’s 
subsequent novels also refer, implicitly or explicitly, to man’s fragile con-
dition at the dawn of the new millennium; they portray mysterious hap-
penings, horrific events and corruption of all kinds, as well as touching on 
questions of personal safety and individual versus societal responsibility. 
Mare di Bering [The Bering Sea] (2003) deals specifically with the 
nuclear threat and the consequences of global warming, as well as with the 
scandals of honorary degrees and commissioned degree theses, producing 
a highly satirical portrait of the academic world; the novel also alludes to 
the ‘last days’, and to the apocryphal or ‘hidden’ gospels. Avoledo’s third 
novel, Lo stato dell’unione [State of the Union] (2005) focuses similarly 
on present-day society as dystopia, this time in the dual context of 
Northern Italian separatist movements and the nefarious power of ad-
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vertising; within this he highlights the inanity (and mis-use) of political 
‘correctness’, public opinion surveys, millennium celebrations—and end-
less meetings. Tre sono le cose misteriose [The three mysterious things] 
(2005) relates the story of a prosecutor occupied with the high-profile trial 
of a prominent leader on a warcrimes charge—a Leviathan, or “Monster”, 
as he is referred to; the prosecutor is fully aware of the importance of his 
role, and yet also of the cost both to the State of his 24/7 protection and to 
his family and private life.12 

While Capriolo’s prose is meticulously crafted and controlled (not, 
however, without subtle touches of humour and irony), Avoledo’s style is 
largely informal, fresh, light and colloquial, his humour linguistic as much 
as situational. A particular characteristic of his writing, indeed, is a facility 
to tease his reader—who just begins to believe s/he has unravelled some 
puzzle when a new angle is presented—as well as to ridicule the modern 
hyperbolic use of language. For Capriolo, the form of words is of capital 
importance, form, indeed, being (consciously) integral to her content, and 
her idealistic protagonists are all made to measure their words with care; 
furthermore, references and allusions to writers, poets, composers and 
philosophers of the classical tradition abound. Avoledo’s writing is also 
permeated with references to the classics, but most especially to popular 
culture/film (including Coppola’s 1979 film Apocalypse Now) and science 
fiction; while being five years Capriolo’s senior, he is generally more mo-
dern in terms of his points of reference.13 His characters, tending also to be 
idealists (and thus harassed by the world around them), are, however, 
impetuous, irritable and impatient; they have frequent recourse to con-
temporary slang, English or American ‘loan’ words, jargon and expletives, 
partly, it would seem, as a form of authorial irony. Moreover, while none 
of Capriolo’s books has a precise geographical or historical setting or con-
text, Avoledo’s novels are all expressly set in Northern Italy (or Switzer-
land, in one case). 

The writing of younger author Guglielmo Pispisa bears certain 
similarities to that of Avoledo. Città perfetta [The perfect city] (2005), his 
first novel, is the story of the construction—and promotion—of a perfect 

                                                 
12 The prosecutor is nameless, emphasizing his essential anonymity, while his son 
is Adam, a name which has apocalyptic as well as biblical resonance (the ‘Testa-
ment of Adam’ is considered a non-canonical apocalyptic text; see Reddish: 32). 
Avoledo’s 2007 novel, Breve storia di lunghi tradimenti [A brief tale of long be-
trayals], re-introduces characters from L’elenco telefonico, though on the whole, I 
feel, less engagingly. 
13 Both Capriolo and Avoledo allude or refer to Plato, a common point of reference 
for utopia writers after Thomas More. 
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city for the (already) privileged in society—appearing almost as the pre-
utopia of Capriolo’s Il sogno dell’agnello. The story has two largely sepa-
rate story-lines, the world of the apparently incongruously-named Giona 
and his colleagues (the biblical Jonah often figuring in utopian/dystopian 
narrative), who work for a small computer company, and that of Gani-
mede Borsch, desperately trying to see that his apparently unintelligent 
and vacuous daughter Dorotea is prepared for the examination to gain 
membership of the perfect city, as conceived by business tycoon Lorenzo 
Morgan; all names are endowed with multi-layered symbolic significance. 
In terms which invert the biblical codes, the public invited to consider 
applying to enter the city is openly (if mockingly) urged: “Abítuati al pri-
vilegio. Vivi in prima fila, non metterti in fila” [Get used to privilege. Live 
at the front, don’t queue] (82), or “Abitua i tuoi figli fin da piccoli a cam-
minare dal lato giusto della strada” [Ensure your children learn when very 
young to walk on the ‘right’ side of the street] (165). The two worlds meet 
through a virtual reality created by Giona and his colleagues in the form of 
Daryl Domino, a guru whose ideals Dorotea and her friends loyally be-
lieve in to the extent that one girl commits suicide, as then does a col-
league of Giona’s; the team is pressurized to ‘eliminate’ Daryl, although 
not before he has exposed the base, expansionist intentions behind Mor-
gan’s creation, provoking a popular revolt. While examining the desire to 
create, or to belong to an otherworldly utopia, as does Capriolo’s Il sogno 
dell’agnello, more than anything Città perfetta is, like L’elenco telefonico 
di Atlantide, a satirical portrait of the modern world of big business and 
mass advertising, of office life, takeovers, commercial interests and mani-
pulations, all of which crush the individual. 

Vassalli, a long-established author renowned for his historical novels, 
set in eras ranging from the 17th to the 20th century,14 altered his focus in 
1995 to examine the ‘future’, with his novel 3012: L’anno del profeta 
[The year of the prophet]—as does H. G. Wells’ The Time Machine, of a 
century earlier (1895). 3012 looks ‘back’ at life at the beginning of the 
fourth millennium,  in the “età della pace” [age of peace] (which had fol-
lowed a whole series of catastrophes including volcanic eruptions, earth-
quakes and a Third World War) and in which the West no longer exists. 
Yet while there are no more wars or foreign enemies, the period, ironi-
cally, is one of severe moral debasement, corruption and senseless urban 
violence: the government is a military dictatorship (“la più ipocrita di tutte 
le dittature [the most hypocritical of dictatorships], 101), the police, or 
                                                 
14 La chimera (1990; The Chimera, 1993) is set in 17th-century Piedmont, Marco e 
Mattio (1992) in 18th-century Belluno, and both ll cigno (1993; The Swan, 1997) 
and Cuore di pietra [Heart of Stone] (1997) are set in the 19th and 20th centuries. 
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“pacificatori” [peacemakers], are hostile and corrupt, able to sense—and 
thus punish—any aggression in people’s thoughts (163), and the rich can 
pay for protection, and even for extended life (using body parts stolen 
from the young). As in Città perfetta, virtual reality plays a part in 3012, 
since people can also pay to live out episodes of eroticism, power or bra-
very in a “centrovita”, or LifeCentre. Indeed, the only way to experience 
the ‘normality’ of a tranquil evening among friends is to pay, to live it 
electronically, and the secret dream of many is to earn enough money to 
be able to take refuge in such a program permanently. In this age of peace, 
life had never been so dangerous and difficult—politicians are represented 
in public by specially-created doubles, “uomini e donne fotocopie” [photo-
copy men and women] (90)—but energy is plentiful, since it is harnessed 
from all the hatred expressed. With increasingly dark irony Vassalli shows 
(as did Volponi before him), how humans have been reduced to little more 
than monsters, sharing the world with all manner of hybrid creatures, 
diversity knowing no limits, including the “Ci Acca (Changing Humanity) 
[…] che la gente normale chiamava mostri” [which normal people called 
monsters] (9). And thus, through the thoughts, poems and sayings of his 
protagonist, the prophet Antalo, Vassalli reveals a grim future for fragile 
(and mediocre) human beings, and the need for a final, cleansing apoca-
lypse. 
 
We turn now to look at the two central texts. Il sogno dell’agnello is the 
first of Capriolo’s novels to portray a linear as well as a modern world, the 
narrative embodying a definitive sense of progression. The inhabitants of 
the ‘utopian’ village have no names, being referred to merely by letters, 
and Capriolo makes it clear that it is irrelevant whether she refers to X, Y 
or Z as they have no distinguishing characteristics whatsoever. All the 
men are employed by the local “Centro”, where sophisticated products are 
made using equally sophisticated methods, in a sheltered and quiet, but 
also smart atmosphere; this is indeed clean, light work in a wholly sani-
tized society. Furthermore, 

 
I begli uffici adorni di piante, i vasti candidi laboratori sembrano avere in 
sé la propria giustificazione, vivere una propria vita piacevolmente isolata 
e immemore di qualsiasi contatto con l’esterno, esattamente come il villag-
gio situato a breve distanza che il Centro irradia per così dire delle sue 
virtù più essenziali. (18) 

 
[The fine plant-decorated offices and the large spotlessly white laboratories 
seem to exist purely for themselves, pleasantly cocooned, and with no 
memory of the outside world, just like the nearby village to which the Cen-
tre transmits, as it were, its most essential qualities.] 
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The women are attentive to their husbands and children, preoccupied with 
cleanliness, order and appearances, genteel in their manners and speech; 
the children are all obedient and docile. In the evenings the families all 
gather in front of their television sets to watch their favourite programmes 
(or those they have been ‘programmed’ to prefer), with nothing to trouble 
or disturb them: 
 

Tale spensieratezza, sarà opportuno spiegarlo, si deve a una saggia misura 
adottata dalla direzione, che ha provveduto a far installare un dispositivo 
speciale in grado di interrompere la trasmissione sull’intero territorio del 
villaggio non appena in essa sia menzionato, o peggio ancora mostrato, 
qualche soggetto spiacevole. Grazie a questo accorgimento guerre e cares-
tie, epidemie e attentati terroristici sono banditi dai televisori e sostituiti 
[dall’]oscurarsi degli schermi, [dal] gentile risonare di note d’arpa. (19) 

 
[They owe their carefree existence, we should point out, to a sensible 
measure adopted by the Management: every television in the village is fit-
ted with a special device that interrupts programmes whenever something 
unpleasant is mentioned or, even worse, shown. Thanks to this precaution, 
wars, famines, epidemics and terrorist attacks are never broadcast; instead 
the screens go dark and soft harp music is played.] 

 
The fact that this seems to be happening more and more, sometimes even 
throughout a whole news broadcast, causes the villagers to realize that the 
situation “out there” is deteriorating rapidly, but this only confirms them 
in their intent to avoid all contact with it; and anyway, the inhabitants pos-
sess no critical or mental abilities to enable them to question the rules. 
Theirs is an exclusion zone, a privileged (we are not told on what merits, 
unlike the ‘academic’ prerequisites for admission to Pispisa’s ideal city), 
safe, bright existence. They are “gli eletti del piccolo paradiso” [the elect 
of this little paradise] (18), contented, protected from illness, sheltered 
from death; in other words they live in a ‘perfect’ world. Here, however, 
as is also patently obvious in Città perfetta and 3012, the author’s irony is 
apparent from the start.15 

Biblical undertones and hints are likewise not long in coming to the 
fore. All the citizens show “lo stesso zelo privo di entusiasmo” [the same 
zeal devoid of all enthusiasm] (32), doing the same things at the same 

                                                 
15 In Vassalli’s case irony is also contained in the footnotes added by the supposed 
‘editor’, to explain the most baffling aspects of life 2000 years ago, such as elec-
tions, democracy, the Catholic Church, and parking. It is also present in the fact 
that only two languages have survived: new Russian and ‘airport English’—the 
latter understood by all except the British. 
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times, with the same bland, orthodontically perfect smiles. Only the young 
child Sara stands out from the crowd, a loner and an orphan, a misfit in a 
village where intelligence is a handicap, individual thinking/reasoning 
non-existent and imagination unknown or frowned at. She is also, notably, 
the only citizen to whom Capriolo has given a name.  

The starting point of the tale is the arrival of a tramp—or “Principe” 
[Prince], as he wishes to be addressed (we later see he seems to have been 
an Emeritus professor)—a sign (in retrospect) that something is about to 
change. With his strange appearance and ways, his willingness to ‘lower’ 
himself to do all the less pleasant tasks, the intruder is initially a source of 
curiosity, then merely tolerated, as ‘difference’. His prophet-like pro-
nouncements, or mumblings, mostly from the book of Revelation, will be 
rejected by all.  

Sara is the only one who befriends him, and as they spend time to-
gether talking, and the Prince reads ‘stories’ to her from the Bible, Shake-
speare and Plato, she starts to understand her situation. The pair seek to 
detach themselves from the order and control, the lukewarm sentiments 
and ignorance, but are faced with incomprehension and mounting hos-
tility, and gradually the environment itself undergoes change—initially, 
the onset of increasing darkness, one of the apocalypse’s most significant 
characteristics. The book, indeed, is dedicated “Ai non tiepidi” [To those 
who are not lukewarm], a direct allusion to John’s words in Revelation 3, 
which the Prince echoes on several occasions.16 And so the citizens begin 
to suffer a series of discomforts, or ‘plagues’, with a clearly apocalyptic 
message; at very least this is divine intervention against the lukewarm, at 
worst, these are the end-of-the-world ‘tribulations’, although also of 
relevance is the story of the plagues visited upon the Egyptians.17 While 
the purpose of such plagues, in biblical terms, was to shake people from 
complacency or from immorality, Capriolo’s citizens are quite unable to 
imagine any cause behind their troubles: the death or disappearance of all 
the pets, water tasting bitter (of wormwood), and invasions of mosquitoes, 
cockroaches, scorpions and spiders. Incidents are reported to the “di-
rezione” [Management] which sends representatives to reassure the citi-
zens and restore order, yet their words and actions are quite ineffectual. 

                                                 
16 “I know your works: you are neither cold nor hot. Would that you were cold or 
hot! So, because you are lukewarm, and neither cold not hot, I will spew you out 
of my mouth” (Revelation 3: 15-16); see Il sogno: 80, 107. See also Il sogno: 127 
(and Revelation 3: 17). 
17 See Exodus chapters 1-12. The Prince is heard to mutter, for example: “I will 
harden Pharaoh’s heart, and multiply my signs and wonders in the land of Egypt” 
(Exodus 7: 3; Il sogno: 96). 
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One night, all (apart from Sara and the Prince) are visited by the same 
dream, that of a lamb bleeding from a deep wound. The lamb, indeed, is 
one of the most prominent symbols in the book of Revelation; it is the 
wrath of the Lamb, in John’s vision, that causes the various events un-
leashed by his opening of the seven seals: earthquakes, fires, darkness, the 
death of living creatures, waters turned to wormwood, scorpion-like 
stings, locusts the size of horses.18 Although the citizens complain about 
the mosquitoes, becoming more and more uneasy, they do not understand 
the Prince’s reaction or passivity, and, even with their limited mental 
faculties, begin to see him as a viper in their midst, someone they have 
assisted (minimally), but whose arrival in their village has set off the chain 
of events. While the Prince’s role in the story is not explicit (is he a 
prophet, like Vassalli’s protagonist, or merely an observer of events?) he 
certainly never attempts to influence any of the other citizens, perhaps 
since they are beyond redemption. While his title—Prince—has various 
literary associations, he appears more as a sort of Jeremiah figure who re-
iterates the biblical prophecies and bemoans the citizens’ ignorance (rather 
than wickedness), or as a Jonah sent (and obeying somewhat reluctantly) 
to save the ‘one human being of worth’, that is, Sara.19 

Raw and violent emotions now come to the surface, as the villagers 
openly blame the two ‘misfits’ for these apocalyptic outbreaks (to which 
the latter are immune: the lamb ‘passes over’ them) and turn aggressively 
on each other. Witnessing all around them “il crollo del paradiso terrestre” 
[the collapse of the earthly paradise] (173), the pair only narrowly escape 
being drowned (Sara) or burnt (the Prince) by a crazed mob. As the fire 
spreads (the element most symbolic of apocalypse), the two friends leave 
the village while all the inhabitants, celebrating together in an increasingly 
violent and drunken frenzy, are consumed by the flames. While the Prince 
had earlier tried in vain to convince Sara, in a letter, that: “qualsiasi in-
ferno è preferibile a questo paradiso fasullo” [any kind of hell would be 
preferable to this false paradise] (204), now, as they cross the mist, Sara 
needs no further persuasion, observing, sagely, that while this new 
environment may not be perfect, they have had enough of paradises.  

                                                 
18 See Revelation 5: 6. Reinforcing this symbolism, the Prince carves for Sara, as a 
Christmas gift, a simple wooden animal which, to his dismay, she immediately 
sees as a lamb (Il sogno: 159-61) and adopts as her talisman. See also Revelation 
9: 1-11. 
19 Sara, however, remembering the story of Sodom and Gomorrah (an early apoca-
lyptic tale of fire and destruction; see Genesis 18, 19) makes the opposite link, 
claiming that the Prince is the “one good man” (Il sogno: 202). 
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Paola Capriolo’s stance on organized society is one of deep pessimism. 
Her focus here is on a dystopia—or negative utopia, conceived as such by 
the Management—followed by the apocalyptic end of this ‘civilization’; 
Management decides everything but is faceless, and feeds citizens only 
false or empty reassurances. Capriolo is explicit in terms of apocalyptic 
reference, openly citing or alluding to the books of Exodus, Daniel and 
especially Revelation. While the symbolism is exclusively biblical and the 
story embodies the characteristics of traditional biblical apocalypse 
(punishing evil and saving the ‘righteous’) the tale also borders on the 
postmodern apocalypse—“a version of the apocalypse that dwells ob-
sessively on the end, without any expectation of a new beginning”.20 How, 
then, does her intent to highlight the deficiencies and absurdities of society 
in a modern parable centred on the ‘end of the world’ theme, compare 
with that of Tullio Avoledo? 
 
Set, apparently, in the year 2000, L’elenco telefonico di Atlantide portrays 
a week or so in the ‘life’ of bank employee Giulio Rovedo, the firm’s legal 
expert. The story unfolds in various city environments including Milan, 
seen, perhaps, as a modern-day Babylon; presented in different type-faces 
and fonts (reproducing memos, tables, emails and computer screens), it 
addresses work relations, male friendships, male/female relationships, 
family ties and work/domestic responsibilities, revealing above all else an 
overwhelming sense of alienation, which the facility of electronic 
communications only accentuates. We meet concentration camp survivors, 
Nazi-hunters, AIDS sufferers, computer hackers and Egyptologists, such 
individuals all symbolic of past and present apocalypses, where attention 
was focused on economic rather than human (or humane) values, and ‘pro-
gress’ largely involved demolition. Yet in this ultramodern world, ques-
tions of mysticism and mystery are far from absent, most notably, a search 
for the Ark of the Covenant (‘revealed’ in Revelation 11, 19); and thus im-
plicit is the search for utopia, the attempt to conjure up a future ‘ideal’ 
society, or, even more aptly, resuscitate a past. The title, indeed—recalling 
Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis (1627)—aptly hints at a conflation of the 
mythical with the modern.21 

Giulio Rovedo leads a very fragmented existence, juggling time spent 
in Pista Prima22 in the “condominio Nobile” (the apartment block where 
                                                 
20 Kumar in Bull: 207; see also Boyarin in Dellamore: 43-44. 
21 Atlantis recurs, if incidentally, in all Avoledo’s novels to date, arguably as a 
symbol of what is lacking, and thus sought, in today’s world. 
22 The Italian equivalent for the ‘province’ of Airstrip One in Orwell’s 1984. The 
town is so-called, the narrator is later at (ironic) pains to relate, because of the 
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he has his batchelor pad, and in whose basement the Ark of the Covenant 
is supposedly to be found), time at work, and time spent with his friends, 
or with his wife and son. Suddenly discovering one day that he is to be 
transferred to Milan, to the headquarters of the powerful mega-bank 
Bancalleanza which governs the small bank for which he works, Giulio 
protests, particularly at the casual manner of informing him: by fax. Yet 
the manager merely replies: “Ma dài, Rovedo. Si abitui. Ormai siamo en-
trati nel nuovo millennio. Rapidità, efficienza. Grandi strategie aziendali” 
[Come on, Rovedo. Get used to it. We’re in the new millennium now. 
Speed, efficiency. Grand company strategies]. Giulio leaves the room, 
crushed, but cannot resist storming back in, to parry: “Tanto per la pre-
cisione [...] il nuovo millennio comincerà solo il primo gennaio” [Actually 
[…], the new millennium will not begin until 1st January] (64, 66), an 
ironic criticism levelled at the many who celebrated the end of the wrong 
year. As Giulio’s friend Franco later asks him, looking out at the dark 
from the window of his flat:  
 

Te lo immaginavi così, il Duemila? […] Sai cosa mi sembra? Ci pensavo 
ieri. Mi sembra di essere finito in quell’episodio di ai confini della realtà 
che ci aveva terrorizzato da piccoli. (217) 
 
[Did you think the year 2000 would be like this? […] Do you know what I 
feel? I was thinking about it yesterday. I feel as if I’m in that episode of 
‘The Twilight Zone’ which had terrified us when we were little.] 
 

The double-edged irony only becomes apparent subsequently, one of the 
engaging characteristics that permeate and drive Avoledo’s fiction. 

And so we follow Giulio as he moves frantically between cities and 
between buildings, his job and marriage under threat, his best friend dying 
of AIDS. And in the midst of all this he becomes caught up in a con-
spiracy, seemingly hatched by the powerful Bancalleanza, as he attempts 
to fight the homogenizing, controlling influences that result in un-
scrupulous dealings and the exploitative (mis-)use of technology, with hu-
mans constrained by impersonal ‘structures’, forced to endure transfers, 
redundancies (or inappropriate retraining in middle age) and the rise of 
young upstarts or ‘idiots’ as managers. As Giulio’s superior De Rege tells 
him: “Noi costruiamo strutture destinate a resistere nel tempo” or “Questi 
non sono tempi per l’originalità” [We build structures destined to last. 
These are not times for originality] (22), and Amon Gottman (a heavily 

                                                                                                      
racetrack-style ring road constructed around it, rather than for any reference to 
Orwell (L’elenco: 153). 
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significant name), the young ‘boy-manager’ of the Milan bank, states: “Il 
masterplan non prevede margini di disomogeneità.” [The masterplan does 
not allow for any lack of homogeneity] (27, original emphasis).23 Com-
parisons with the all-controlling “direzione” and the “Centro” of Il sogno 
dell’agnello, are pertinent. Here, is a vision of a new kind of totali-
tarianism, reminiscent of the Fascist state which, in the ’30s , was only 
partially successful in controlling the lives of individuals and keeping 
them subordinate to the state, as the Fascists could not exercise control in-
side people’s homes or minds—something which for the controllers of to-
day is far less of a problem, as Orwell’s 1984 already prophesied in 1949, 
and Vassalli’s novel, most brutally, extends. All four Italian writers, 
indeed, bring out this aspect in their novels, and their revelations are far-
reaching and acute. 

Right from the opening pages of L’elenco telefonico, following the 
tradition stretching back through Leopardi, Manzoni, Machiavelli and 
Dante, we find myriad implicit or explicit criticisms of contemporary life, 
in the modern context of mass culture, and most especially of big 
business: subcontracting, takeovers and mergers, the increasing, im-
personal speed of communications (and getting results), accompanied by 
decreasing personal space (e.g. tiny, sterile offices all kitted out with the 
same kind of plants, and reminiscent of Capriolo’s “Centro”). Later criti-
cisms range from the annoying to the pernicious, from insensitive mobile 
phone use and thoughtless double parking, to the near incomprehensibility 
of contemporary language, mindless rules, emotional and financial black-
mail, and the (dubious) function of universities—this last theme receiving 
extensive treatment in Mare di Bering. 

We thus see, in L’elenco telefonico, the de-humanizing process at its 
most extreme—hence the greater importance given by individuals to myth, 
to ancient gods, to mysticism or superstition, in an attempt to find some 
deeper reality or sense. Giulio devotes increasing time to his suddenly-
awakened interest in ancient Egypt (a civilization which collapsed), es-
pecially in Apophis, the god—or demon—of chaos, and interest soon be-

                                                 
23 These aspects are based on Avoledo’s personal experience, his own unwelcome 
transfer to Milan: “I’ve never felt so alone in all my life. I had to adapt to patterns 
of work and ways of thinking that were totally alien to me, and to a kind of 
officialdom that still causes me distress.” He also abhorred “the monotony, the 
endless meetings, the smallscale abuses of power in the company and the large-
scale manoeuvres of macroeconomics…”. Personal communication from Avoledo, 
November 2006. 
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comes obsession.24 This search for, or fixation on ‘another world’, another 
layer, or reality, to counter-balance the fragile or defective nature of 
actuality, comparable to that of almost all Capriolo’s tormented prota-
gonists, shapes a novel in which, as one critic has stated, “parallel realities 
(whether real or presumed) conspiracies and dreams are all gradually 
brought together to form a fascinating and increasingly complex plot” 
(Baranelli). Nothing in L’elenco telefonico, indeed, including any kind of 
coincidence, is what it seems. Emanuele Libonati, the character Giulio 
first encounters on a train, and who turns out to be a concentration camp 
survivor, tells him (with Platonic overtones):  
 

Niente è per caso. Tutto quello che sembra accada per caso è in realtà de-
terminato da una volontà superiore […].25 Lei crede di vivere nel mondo 
della ragione, del principio causa-effetto. Anchi’io vorrei tanto crederci. 
Ma quella che vediamo è solo l’ombra del mondo. (258, original emphasis) 
 
[Nothing occurs by chance. Everything that seems to happen by chance is 
actually determined by a higher will […]. You think you are living in a 
world of reason, governed by the cause and effect principle. I would so 
much like to believe this too. But what we see is only the shadow of the 
world] 

 
Giulio has a similar conversation with the computer hacker, Maurilio Cal-
zavara, who admits that the reason he began to investigate Bancalleanza 
was because it flaunted the Ark of the Covenant as its symbol and he does 
not believe in coincidences: “C’è un disegno, invece. Un progetto” [There 
is, rather, a design, a plan] (283, original emphasis). According to the Old 
Testament, the Ark of the Covenant, a chest of acacia wood overlaid with 
gold, contained the two tablets of the ten commandments, which were 
considered sacred, having been dictated by God to Moses; when the cove-
nant was broken, desolation followed. Yet what Avoledo may also be 
hinting at is that it is not what you know that is ‘important’, but what you 
can convince others that you ‘know’, the controlling force being, once 
again, akin to that of the totalitarian state.  

The Ark—a surrogate Holy Grail (also referred to on several occa-
sions)—occupies the main narrative attention of the latter half of the story. 

                                                 
24 Giulio even receives an email shaped as a pyramid (400). Egyptian literature and 
near-Eastern mythology, as also Babylonian divination writings, have been con-
sidered important sources for Jewish apocalyptic thought (Reddish: 33). 
25 This notion also recurs in the discourse of two of Capriolo’s earlier protagonists: 
Baron Scarpia of Vissi d’amore (1992; Floria Tosca, 1997) and Erasmo Stiler of 
Un uomo di carattere (1996; A Man of Character, 2000). 
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From separate conversations with Libonati and Valdemarin (another te-
nant of the Nobile), Giulio learns that, mysteriously and coincidentally, 
the dimensions of the Temple built to house the Ark are identical to those 
of the Nobile’s cellars, and thus the location of the “sancta sanctorum” 
would be the large sink there, from whose tap miraculous water flows.26 
Another tenant, the ironically-named Abbagnano, endeavours to exploit 
this source to the full, bottling and selling the water to the sick, who soon 
flock to the Nobile and turn it into a place of pilgrimage. While Avoledo 
may be alluding obliquely to the prophecies contained in the book of 
Ezekiel regarding God’s plan to re-establish the Temple as the centre of 
worship (in Israel), he is clearly showing the ruthless manipulation of the 
emotions of those who are suffering. As far as the book’s title is con-
cerned, incidentally, while Atlantis is implicit in the yearning for a lost 
utopia, and there have been seemingly peripheral references to Atlantis 
along the way, the mysterious phone directory itself does not surface until 
the final pages, as the title of a book that Calzavara has stolen from Libo-
nati, and which provides a curious twist to the tale.27 Giulio, indeed, is be-
wildered by all the different sequences of events in the story, especially 
the Bancalleanza ‘conspiracy theory’, and prior to this had even apolo-
gized to Libonati for his confusion, wondering if he was losing his sanity: 
 

Una settimana fa ero una persona normale. […] Adesso sono stato scari-
cato da mia moglie, sto per perdere il lavoro e mi trovo a discutere se sotto 
casa mia c’è la tomba di un faraone, o Atlantide, o l’arca dell’Alleanza 
(346). 
 
[A week ago I was a normal person. […] Now I have been thrown out by 
my wife, I’m about to lose my job, and I find myself involved in a dis-
cussion as to whether the tomb of a Pharaoh, or Atlantis, or the Ark of the 
Covenant is located under my flat.]28 

 
And so the reader is led back and forth through the labyrinthine layers 

of the plot to the ‘end’ of the story where the various ‘ends’ are (ap-
parently) all tied up as Giulio escapes the Bank’s sinister clutches and 
returns home to wife and son. If, after all the machinations, the reader 
finds this too convenient or abrupt an ending, Avoledo’s Coda, or new 

                                                 
26 See L’elenco: 329-30. The Ark of the Old Testament was housed in the Sancta 
Sanctorum and placed in the Temple, or Tabernacle. 
27 For Bianchi (199), a phone directory, with its impersonal numbers representing 
individuals, is a dystopian text par excellence. 
28 Giulio’s ‘summing up’ of his situation is not unlike that of Walter, the pro-
tagonist of Capriolo’s Il nocchiero. 
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‘revelation’, and quite astonishing post-revelation soon overturn this pre-
mature judgement. It is “a finale that opens the way to new interpretations 
and is the perfect ending to an intelligent and ironic tale” (Baranelli), at 
which point reflection reveals just how adroitly planned and executed the 
story has been; the order restored (an essential characteristic of eschato-
logical theories) belongs to the ‘futurological’ rather than to the present, 
and to “il caso” [chance]—or the choices of ‘another’.29 In retrospect, the 
apparently incidental comments and observations (on parallel or ‘other’ 
worlds, in particular), it is now clear, impose a wholly new layer of signi-
ficance. But other than to hint that Giulio’s number is indeed contained in 
some kind of ‘directory’ would be to spoil the reader’s pleasure in un-
covering for him- or herself the precise way in which Avoledo achieves 
his ‘end’. 

Tullio Avoledo’s stance, then, on life in modern society, is highly 
cynical, and pessimistic in the sense that no day of deliverance is at hand. 
L’elenco telefonico di Atlantide is the portrayal of a dystopia in which 
chaos, corruption, confusion and ‘non-communication’, reign, all stem-
ming from excessive controlling power—and yet the apocalypse may have 
already taken place. As in Il sogno dell’agnello the symbolism is largely 
biblical, with several references to Jonah and to Job, together with 
quotations from the apocryphal gospels of Nicodemus and Thomas. While 
L’elenco telefonico is not a transparent allegory in the way that Capriolo’s 
is, Avoledo adapts core elements of biblical or apocalyptic texts to his 
own form—as do both Pispisa and Vassalli. 

Vassalli’s 3012 is permeated throughout with biblical, especially 
apocalyptic allusions, culminating in the final chapters with Antalo’s an-
nouncement of a kind of ‘second coming’, the imminent arrival of the 
“God of Armies”: “squilleranno le trombe” [the trumpets will sound] 
(202); it may not be without significance that this occurs in chapter 67, as 
if following the 66 Biblical books. Antalo’s preachings, more incisive and 
direct than those of Capriolo’s gentle Prince, subvert the biblical ‘truths’, 
and survive, as the ‘editor’ tells us, having been transcribed by witnesses 
and theologians after his death (in the year 3012): the world was created 
out of anger, man is born with the seeds of hatred in him, and war is the 
sole cleanser of the world—as for the 20th-century Futurists. Antalo, in-
deed, is murdered simply because he lived inoffensively, expressed no 
hatred, had done no wrong. Pispisa’s Città perfetta adopts a similarly 
ironic tone, with phrases such as “Le vie del profitto sono spesso tortuose, 

                                                 
29 For an elaboration of the elements of chance, coincidence, ‘reality’ and fantasy 
in the story see Bianchi: 194-99. 
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accidentate e oscure” [The ways of profit are often tortuous, dark and 
fraught with dangers] (42) and recurrent references to apocalypse, Judge-
ment Day and Jesus’ second coming: traffic in the outside world, for ex-
ample, is described as “l’apocalisse di ogni mattina” [the apocalypse of 
every morning] (106). Each writer uses different aspects of apocalyptic or 
biblical symbolism/imagery for his or her particular denunciations. While 
Capriolo adopts a highly literary and direct style for her allegory, as suit-
ing her more ideological premise, Avoledo’s contemporary setting, idiom 
and clichés, his quirky, sometimes grotesque humour and multi-faceted 
irony, suit a modern story that is anti-political/-economic. L’elenco tele-
fonico is plot- and character-driven, incorporating dizzying changes of 
scene, interweaving accounts, and elements of suspense, while Il sogno 
dell’agnello unfolds in a single, unified setting with its more predictable, 
if horrific, outcome. 
 
Why apocalypse (now)? In the year 2000 Kermode was led to republish 
his 1967 seminal study The Sense of an Ending, prompted precisely by the 
approach of the millennium to re-examine relevant topics and themes, be-
lieving that “these old paradigms continue in some way to affect the way 
we make sense of the world” (2000: 28). Particular dates (such as the end 
of a millennium) certainly seem to bring out apocalyptic sensibilities,30 
and human beings, despite refuting the significance of such boundaries 
rationally, can be infected on the one hand by a sense of decay and cul-
tural decline, and on the other by a search for renewal.31 Kermode never-
theless stresses that “apocalypse can flourish […] quite independently of 
millennia” (2000: 182).32 Historical events, indeed, exert a far stronger 
pull and apocalyptic literature is more aptly classed as “crisis literature” 
(Reddish: 24), presenting or illustrating a crisis (experienced or perceived) 
as well as giving an alternative picture of reality. 

Contemporary fin-de-millennium authors certainly seem to be con-
sidering the world as being in a state of crisis, with apocalyptic motifs and 
messages highly visible although the specific ‘causative factors’ obviously 
vary. With the Italian writers discussed, socio-political and/or ideological 
factors, or aims, dominate their literary discourse, which is persuasive and 

                                                 
30 This is primarily attributable to the Bible, as Kermode recognizes (2000: 187); 
see, for example, Psalm 90: 4 and 2 Peter 3: 8. 
31 Gerber (50-79) affirms this as a basic premise in his study of the 1880s; see Ker-
mode in Bull: 258. 
32 Kermode cites the following as end-of-the-world dates/predictions: 948, 1000, 
1033, 1236, 1260, 1367, 1420, 1588, 1666, 1948 (2000: 9, 10, 12, 15, 183); see 
also Kumar in Bull: 211. 
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rational rather than in any way religious or hysterical. Their dis-
satisfactions and fears relate especially, as we have seen, to the numbing 
effects on individuals of excessive managerial control—the world’s 
spiralling out of (but also, ironically, into) control—which leads to an 
uncertain, insecure or unwanted future for the individual, and ultimately to 
the collapse of civilization itself. Capriolo and Avoledo, as Vassalli and 
Pispisa, rather than being ‘original’ in their conceptions, their fictitious 
portrayals of the world (present or future) as dystopia, are part of a long 
tradition of writers who are attracted by “the appeal of apocalyptic dis-
course” (O’Leary: 10), to explore themes of extremes, seeing the ability of 
such ‘myths’ to communicate across time, to reveal and confront the new 
‘forces of evil’ in the world. 

Critics have variously categorized literary apocalypses, dividing them 
into religious or secular, Christian or anti-Christian, high or popular, an-
cient or modern (or postmodern), demarcations that can be helpful in as-
sessing patterns or models. Of particular relevance to the two texts at the 
centre of our discussion is the system defined by John R. May (and used 
by Zimbaro for her classification of apocalyptic literature) wherein the two 
broad categories are religious and secular. The first subdivides into tra-
ditional (Judeo-Christian, following Revelation) and primitive (less struc-
tured, and beginning with some kind of paradise); the second into three: 
anti-Christian, humorous, and the apocalypse of despair.33 The religious 
grouping offers hope at the end, the secular the absence of hope. 

With as its subtext the book of Revelation—which dictates structure 
and plot and shows a reading of current society through “the prism of 
Johannine structures and figures” (Bethea: 34)—and with its opening de-
scribing a kind of utopia, Capriolo’s apologue falls between traditional 
and primitive religious. Yet the traditional formula is further subverted in 
Il sogno dell’agnello in the sense that rather than a dystopian world in 
which an Antichrist—or false messenger—heralds the apocalypse, the 
story presents a false utopia in which the ‘unhappy’ Prince functions as a 
‘true’ seer or prophet. The submissive citizens are credulous victims, their 
paradise of false gentility shaken by the ‘tests’ they are simply unable to 
‘pass’. L’elenco telefonico di Atlantide, on the other hand, showing the 
apparent randomness of the universe as far as the individual is concerned, 
can be classed as secular, and falls between the categories of despair and 
humour (with Abbagnano as the false miracle worker). Giulio is con-
stantly swayed by the beliefs or spurious authority of others—power- or 

                                                 
33 May (229) cited by Zimbaro (see xii-xv, 11-20). The genre of science fiction is 
included in the category of despair. 
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revenge-hungry frauds or deceivers—and in the end seen to be both victim 
and prisoner, propelled by the ‘higher will’ of which his mentors have 
spoken.34 

Despite their obvious formalistic and stylistic differences, the two 
writers, through their allusions, hints and sequences are clearly united in 
terms of their perplexities, their distress, their standpoint on contemporary 
reality. Capriolo’s exposé, or extended ‘fable’, may be overly didactic, but 
the author’s position vis-à-vis the present is clear. She conveys, albeit 
implicitly, what many apocalypse writers encapsulate, and that is a deep-
felt desire for some form of redemption or purity—in her case, a return to 
the world of learning, of books, of the individual unfettered imagination: 
while there is no post-apocalypse, it is clear which values or ‘imper-
fections’ would survive the ‘end’, and the final ‘vision’ in the novel is one 
of relief, of hope. Avoledo may be offering something more whimsical, or 
over elaborate, he may appear quite detached from his story, delighting in 
the paradoxes, the incongruities, the imposed order and structures, and yet 
his condemnation of society, his horror of contemporary ‘values’, is no 
less vehement. Each in his or her own way is writing an allegory of the 
collapse of society, which is man-wrought, even in Capriolo’s case where 
the signs and warnings are more closely and expressly biblical. And in 
their different dystopias all four writers, as their forebears from the ’60s 
on, are pointing the finger at technological and economic ‘progress’ as the 
culprit, and the sterile need, or demand for immediacy and the gratuitous 
in their many manifestations. Theirs is a fiercely critical, largely Orwel-
lian, attitude towards contemporary society and where it is going—hence 
the need to represent its overturning, in a fantasy world. 

Both Capriolo and Avoledo, furthermore, appear to identify closely 
with their protagonists: the male protagonist of Avoledo’s L’elenco tele-
fonico is not only based on the author’s experiences of working in a bank 
but, as Baranelli has observed, his name, Giulio Rovedo, is charmingly 
assonant with Tullio Avoledo (see also Bianchi: 187). And Sara in Il 
sogno dell’agnello, is surely modelled on Capriolo as a child: non-
conformist, full of imagination and always questioning things (as the 
author accepts; personal communication, February 2007). Both writers 
similarly highlight the importance of written texts, texts which look 
(forwards or backwards) to utopia—in itself, however, rarely desirable: 
the Bible, for Capriolo, as the “book of life” par excellence (Revelation 
                                                 
34 The appearance (as the Antichrist) of the genocidal leader in Avoledo’s Tre sono 
le cose misteriose could also signal imminent apocalypse, and the coming final 
battle in which evil (the tyrant) will be defeated by good (the prosecutor). Yet the 
novel ends before the ‘battle’ begins. 
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especially, but also Daniel),35 while in Avoledo’s case L’elenco telefonico 
di Atlantide can be seen as the false ‘book of life’, the putative phone 
directory of Atlantis, of a lost world. 

All the works discussed are portraying mankind, particularly its gentler 
side, in peril. Humans, for Avoledo, Pispisa and Vassalli, are pawns in the 
control of vested interests while Capriolo’s citizens are merely simulacra, 
not involved in any form of ‘life’, uttering platitudes, not having (no lon-
ger able to have, rather than not daring to have) any ideas of their own—
having been subjected to a type of oligarchical homogenizing brain-wash-
ing, akin to the drug-induced docility required in Huxley’s Brave New 
World (1932). In all the stories, individuals are kept in ignorance for their 
own ‘good’, and it is in these circumstances that allusions to apocalypse as 
a ‘cure’, or an ‘end’, are most powerful. 

While some writers see the salvation (or utopia) that the apocalypse 
can usher in as a “rhetorical and mystic solution to the problem of evil” 
(O’Leary: 6), both Capriolo and Avoledo are presenting an exposé of evil 
with no solution explicitly proposed, as befits the postmodern apocalypse. 
Like Gulliver’s Travels, Brave New World or 1984, among many others, 
Capriolo’s novel functions as a critique of society and of any solution in 
the guise of a mild or lukewarm utopia. Il sogno dell’agnello, indeed, 
implies the need to avoid utopias altogether, advocating a less perfect but 
more natural world, like that envisaged in the epigraph to Brave New 
World (from Berdyaev): “And perhaps a new century is beginning, a 
century where intellectuals and the educated classes will dream of ways of 
avoiding utopias, and of returning to a non-utopian society, less perfect 
and freer.” Perfection, as offered by Capriolo’s Management, is simply 
mindless conformity; it is a false utopia, just as is Vassalli’s “age of 
peace”, which intensifies and slowly sinks into dystopia and apocalypse. 
Avoledo’s exposure follows the model wherein conspiracy and apocalypse 
appear in the same discourse (O’Leary: 6), and in his dystopian, or post-
apocalyptic scenario, time is rushing past with no time or place for any 
suggestion of utopia. Vassalli and Pispisa, like Capriolo, both show that 
sections of humankind cannot shut themselves off from others with 
impunity, while Vassalli’s thesis is also that too much of anything, even 
peace, has negative consequences causing a swing towards opposite 
values. Pisipia’s story ends with the assault on the “città perfetta” and its 
repudiation in the press by a new ‘clean’, environmentally-friendly finance 
department—as well as the news that management of the project has 
                                                 
35 See Revelation 20: 12 and Daniel 12: 1. As Bethea notes, “If there is to be a way 
out, if history is to be transfigured […] it is through the Book” (44, original em-
phasis). 
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simply passed to Morgan’s puerile godson. 3012 closes with the end of the 
“era antica” and yet with the prophecy (and hope) of a new beginning; 
however, as the ‘editor’ explains, 2000 years have gone by and the 
prophecies have not (yet) come to pass. All these apocalyptic texts have 
what Umberto Eco (63) calls “visionary power”, in the paradoxical sense 
that “not all visions have to do with the future, or the hereafter.” Vassalli’s 
projection, indeed, is less ‘futurological speculation’ than its far-off date 
may comfortably suggest. 

We began by stating that apocalyptic texts were traditionally intended 
to both console and challenge, yet it is clear that modern presentations do 
not have this dual capacity. Writers today offer little consolation, theirs is 
more a kind of ‘resistance/protest literature’ against a society in which 
physical wellbeing and myriad ‘freedoms’ and ‘rights’ have been gained, 
but at the expense of individual maturity, wisdom, and ideals such as 
honesty, loyalty and common morality.36 Capriolo, Avoledo, and Vassalli, 
and to a lesser extent, Pispisa, are writers who revere the ‘lessons of his-
tory’ and scry the future, partly as a way of externalizing their personal 
fears, distaste and disenchantment,37 and partly as a warning to society. 
Yet since today so many seem desensitized to any serious message litera-
ture (or anything else) may have to offer, perhaps (echoing Eliot: 92), the 
(literate) world will not react with a bang but a (hollow) whimper. 

The use of apocalyptic motifs and images by contemporary novelists 
attests, then, to their power to witness, or challenge, and it seems safe to 
conclude that writers will continue to be inspired by “the ancient logic of 
apocalypticism” (O’Leary: 4), to imagine, conjecture, speculate on and 
portray end-of-the-world scenarios and catastrophes in different guises and 
in different periods for centuries to come, until… the end of the world. 
This is not simply because threats to security, individual or universal, per-
ceived or actual, will endlessly recur, but because the apocalypse—the 
apocalyptic myth—is eternal. As we have indicated, man throughout the 
passage of history has exhibited a tendency (or even a need) to imagine 
‘The End’ whatever the numerical significance of the year. Where the pre-
dicted apocalypse fails to materialise, adjustments may need to be made 
but the apocalypse survives—the ‘thief in the night’ may yet appear—tied 

                                                 
36 Reddish observes (26): “Through their visions of another world and a higher 
reality, apocalyptists challenge and confront the present systems. […] Through 
their writings, they encourage others to resist also.” See also Bloch: xi-xii. 
37 It is as if they are saying: “The future has arrived, and is a disappointment” 
(Bianchi: 196). 
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continually to the present.38 In other words, whether old or new, between 
expectation and reality lies the shadowy abyss that can trigger apocalypse. 
I close with a short exchange from Avoledo. During an unwanted call 
from the computer hacker, Calzavara, Giulio shows his anger, but the 
hacker begs him not to hang up. Giulio retorts: “Altrimenti cosa succede? 
Finisce il mondo?” [Otherwise, what will happen? Will the world end?] 
(155), which is what readers of apocalypse always have to discover. 
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